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A bike can be as groundbreaking and
visually appealing as you like but un-
less it sells, it can’t really be classed as
a winner. The six bikes in this special
test are winners - FACT! They are the
best-selling bikes in Britain in their re-
spective categories. The MT-09 Tracer,
MT-07, S1000RR, R1200RT, Z1000SX
and CRF250L go to war.

‘Whatever you do, don’t crash it!’ Hardly 
the words you want to hear as you leave 
pitlane, but then again MCN is rid-
ing Jonathan Rea’s WSB title-winning  
ZX-10R. In this race bike special we also 
try not to crash McGuinness’s TT Blade, 
Guy Martin’s Tyco BMW S1000RR, Chaz 
Davies’ Panigale R and loads more top-
notch track tools. 

Testing the
world’s best

In the very 
hot seat
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Peter Hickman has proved that he is 

capable of going somewhere pretty scary 

and quickly  performing at an incredibly 

high level. The fastest rookie ever at the TT 

won the Macau GP at the weekend after 

setting a searing pace in the 12-lap race. He 

managed to keep the established stars like 

Michael Rutter and John McGuinness at 

bay while also fending off up-and-coming 

chargers like Martin Jessopp and Gary 

Johnson.  Hickman failed to start last year’s 

Macau race after a  bad crash in qualifying, 

but he made amends this time out. See 

our four-page special in sport.

Masses of stunning bikes 
will hit the streets in 2016 
and you can see them all at 
the Motorcycle Live Show at 
Birmingham’s NEC from this 

Saturday. Our packed guide 
shows you what to see and 
do at this nine-day motor-
cycling extravaganza. Don’t 
miss a thing. 

YAMAHA MT-10

NEC 2016
A SHOW  OF STRENGTH
FREE 24-PAGE GUIDE
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YAMAHA XSR900 BMW SCRAMBLER

SUZUKI GSX-R1000 BMW G310

HICKMAN IS ST
MACAU DRAMA
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World Moto3 champ Danny

Kent in an exclusive interview

‘It’s very dii  cult to 
keep racing when 

you know how 
much others are

sacri� cing’
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BARGAIN OF 
THE WEEK

Triumph Trophy 1200 
£2600

SELLER SAYS 2001, 10,000 miles. 
Immaculate with matching panniers 

and topbox, plus heated grips. 
MCN SAYS A sporty tourer with an 

1180cc, 108bhp motor. A bit old-school 
but a capable motorcycle. 16,295  bikes for sale

P32

P60  

Hickman is the new 
master of Macau, 

stealing a march on 
the road racing 

old guard
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A
fter bringing back the leg-
endary H2 name in 2015, it
begged an obvious question –
when, if at all, will the H1 be
re-joining the line-up? That

question seems to have been answered
to some degree by the unveiling of a
concept sketch at the Milan show last
week, when Kawasaki revealed their
SC-02 Soul Charger. MCN believes this
will become the H1, heading a line-up
of 12 new models in 2017 and 2018.

While currently only a concept
sketch, the intent and muttering from
Kawasaki factory staff all point to a
not-too-distant revival – in soul at
least – of the H1 500 triple. Kawasaki
insiders went further to hint at the
connection, pointing to the design of
the tank on the concept and suggesting
that it offers a big clue as to the name
of the impending production bike;
the racing stripe on the side offering
a blatant H1 link.

The tank isn’t the only thing the new
supercharged model shares with the
500cc two-stroke of the past, as the
sketch clearly indicates that the Soul
Charger uses a three-cylinder engine
– rather than the four-cylinder engine
used in the Ninja H2 and the recently
revealed SC-01 Spirit Charger concept.

Kenj i Tom id a Pre sident of
Kawasaki’s Motorcycle and Engineering
Company, who unveiled the sketch to
the world’s press, also hinted that the
concept would be a smaller capacity
than the H2, rumoured to be around
600cc, although we believe the final
capacity may be closer to 675cc.

Kawasaki set to bring back another icon
amidst 12 more new models by 2018

The other crucial part of the bike’s
codename is the ‘Charger’ part, also
confirming that this isn’t just the return
of a name, but a true smaller-capacity
stablemate for the H2 – complete with
supercharger. Kawasaki have even
coloured it a helpful bright red, just
in case there was any fear of missing it.

More forced induction
Kawasaki remained tight-lipped on
the other 11 models they are expecting
to unveil within the next two years,
but the SC-02 joins a similar concept
sketch unveiled by the firm at the
Tokyo Show in October. The SC-
01 Spirit Charger, which Kawasaki

By Liam Marsden

described as “just one of the fascinat-
ing directions Kawasaki’s design team
are considering for the future of the
forced induction motorcycle line”.
The SC-01 appears to be powered by
a supercharged inline-four, which
means it won’t be sharing an engine
with the SC-02.

As well as the two supercharged
concepts, Kawasaki also showed off
their new Balanced Supercharger
Engine technology, which will allow a
much greater range of flexibility in the
power delivery as well as improving
fuel consumption. An actuator opens

‘The sketch shows
the Soul Charger
uses a three-
cylinder engine’

SHOW-STOPPER

and closes a set of petal-like flaps at 
the mouth of the supercharger’s im-
peller, allowing the ECU to govern the 
volume of air rammed into the plenum 
chamber, allowing high performance 
while also making the engine easy to 
use at low revs. It is not clear if the 
SC-01 and SC-02 concept models will 
use the Balanced Supercharged Engine 
technology, which was shown on an 
inline-four engine, but there’s no doubt 
that the technology would be equally 
effective in both applications.

Kawasaki are remaining tight-lipped 
on what else is to come in the not-too-
distant future, although our sources 
say we can expect new models cover-
ing the entire spectrum of biking over 
the next two years. With the J series 
scooters and the firm’s excellent glut of 
sub-300cc models taking care of urban 
mobility, and a new ZX-10R joining 
the H2 at the peak-performance end 
of the spectrum, there’s no doubt 
that the next point of focus 
will be the middle of the 
firm’s range – exactly 
where a 675cc su-
percharged triple 
would reside. 

Looking at the original 
1969 H1, the tank 
resemblance is clear
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THE H1

Mark of greatness
Note the River Mark logo on the 
engine casing, a symbol of great 
importance to Kawasaki, which 

dates back to the 1870s and is used 
only for engineering of great signifi-
cance. It’s most recent outing came 

on the Ninja H2.

Triple treat
The concept sketch clearly reveals 

that the SC-01 – or H1 – is clearly 
intended as an inline triple, which 

we expect to boast a capacity of 
around 675cc. What is less clear is 

whether the supercharger bolted to 
the back of the engine is Kawasaki’s 

new Balanced Supercharger. 

Tanks for the memories
The horizontal central stripe 

runs into the oval details on the 
long slender tank, a design that’s 

blatantly reminiscent of the 500cc 
two-stroke triple H1 Mach III.

mily resemblance
The brown seat and handlebar grips 
add to the retro feel of the SC-02, are 

in keeping with the tank, and give it a 
family feel with the recently shown 

SC-01 Spirit Charger concept.

Kawasaki’s Kenji 
Tomida introduced the 

concept to the press

Kawasaki’s BSE technology may feature on SC-02

Hearing the boss of a major

motorcycle company accept 

that what it had been doing for 

the previous few years was dull 

and short of expectations was a 

shocking thing to witness. But 

that’s exactly what happened 

at the Munich motorcycle show 

in 2002 when Kawasaki boss 

Shinichi Morita stood before 

the world’s press and admitted 

Kawasaki had “not been 

satisfying customers”. 

The next year saw the 

unveiling of Kawasaki’s new 

direction as the company 

completely revamped the model 

line-up with some bikes that 

remain icons today including 

the 2003 ZX-6R, Z1000, and the 

2004 ZX-10R C1.  

While Tomida now has 

dramatically less to apologise 

for, with Kawasaki’s range 

boasting a great bedrock of 

successful models, there is 

clearly a strong intent to shake 

up the status quo, and effect a 

similar re-boot of the middle 

range over the next two years. 

MCN SENIOR REPORTER

OPINION 
ANDY DOWNES

‘I WAS THERE 
IN 2002’ 

28 NOV - 6 DEC 2015

NEC BIRMINGHAM

www.motorcyclelive.co.uk

SEE THESE BIKES AT

2015
MILAN

SHOW SPECIAL
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‘It lends the RC a
level of adjustability

most bikes can
only dream of’

And if the basic bike isn’t special
enough for you, a host of parts from
the Bimota Experience catalogue can
be added, such as alloy and carbon-fibre
frame and swingarm, and 3.5in TFT
colour dash with data recording, GPS
and automatic track identification. The

By Liam Marsden

B
imota unveiled two new models
at the Milan show last week –
jumping firmly onto the retro
bandwagon with their new

hub-centre steered Tesi 3D RaceCafe,
and continuing their legacy of perfor-
mance roadsters with the new Impeto.

Powered by the air-cooled 803cc
engine originally used in the Monster
796, Bimota’s new Tesi 3D RaceCafe
uses these relatively humble under-
pinnings as the foundations for an
absolute work of art.

While the Tesi family ties are obvious
enough, this is a significantly different

bike to the existing model, and there’s
nothing low-tech about it. The RC
gets the trademark double swingarm
arrangement for which the Tesi is
so famous but here they are made of
carbon-fibre rather than metal tubing,
and the damping control is courtesy
of a matched pair of beautiful Öhlins
race shocks mounted to the bridge-like
machined billet frame spars.

The arrangement lends the RC a level
of adjustability most bikes can only
dream of, and is ride-height adjustable
at both ends via two eccentric adjusters
where both swingarms join the chassis.
This means that the RC can be raised
or lowered over a range of 23.5mm.

The front-end gets twin 320mm discs 
gripped by the latest Brembo mono-
bloc calipers, while the RC manages a 
twitchily short 1390mm wheelbase and 
feather-light 165kg dry mass. It’s a bold 
addition to the range, pulling Bimota 
into new territory where style is the 
watchword rather than performance. 

Impetuous performance
But don’t start thinking Bimota have 
gone soft. The range gets another 
new model for 2016 in the form of the 
Impeto. Powered by the liquid-cooled 
1198cc twin spark engine from the 
Ducati Diavel, it promises to be a brutal 
super-naked. 

Bimota SuperCharger Kit can be added, 
while it comes with traction control, 
ABS and ride-by-wire as standard.

Bimota’s new Supercharger kit will 
fit any of the liquid-cooled Ducati en-
gines used in the firm’s range, and will 
increase power and torque by 15-20%. 
An electronic engine management sys-
tem is also included with the kit, which 
is accessed through the datalogger.

The supercharger works off a geared 
drive train within the clutch cover to 
achieve the high rpm drive needed to 
spin the impeller inside the unit, and 
fits neatly between the two cylinders of 
the V-twin configuration to aid weight 
distribution.

2016 MV Brutale is a beast

RADICAL
CAFE
RACER

ITALIAN EXOTICA

The first café without 
a fork headlines new 
performance range

MV Agusta have given the Brutale 800 
a hefty makeover as part of a move to 
make it more practical, and also to dif-
ferentiate it more from the Dragster.

The Brutale name has been a big suc-
cess for MV over the past 15 years since 
the first 750cc version appeared. The 
latest three-cylinder 800cc version 
is doing well, and now gets some key 
changes for 2016. These include a longer 
main frame to give an extra 20mm of 
wheelbase, a new subframe taken from 
the Turismo Veloce, a redesigned seat, 
an extra three litres of fuel capacity, full 
LED front lighting, and a completely 

new exhaust. The bike also gets a new 
dashboard, and updated electronics 
including a bidirectional quickshifter 
and eight-level traction control.

MV owner Giovanni Castiglioni told 
MCN: “The changes we have made have 
been done to make the bike more user-
friendly. This middleweight segment 
is very important to us but we knew 
the bike needed some changes as part 
of the constant improvement we are 
implementing. The changes you see on 
the Brutale 800 show the direction MV 
Agusta is going in terms of engineering 
and design.”

Brutale’s distinctive teardrop 
headlamp is now fully LED

Updated Brutale uses the 
subframe from MV’s Veloce

28 NOV - 6 DEC 2015

NEC BIRMINGHAM

www.motorcyclelive.co.uk
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Last year’s MGX-21 concept
bike is this year’s reality

#MCNwednesday
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MOTO GUZZI’S
MAD BAGGER

Machined billet frame cradles 803cc
V-twin from Ducati’s Monster 796

Pierobon stuns with X80R

A
year ago Moto Guzzi revealed
the crazy MGX-21 Concept
bagger and very few believed
that the production bike

would bear anything more than a
passing resemblance to it.

But fast forward 12 months and
Moto Guzzi last week revealed a bike
that is identical in almost all regards
to the carbon-clad concept creation
from designer Miguel Galluzzi, the
man who penned the original Ducati
Monster in 1993.

Called the MGX-21 Flying
Fortress, the bike is aimed squarely
at the massive potential of the bagger
market in the USA, and as such much
of the design work was carried out at
parent company Piaggio’s American
design house in California.

The styling of the bike is an un-
likely winning combination of
Italian and American flavours, all
based around the California’s 1380cc
90-degree V-twin, chassis, shaft
drive and basic running gear, but
featuring a monstrous 21in front
wheel. Moto Guzzi claim they’ve
worked very hard on chassis set-up
to ensure the California’s excel-
lent handling attributes have been
maintained.

Carbon-fibre parts include the
mudguard, fuel tank side panels and
even the engine case covers, and all
of that is added to with the fitment
of the low-slung and hard-mounted
bagger panniers. Rider aids include
ABS, traction control, adjustable
riding modes and cruise control.

The Piaggio Group’s Head of
Design Miguel Galluzzi told MCN:
“We have been looking at what
can bring Moto Guzzi to the next
level and this bike shows what we
are capable of. We wanted to push
beyond our thoughts and dreams,
to take a leap into the future. It took
10 months of work to get the styling
right, but we did a lot of research
on this bike around the world, and
even those in America who hadn’t
heard of Moto Guzzi were able to
appreciate what the bike was about.”

Bimota RC is where retro
meets futuristic

‘This bike
shows what we
are capable of’

Italian company will even sell you
these stunning carbon fairings

Italian frame-building masters
Pierobon showed their X80R at Milan, a
demonstration of the frame and chassis
kit it has developed to house engines
from the pre-Panigale range of Ducati
sportsbikes.

Engines that will fit include the 848,
1098 and 1198 motors, which all sat in
trellis frames before the Superquadro
engines from the Panigale range of
superbikes moved Ducati down the
monococque route.

Pierobon is a family-owned company
and is based around the corner from
the Ducati factory in Bologna. It’s been
closely linked to the Ducati factory rac-
ing effort in both World Superbike and

MotoGP for many years. It currently
builds the fuel tanks, swingarms, rear
subframes and other elements of the
WSB factory team bikes.

The X80R is a track-only machine
that can either be bought as a complete
bike or supplied as a frame, swingarm,
fuel tank and subframe with which
the owner then builds their own bike.

Massimo Pierobon told MCN: “This
bike is built with an engine from an
848 and it feels nice because the weight
is only 150kg, so the performance is
very high. I haven’t built one with
an 1198 engine, perhaps it would be a
little bit too much! It might be fun to
try though.”

y y

Concept no 
more, carbon-

clad Flying 
Fortress is ready 

for production

Impeto is tiny, 
but it packs 
massive V-twin 
performance

X80R chassis kit will house 
848, 1098 or 1198 motors

MIGUEL GALLUZZI

2015
MILAN

SHOW SPECIAL
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H
onda have a big year ahead of
them with two range-defin-
ing models finding their way
to our roads in the shape of
the super-exclusive RC213V-S

MotoGP replica, and the much await-
ed return of the far more affordable
CRF1000L Africa Twin.

But with both bikes having already
broken cover in recent months, the
Milan headlines were dominated by
a worthwhile, if worthy, overhaul of
the six models that form the popular
CB500 and NC750 ranges, and a trio of
brave concept models.

Lead amongst the concepts are a duo
based on Honda’s middleweight naked
CB650 - the CB4 and Six50. With the
Six50 Honda have added a futuristic
take on the normally retro-inspired
scrambler class, while the CB4 has a
much more aggressive, modern street-
fighter style.

The CB4 is a very minimal and neatly
designed bike with a single round
headlight and small, round clock unit.
Two air scoops either side of the tank
add weight and size to the front of
the bike for that classic, front-heavy
streetfighter stance, while the back
end tapers down to a slim point, with
dual exhausts on the right-hand side.
Honda have even gone with a single-
sided swingarm to add to its aggres-
sive looks.

Meanwhile, the Six50 is Honda’s fu-
turistic scrambler concept, featuring
minimalist handguards, wire spoked
wheels, off-road tyres and bright red
crash bars. The single-sided swingarm
of the CB4 is replaced by a conventional
item on the Six50, no doubt for more
durability and strength over rough

Street scrambler and adventure
scooter concepts revealed

terrain. A metal bash plate protects
the exhaust downpipes from being
damaged by rocks. Both models get
a set of swept four-into-one headers
that are inspired by the iconic CB400/4
ending in a dual-exit pipe on the CB4
and a single megaphone on the Six50

Likely to be as much a toe-dipping
exercise as they are an attempt to appear
more contemporary against a largely
conservative range, strong positive
feedback on the models could result
in production versions in the future,

By Liam Marsden

but the firm has given no indication
that this is imminent.

Honda also whipped the cov-
ers off what they’re calling their
City Adventure Concept, which they
say “blends the go-anywhere capabil-
ity of an off-road bike with the prac-
ticality and ease-of-use of a scooter”.
The bike – based it would seem on the
Integra 750 – has wide off-road bars
with handguards, and long-travel sus-
pension. To help handle the bumps off-
road Honda have opted for a 17in front
wheel, with a 15in wheel at the back.

The Japanese firm say they’ll look at
putting the City Adventure into pro-
duction if reaction to the concept bike
is positive, but beyond the crumbling
infrastructures of emerging economy
countries, it’s hard to see where the
City Adventure would really resonate
with potential buyers.

‘Positive feedback
could result in
production versions
in the future’

Victory showed a concept bike in 

Milan that featured a production-

spec version of the all-new 1200cc 

V-twin first seen in the firm’s 

Project 156 Pikes Peak racer.

The Victory Ignition Concept 

sees the 1200cc engine slotted 

into a bike that has high-spec 

suspension, brakes and a matt 

grey paint scheme.

Victory Motorcycles General 

Manager Rod Krois said: “Victory 

will continue to aggressively plot a 

new course. This engine platform 

VICTORY PROJECT 156 PRODUCTION
ENGINE REVEALED

CRAZY CONCEPTS

0800 7836191whitedalton.co.uk

REAL BIKERS. REAL LAWYERS. REAL ANSWERS.
Real specialists in:

s��-OTORCYCLE�!CCIDENTS�IN�%NGLAND���7ALES��%UROPE�AND�
THE�)SLE�OF�-AN

s�4AKEOVER�CLAIMS�FROM�OTHER�3OLICITORS

s��2OAD�4RAFl�C�/FFENCES��FROM�SPEEDING�TO�$EATH�BY�
$ANGEROUS�$RIVING

s��/BTAINING�COMPENSATION�WHERE�
YOUR�PERSONAL�INJURY�CLAIM�HAS�
BEEN�UNDERSETTLED�BY�YOUR�
PREVIOUS�APPOINTED�SOLICITOR�

Indian unveiled their Scout Sixty in 
Milan last week as a new cheaper route 
into Indian ownership for cruiser fans.

Much of the new bike is shared with 
the larger-capacity Indian Scout which 
was launched in 2014, including the 
same chassis, suspension and brakes, 
but now mated to a new 999cc version 
of the Scout’s 1130cc V-twin. The metric 
capacity of 999cc translates to almost 
exactly 60 cubic inches, hence the name 
given to the new version of the bike.

While it may seem like a small reduc-
tion in performance to justify a second 
model in the range, it’s the reduction in 
price that’s really driving this model. 
The UK price has been confirmed at
£8999 (the Scout costs £10,499) and 
pitches the bike above both the Harley-
Davidson Iron 883 at around £7400 and 
the Harley 48 at £8400 – although at 
78bhp the Indian makes more power. 

President of Motorcycles for Indian’s 
parent company Polaris Industries
Steve Menneto said: “The Indian Scout 

has been a stunningly successful intro-
duction for us that appeals to a broad
swathe of riders around the globe.

“The new Scout Sixty expands that
reach even further to include newer
riders and a younger demographic
who long to experience the legendary
quality and craftsmanship of an Indian
motorcycle.”

Indian have always pitched the Scout
as a bike for those who were perhaps put
off by the imposing size of the Chieftain
and Chief range, so the lower power and
reduced cost of the new Scout Sixty is
likely to make it even more appealing.

Indian is perceived as an expensive
brand in the US market so adding a
cheaper version of the Scout will allow
the firm to appeal to younger riders,
who face heavy insurance premiums for
bikes over 1000cc, and grab sales from
riders who previously might not have
been able to afford to buy or run one.
● See an exclusive first test of the new
Scout Sixty on page 18.

Small Scout is no Cub
New Scout Sixty targets Harley Iron

will deliver on the promise of

modern American muscle that is 

in the DNA of every current and 

future product we sell.”

Above: Honda s CB4
concept has cool 
single-sided swing-
arm and aggressive 
stance

New 999cc 
V-twin powers 

entry-level 
Scout Sixty

New V-twin promises modern muscle
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IT’S BIGGER, BUT
IS IT BETTER?

PANIGALE 959 FIRST TEST

LARGER MOTOR, SIDE EXHAUSTS — 
WE TRY TO MAKE SENSE OF IT ALL

PLUS, ALL THIS Getting your kids 
into biking SAFELY 

+ A trio of tourers: Tracer v R1200RT 
v KTM Super Adventure

JEREZ
 MOTOGP

 TEST
SPECIAL

By joining the contest, YOU WILL RECEIVE A £50 VOUCHER

for the purchase of a Dainese GORE-TEX® jacket.

The voucher can be redeemed until December, 31st 2015 at  

www.dainese.com or in one of the participating authorized Dainese dealers.

Open to residents of Europe (with the exception of Italy) 18+ only. Promotion Date: upload from 22th Oct. 2015 to 10th Dec. 2015; 

vote from 22th Oct. 2015 to 15th Dec. 2015. To enter: visit www.yournextadventure.dainese.com, upload a picture of your most 

adventurous motorcycle trip in extreme conditions and vote. You can enter with max 1 photo and vote any photo you want, by 

giving max 1 vote to each one. 1 x Main Prize:  1 x RIDDER D1 GORE-TEX® jacket.

Full terms at www.yournextadventure.dainese.com

#dainese

#dainesecrew

Upload a picture of your most adventurous motorcycle trip in extreme conditions and tell us 

the story behind it: you could win the new Ridder D1 GORE-TEX® jacket.

Based on
Honda’s CB650, 

the Six50 is a 
futuristic take on 

scrambler style

City Adventure off-road 
scooter is perfect if you

2015
MILAN

SHOW SPECIAL
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Italian firm Mondial have returned
with a pair of naked street bikes
called the Hipster 125 and Hipster
250. Mondial have bet all their chips
on the trendy retro market with two
street-scrambler-style machines.

Both models are powered by fuel-
injected, four-valve, liquid-cooled
DOHC single-cylinder engines and
feature inverted forks up front and
twin shocks at the rear. All bodywork
and cycle parts are shared between
the pair, with both having a 785mm
seat height, The 124.2cc version
makes a claimed 15bhp at 9750rpm,
while the larger 249cc version makes
25bhp at 9000rpm. There’s no news
yet on an importer, prices of avail-
ability for the UK. Watch this space.

Mondial has 
a new pair
of Hipsters

BENELLI 
BOUNCES 
BACK
Exciting new 
range boasts 
500s, 300s 
and 125s as 
famous 
name makes 
a comeback 

NEW 2016 RANGE 
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CCM unveiled a second version of
their GP450 Adventure bike in Milan
last week, which comes on 17in laced 
road wheels for those customers who 
never stray off the tarmac. 

Christofer Ratcliffe, Chief Design 
Engineer at CCM, said: “Our cus-
tomers love the light weight of the 
GP450, but there are some owners 
that aren’t interested in taking the 
bike off-road, so we created the RS.”

A cush drive has also been added to 
the RS to make the bike a little softer 
for road use, while it will also come 
with 21in front and 18in rear wheels 
from the GP450 Adventure, so own-
ers can opt for an off-road set-up if 
they fancy a dirty weekend. The new 
model is available for now at £9488.

CCM GP450
hits the road

T
he resurgence of Benelli contin-
ues as the firm unveiled several 
new models at Milan, including 
a 500cc adventure bike and a 

scrambler. 
The scrambler, dubbed Leoncino, 

is powered by a 500cc parallel twin 
engine producing 47bhp, which means 
the new bike will be A2 licence-friendly 
in the UK. Its 19in front wheel and off-
road tyres show the potential of the 
bike. It also comes with Brembo brakes. 

Continuing the firm’s platform-
sharing approach to production, there 
is also a new TRK 502 adventure bike. 
It uses the same 500cc parallel-twin, 

but looks more like the larger, 
and genuinely Italian, Ducati 

Multistrada 1200. The
TRK comes with a 20-

litre fuel tank and 17in 
wheels front and back, 
although an off-road 
version is available, 
which uses a 19in 
wheels.

O n  a  s l i g h t l y
smaller scale is the 
new Benelli Tornado 

302 sportsbike – di-
rect competition for the 

likes of Yamaha’s YZF-R3 
and KTM RC390. The baby 

Tornado is well within the 
A2 licence power cap with a 

claimed 36bhp on offer. The fork is 
a non-adjustable inverted unit, while 
the back end gets a preload adjustable 

lateral shock.
Twin discs take care of stopping up 
front and ABS will be optional.

The Tornado name isn’t just lim-
ited to Benelli’s new 302 sportsbike, 
as they have also named their new 

125 and 135cc minibike the 
Tornado Naked T. Keen to get 
a piece of the Honda MSX125s 
pie, the new Tornado 
Naked T has 12in wheels and 
a fairly friendly seat height 
of 780mm. The 125-engined 
versions make 11.7bhp, with 
the 135cc-engined model 
making a smidge less than 
1bhp more, with 12.6bhp from 

its air-cooled single.
The entire range of new Benelli 

models will be available in the second 
half of 2016. Benelli is now owned by 
Chinese giant Qianjiang.

502cc twin
for the TRK 
adventure bike

Tornado 302 will 
take on the R3
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H
usqvarna have confirmed that
their stunning Vitpilen and
Svartpilen 401 roadsters are just
a year away from being revealed

in full production form.
The news about the smal ler 401 bikes

was announced at the official unveiling
of the bigger Vitpilen 701 at the Milan
show last week.

The two 401 bikes were revealed in
concept form at the 2014 Milan show
as the first full-blown road-going con-
cept machines from the firm since its
2013 takeover by KTM parent company
Pierer Industries AG.

Although there was no official word
on further models, MCN understands
that an 801 and then a mighty 1301 will
follow in quick succession. These bikes 

Historic brand set to have smaller bikes ready next year
will be using the 800cc KTM parallel-
twin currently under development,
while the 1301 will be a version of the
unit used in KTM’s 1290 Super Duke
R. The 401 uses an engine from the
KTM 390 Duke and the 701 is using the
thumping single from the KTM 690
Duke. Once the firm is up to speed,
Husqvarna will have a range which
stretches from 125cc through to 1301cc,
all based on KTM engine platforms.

Husqvarna CEO Reinhold Zens said:
“Next year you will see the production
Vitpilen 401 and a 125 version also. They
will be on sale in Spring 2017.”

The Vitpilen 701 was revealed in
concept form, and like all concept bikes
there are going to be elements that
will never make production because
of legislation and engineering issues.
The open, side-mounted air filter will 

HUSQVARNA HAS
PLANS FOR 400s

This crazy-looking Vertigo scooter/
trials bike hybrid is being lined up to
compete in the ultra-tough Erzberg
Iron Road Prologue according to
Vertigo boss Manel Jane, who has
ploughed millions of Euros of his
own money into the new bike firm.

Jane made his money as one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of
prams and children’s car seats, but
his big love is trials. The company’s
first production trials bike, developed
with input from Brit trials supremo
Dougie Lampkin, will be available to
buy shortly and will be the first trials
bike available with an electric start.

The Ursus, unveiled to audible
gasps in Milan last week, is a fully-
working engineering prototype with
only the plastic being built using
rapid prototyping to get it ready for
the show. The plan is to get the bike
working with single-cylinder en-
gines of 350, 450cc and even a 600cc
V-twin before it launches next year.

It gets even more ambitious after
that as there are plans for a two-
wheel drive option, a petrol/electric
hybrid drivetrain and even to com-
pete in the gruelling Dakar Rally.

Jane told MCN: “We wanted to
make an urban bike that was mid-
way between a trials bike and an
enduro. Something that has the
practicality of scooters for the city
and for getting to work in the morn-
ing but can still be fun at weekends.”

There are two sets of footpegs;
one for feet-forward scooter riding
and another for off-road. There is
storage under the dummy fuel tank
for a full-face crash helmet, and it’s
a twist-and-go because that’s what 
scooter riders are used to.

You’ll have to have been living in a
very small box, with no windows,
internet or TV to have not noticed
the crescendo of final flights of the
much-loved Vulcan bomber XH558
this year – which flew for the final
time in October.

This distinctive delta-wing plane
played a pivotal role in protecting
UK interests in the post-World War
II era as the first nuclear deterrent,
and was also responsible for the lon-
gest raid in British military history
when it successfully attacked en-
emy targets in the Falkland Islands.
And now Lincolnshire’s favourite
Latvian descended full-time truck
mechanic, part-time racer, book
seller and drinker of tea, Guy Martin,
managed to get his grubby mitts on
an XH558 before it ran out of airtime.
With unprecedented access, he was
on hand as the engineers prepared it
for its farewell tour, and he also got
the rare chance to fly alongside the
plane in formation, as well as taking
the controls to try and ‘wheelie’ the
70-tonne aircraft along a runway.

His experiences have all been cap-
tured for a 90-minute documentary
– Guy Martin: Last flight of the Vulcan
bomber – which will air this Sunday
November 29, at 7:30pm on Channel4.

What’s the betting that Guy will try
to build his own one in the shed?

701 Viltpilen (main pic) and the 401
Viltpilen concept  (above)

New Vertigo
goes on trial

Guy Martin’s
Vulcan grip

have to be enclosed inside some kind of
airbox and the unusual inner surface
of the silencer is unlikely to make it
to fruition.

There are clear styling similarities
between the 401 concepts revealed
in 2014 and the new 701 model, but
Husqvarna says this bike is altogether
a more serious performance offering,
while the 401s are aimed at being much
more accessible.

The 701 sees the 73bhp single-cylin-
der motor from the new KTM 690 Duke
installed in an even lighter and more
pared-back motorcycle which is much
lower at the front with less fork travel,
lower handlebars and a more aggres-
sive street stance than the KTM. We
expect to see full production versions
unveiled in 12 month’s time, ahead of 
their 2017 on-sale dates. 

ry before you buy at these Keis partners � Bahnstormer Motorrad (All

Stores) ALTON 01420 587007 � Bike Stop STEVENAGE 01438 317038

� Bransons Motorcycles GLOUCESTER 01452 313131 � Bykebitz YATELEY

01252 870900 � Charles Hurst BMW Motorrad NEWTOWNABBEY 02890

848466 � Colchester Kawasaki (lids) COLCHESTER 01206 860006 � Complete

Motorcycle Service EXETER 01392 467700 � Crescent Motorcycles (All Stores)

VERWOOD 01202 820170 � CMC Chesterfield CHESTERFIELD 01246 860046

� CMC Stoke STOKE 01782 845840 � Destination Triumph GUILDFORD 01483

899580 � Get Geared (All Stores) LEATHERHEAD 01372 372222 � Helmet City

WEST QUAY 01308 421465 � Helmet City CHICHESTER 01243 785424

� Helmet City CHELTENHAM 01242 242273 � Ian Bell Motorcycle Ltd

BEDLINGTON 01670 822311 � John W Groombridge HEATHFIELD 01435

862466 � Johns of Romford (All Stores) ROMFORD 01708 727069 � Laguna Motorcycles MAIDSTONE 01622

681765 � Lids Direct WATFORD 01923 221125 � M & S Motorcycles NEWCASTLE 0191 2614441 � Motoden

LONDON 0207 688 8888 � Motorcycle Accessories Ltd LEICESTER 0116 2624983 � Motorcycle Mart Ltd

KIDDERMINSTER 01562 824259 � Motorcycle Road & Race ASHFORD 01784 229666

� Phillip Mcallen LISBURN 02892 622886 � Infinity Motorcycle Ltd FARNBOROUGH 01252

400400 � Saltire Motorcycles EDINBURGH 0131 478 6661 � Seastar Superbikes

NORFOLK 01508 471919 � Silvermachine WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 424516

� Sportouring ABERCYNON 01443 742421 � Sportsbikeshop BOSTON 01205 360099

� Streetbike HALESOWEN 0121 506 6800 � Teasdales THIRSK 01845 523310 � The

Rocket Centre BLACKBURN 01254 297810 � The Adventure Bike Shop ACTON SUDBURY

01787 372901 � Vines of Guildford GUILDFORD 01483 207005 � Blade Motor Group Ltd

(All Stores) SWINDON 01793 212903

KEIS - THEULTIMAT

� INSOLES � TROUSERS � BODYWARMERS � JACKETS � GLOVES � GRIP

WATCH THE
VIDEO!

FREECONTROLLER
worth £30 with every
Jacket and Bodywarmer!

X2i HEATED
UNDER
TROUSERS

REMOTE HEAT
CONTROLLER

Now with integral
heat controller for
total control
£149.99

Control
the heat
from your
bars
£59.99

NEW!

LIFETIME GUARANTEE!*

X800i HEATED
ARMOURED GLOVES

With integral controll
Power from the Bike
Optional integral Ba
Packs. Do anything/
anywhere £149.99

*See www.keisapparel.co.uk for more details.

Just £109.99

THE UK’S
NO IN
HEATED
APPAREL!

X10 HEATED
BODYWARMER

“It’s pure luxury”
Andy Davidson,
Motorcycle News

Distributed by

www.motohaus.com Motohaus Powersports Limited,
PO Box 7092 Hook RG29 1TY Tel: +44 1256 704909
Email: sales@motohaus.comCheck out Keis at your local dealer or visit www.keisapparel.co.uk
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www.infinitymotorcycles.com

01276 63738

WEB SHOP:

ORDER HOTLINE:

FARNBOROUGH
Hampshire

01252 400 400
SOUTHAMPTON
Hampshire

02380 338 311

NORWICH
East Anglia

01603 764 466
YORK
Yorkshire

01904 675 600

CAMBERLEY
Surrey Warehouse

01276 63738
OXFORD
Oxfordshire

01865 343534

WATFORD
Hertfordshire

01923 222 122
GREAT PORTLAND ST
LONDON, Central

0207 637 5002

HOLBORN
LONDON, Central

0207 242 1111
HANGER LANE
LONDON, West

0208 991 5969

@ CHISWICK HONDA
LONDON, West

0208 742 7979
CLAPHAM, YAMAHA
LONDON, South

0207 720 6072

Unrepeatable one-off deals NOW ON First come, first served...

X-SPIRIT 2
MARQUEZ MONTMELO

RRP: £639.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

T-RACING 1 PIECE SUITS

RRP: £609.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

C3 PRO EUROPE FLIP FRONT

RRP: £5 9.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

3
OF EACHPER STORE,HURRY!

COSMO GORETEX

RRP: £159.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

WHILE
STOCKS

LAST,
HURRY!

5
PER

STORE,HURRY!

ALL OFFERS END 6PM MONDAY 30th OR WHEN THEY RUN OUT - HURRY - FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

LTD
NUMBERSWHILE
STOCKS

LAST

GT AIR INERTIA TC1

RRP: £ 79.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

BOSS ALARM DISC LOCK & CHAIN

RRP: £159.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

12 STORES AROUND THE UK:

APOLLO GORETEX

RRP: £169.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

3
PAIRSPER STORE,HURRY!

41% OFF 37% OFF

37% OFF 37%
OFF

43% OFF
5

PER
STORE,HURRY!

LTD
STOCKSHURRY!

LTD
STOCKSHURRY!

LTD
STOCKSHURRY!

5
PER

STORE,HURRY!

5
PER

STORE,HURRY!

5
PER

STORE,HURRY!

X-SPIRIT 2 MARQUEZ MOTEGI

RRP: £639.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

X-SPIRIT 2 MARQUEZ 2

RRP: £639.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

NXR ISOMORPH GREEN

RRP: £ 79.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

37% OFF 37% OFF

44% OFF 36% OFF HALF PRICE

48% OFF

ARGONAUT GORETEX

RRP: £799.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

BELLE LADIES GORETEX

RRP: £ 79.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

BELLE LADIES GORETEX

RRP: £6 9.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

TOM W/PROOF, ARMOURED

RRP: £179.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

LESS THAN HALF PRICE

LESS THAN

HALF PRICE

LESS THAN
HALF PRICE

LESS THAN
HALF PRICE

LESS THAN
HALF PRICE

5
PER

STORE,HURRY!

KALIFORNIA GORETEX

RRP: £699.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

PIPELINE

RRP: £299.99

BLACK FRIDAY PRICE:

ED

ONLINE
ONLY

ONLINE
ONLY

ONLINE
ONLY

All offers are available on a strictly first come first served basis, while stocks last - call or visit asap to avoid disappointment.
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This week…

Was it a stairway to two-stroke
Suzuki heaven for Led Zeppelin?

1978 Ducati 900SS. Rebuilt engine. 
Estimate: £18,000-£20,000

1938 Benelli 250 Bialbero GP racer 
Estimate: £48,000-£52,000

The facts about owning a 90s Ducati
from the people who’ve been there

MCNPlus+ is the new online premium
content service featuring exclusive
articles from the MCN team, plus
the best features from Bike, RiDE,
Performance Bikes, Classic Bike and
Practical Sportsbikes. New articles 
are added every day.

I’ve ridden 30,000 bikes
The fascinating life of a factory road
tester in the golden era of British bikes
http://ow.ly/UPL1z

Led Zeppelin on strokers
The story behind the world’s big-
gest rock band and some two-stroke 
Suzukis
http://ow.ly/UPLhC

Living with a Ducati from
the 90s
Four owners of the much maligned
750 and 900SS reveal the truth be-
hind running and restoring the 
Italian supersports machines.
http://ow.ly/UPNiD

Q Sign-up for your free 14-day trial
now at www.motorcyclenews.com/
mcnplustrial

WORLD CLASS MOTORCYCLE AUCTION
DEBUTS AT LONDON MOTORCYCLE SHOW
Coys, one of the UK’s leading historic
automobile valuers and auctioneers,
have lined up over 100 motorcycles
to be auctioned off at the Carole Nash
MCN London Motorcycle Show on
February 13. A large collection of Italian
machines have already been consigned
including a stunning Moto Guzzi 8c
V8 replica and original condition 1978
Ducati 900SS.

This will be Coys’ second motorcy-
cle-only auction, the first was held at
Blenheim Palace in July 2014 and
achieved four world-record prices
from just 90 lots, so if you have an

interesting machine this could be the
ideal place and time to sell.

The entry fee for each consigned
motorcycle is £350 inc vat. Buyers and
sellers commission is 10% plus vat.

The auction and lots can be viewed
with a standard show entry ticket.
Entrance to the auction area itself and
the ability to bid requires purchase
of an auction catalogue (£10, admits
two people).

Owners with potential lots should
contact Anthony Godin at motorcy-
cles@coys.co.uk, 0208 614 7888 or 
07854 213928.

Over 100 classic road and race bikes to go under the hammer on February 13

How much will the
Moto Guzzi 8c V8
replica make?
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1961 Panther Sidecar
‘I’ll use it to get to posh functions’

PROJECT

Loctite Yamaha
‘FZ750 restored to match my race bike’

RACE BIKE

STEVE
PARRISH

BRITISH CHAMPION BIKE (AND

TRUCK) RACER, TEAM

MANAGER AND NOW

TV COMMENTATOR

PARRISH’S BIKES

Kawasaki Versys 650 ABS
The all-new little Versys can

punch way above its weight

and is a serious small-capacity

tourer. Yours for £1165 and £95 a 

month (x36).

Suzuki SV650S
The SV remains an excellent

and versatile gem. The V-twin

is a doddle to ride and stunning

value. Only £83.51 a month (x36)  

after a  £1042 deposit.

Honda NC 750 ABS
Simplicity, build quality and

purpose make this quiet Honda

worth a look. Only £69 a month

after a deposit of £1091.21 (x36).

Ducati Monster 821
Ducati’s entry-level Monster is

easy to ride and user friendly

but has a turn of speed and

looks great. Yours for a £2287

deposit and £95 a month (x36).

Middleweights
for under £100

£95/month

£84/month

£95/month

£69/month

PCP
PRAISE
BE FOR

Like a great deal? Head to

THE MCN GARAGE P45 

Still dodging getting a proper job, Steve Parrish talks bikes and Barry Sheene

‘I FELL OFF WHILE LEADING THE
BRITISH GP, I GOT SACKED FOR THAT’
When did you first get into bikes?

I had an older brother who was into
bikes so I’d wait until he went out and
would try to start up his field bikes.
The first bike I actually bought was a
Matchless 500 that I paid £12 for in
1965. I got my first road bike as soon as 
I was 16. It was a 250cc Yamaha.

When did you start racing?

I started racing at 19 after I got too wild
on the roads. I was ending up in ditches
so me and my mates built a Triton to go
racing. I was an agricultural engineer
at the time so was more interested in
the engineering than the riding. It was
a 500 but we cheated and put 650cc
cylinders in it but when we got to
Brands Hatch it was still way slower
than anything else on the track – that’s 
how crap I was at engineering.

What do you consider to be the

highlights of your racing career?

Crikey – there haven’t been many!
I guess winning my first British
Championship on a TZ750 Yamaha in
1976 was pretty special. I got a great
deal of satisfaction from finishing third
in the Senior TT in 1985 but then lost
that sense of satisfaction when I was
disqualified for having an oversized fuel
tank! The stupid thing is, I still did two 

pit stops like everyone else so I didn’t
gain anything. But at least I got to stand
on a TT podium with Joey Dunlop
before they stripped me of the result. 

What was your best result in a

500cc Grands Prix?

I finished third in France in 1981 but
most of the top riders had boycotted
that race. My best championship
position was fifth in 1977 so that was
the peak of my racing career. I would
have finished third in the championship
if I’d not fallen off while leading the
British GP on the last lap. I got sacked 
for that at the end of the season. 

You’ve won more European Truck

Racing Championships than anyone 

else. How did that compare to

racing bikes?

It was great but it wasn’t the same rush
because you knew you weren’t going to
die if it all went wrong. It might sound
silly but I’m sure that’s a big part of the 
rush of bike racing.

You were Sheene’s team-mate and

best mate. How did you first meet?

It was at Brands Hatch in 1974. I
was riding in the Stars of Tomorrow
meeting and he was a judge. I won lots 
of races but still didn’t win overall. 

Barry voted for me though – probably 
because he fancied my girlfriend.

How did you become involved with

George Harrison?

Through Barry. George used to come
to a lot of the Grands Prix – quite
often with Eric Idle. George was quite
annoyed when I got sacked from
Texaco Heron Suzuki in 1977 and he
said “Don’t worry Steve – I’ll make sure
you have enough tyres and petrol to go 
racing,” and he gave me £55,000!

You spent five years as a team

manager for Loctite Yamaha in BSB. 

Did you enjoy that?

Yes, it was quite successful too.
We won four British championships
between 1987 and 1991 with Terry
Rymer, Rob McElnea, Keith Huewen 
and Mark Phillips.

What bikes do you currently own?

I still have my 1979 Suzuki RG500 and
I’ve had a Yamaha FZ750 restored to
look like the one I raced. I’ve also got
a Yamaha FZ1 Fazer and a T-Max. I’ve
just bought a 1961 Panther Sidecar
outfit as a restoration project too – it’s
going to be my transport to really posh
functions where everyone else turns up 
in Bentleys and Rolls Royces! 
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Parrish is famed for
commentary, crazy
practical jokes – and
being seriously fast

Parrish finished
fifth in 1977 –
and got fired
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WE’LL BEAT ANY DISCOUNTED PRICES,

BLACK FRIDAY OFFERS OR NEC DEALS.

BY A FULL 10%!

Call us on 0844 887 7788 or visit www.motolegends.com

Here at Motolegends, we’re convinced 

that we sell all the best brands in

motorcycling, and that we back it

with the very best service.

We’re the only company that offers

totally free despatch on all motorcycle

protective wear, and free returns if you’re

unhappy with your purchase. We even

give you a full 12 months to return it to us.

We always market our ranges at the

manufacturers’ recommended prices, but

despite this we’re determined never to

be under-cut on price. And, unlike John

Lewis, we don’t just match a discounted 

price, we beat it by a full 10%. If the seller

is in the EU, by the way, we will match the 

price, including their postage charge.

So here’s how it works.

Simply send us a link to the discounted

price to pricebeat@motolegends.com.

Within 24 hours, we’ll get back to you

with an approval. Then simply call us

and place your order.

There’s no red tape, and not many

terms and conditions. But there are a

few things you should know.

The vendor has to be an authorised

seller, not some guy on eBay operating 

from his back room.

The discounted items you’ve found

have to be new, with tags and so on; not

lightly used and only smelling a little bit 

of cigarette smoke.

And the goods have to be current lines

that have not been discontinued by the 

manufacturer or distributor.

We also won’t ‘price-beat’ verbal offers.

Any offer has to be an advertised one that

we can confirm by visiting a website, or 

phoning the store.

But we will price-beat offers from the

discount boys at the NEC. You’ll need, 

though, to make sure the goods are not

discontinued, because most of the deals

at the show are lines that the distributors

won’t be continuing in 2016. And you’ll need

to send us a photo of the price ticket. So

‘Ask For Best Price’ won’t work, we’re afraid.

Otherwise, the same procedure applies,

but between 9.00am and 6.00pm on the

days the show is open, we’ll get back to 

you inside the hour.

It’s very rarely that the best in the

business is also the cheapest. But that’s

exactly what we reckon you get here; the 

best price and the best service.
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INDIAN 
SCOUT 
SIXTY
WORLD FIRST TEST

‘Light and agile 
new Scout model
is just £8999’ 

The fun new £8999 
Indian will pile even 
more pressure on 
Harley-Davidson
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‘The fit, finish and
the style all look
much more
expensive than
the £8999 price
might suggest’

R
eborn Indian have added an-
other bike to their growing
range – and this time it’s an
entry-level machine that’s
light on weight and not too
heavy on the wallet at £8999.

Indian’s parent company Polaris
Industries – who also own Victory –
have been pouring millions into the
brand and the new Scout Sixty is al-
ready on its way to dealers, but MCN
was there as the bike made its riding
debut in Las Vegas.

The Scout Sixty is heavily based
on the existing 1133cc Indian Scout
model but has a new 999cc engine
and is aimed at a younger, more urban
customer who wants something a bit
less flashy looking. With that in mind,
much of the chrome has been replaced
by moody matt black paint.

The name Scout Sixty comes from
the 60 cubic inch capacity of the engine
(that’s 999cc in metric measurements).
This is a bike that has been designed
from the outset to be accessible and
easy to ride but it’s still blessed with a
degree of coolness for younger riders.
Indian also let it be known that building
a 999cc version will allow the company
to take part in AMA Flattrack racing
where bikes have to be based around
engines under 1000cc.

MCN’s first impressions of the bike
in the stunning scenery around Las
Vegas, taking in the Hoover Dam and
Lake Mead in Nevada, are extremely
positive but, as always, tempered by
the knowledge these are not the sort of
roads this bike will be ridden on back
in the UK. Our scabby, broken surfaces
can make any suspension engineer feel
a bit faint at the thought of having to
set a bike up to work properly and the
smooth US roads aren’t a comparison.

The most obvious changes to the
bike are the visible ones such as the
blacked-out engine parts, modified
headlight, clock surround, crackle-
finish black frame and black wheels.

The overall impression works well
and the quality of the paint, the fit
and finish and the style all look much
more expensive than the £8999 price
might suggest.

The less obvious changes have come
about inside the V-twin engine, which
was designed as a brand new unit for

the existing Indian model, itself only
launched last year. The engine will
have full Euro4 compliance from next
year and its capacity change has come
from narrowing the bore to give the
999cc overall engine size with a cor-
responding drop in power to 78bhp
and peak torque of 65.6ftlb. The power
may be down compared to the larger
Scout model, but according to Indian
it remains class leading.

Another substantial change is the
fitment of a five-speed gearbox in
place of the six-cog box on the 1133cc
Scout. The fifth gear of the Scout Sixty
is the same ratio as that of the sixth in
the Scout. Indian engineers basically
removed fifth gear and left the rest in
place but there doesn’t feel like there
is a large gap between fourth and fifth
in the new box. On the road this trans-
lates to 3750rpm in top at 70mph but
the generous torque available means
the Scout Sixty will pull smoothly in
top from about 40mph. Much below
that in terms of speed and you do have

ANDY DOWNES
SENIOR REPORTER
andy.downes@motorcyclenews.co

Handling’s not bad but time will tell what it’s like on less well-groomed UK roads

Continued over

to knock it down a ratio to avoid the 
engine getting rough.

Sitting on the bike for the first time 
gives an immediate impression of 
lightness and it feels friendly and ap-
proachable. This is no scary beast, for 
sure. There’s nothing to learn about 
in terms of rider modes, digital this 
or that or anything complex. It’s a 
motorcycle that has an engine, a steel 
fuel tank, a simple dash layout and 
the minimum of controls. There is a 
digital LCD display at the bottom of 
the analogue dial and using the switch 
on the left handlebar you can scroll 
through other information including 
revs, engine temperature, mileage and 
the trip meter.

The feeling of lightness and agility is 
helped by the low 642mm seat height 
which allows most people the option 
of putting both feet flat on the ground 
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Great view from the saddle and windblast isn’t too aggravating Just a single disc. UK bikes will come with ABS Smaller bore than the original and five gears instead of six 

Indian has used the same 73.6mm 

stroke as on the bigger 1193cc 

Scout but cut the bore to 93mm and 

it works well. The rest of the engine 

remains the same. Capacity couldn’t 

have gone any lower without 

significant modifications to the 

cylinderhead and valve 

location.

One little Indian

2
Scout Sixty is available in

three colours which include

Indian Red, white and all black

and all work well with the

blacked-out engine and

suspension parts.

Three colou to
choose from

1

This may be an entry-level 

bike but the attention to detail

on many of the parts doesn’t give

that impression. The classy-

looking crackle-finish to the 

frame and the black painted 

engine parts look high 

quality.

Quality finish

3

The suspension is one area 

where you can feel where the 

company have saved cash. The 

forks feel underdamped and kick 

back over imperfections in 

the road surface. The twin 

shocks feel a bit lacking 

in plushness too.

Nothing’s perfect

4

SCOUT SIXTY IN DETAIL
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The forks are upset by bumps mid-corner

This is a great-looking, well-built,

quality bike offering an affordable 

route into one of the world’s most 

venerable motorcycle brands. 

The smoothness of the engine 

and the lightness to the ride are 

very enjoyable. We need to get 

one back in the UK for a full test 

on British roads but first ride 

impressions are positive.

WE LIKE

WE DON’T LIKE

■ Styling, good quality feel, price
■ Smooth engine
■ Accessible for anyone to ride

■ Forks upset by mid-corner bumps
■ Meagre fuel tank capacity
■ Hard seat

TECH SPEC

Price £8999

Engine: 999cc, liquid-cooled,

four-strokeV-twin,DOHC,

8v, 5 speed, belt-drive

Power 78bhp @ 7300rpm

Torque 65.6ftlb @ 5600rpm

Wheels Front 130/90-16, rear

150/80-16

Brakes Single 298mm front disc

with two-piston caliper,

rear single 298 mm disc

withsingle-pistoncaliper.

ABS fitted as standard

Suspension Telescopic fork,

41mm diameter, 120mm

travel, twin shock rear

76mm travel, adjustable

for preload.

Seat height 642mm

Weight 246kg (dry weight)

Fuel capacity 12.5 litres

INDIAN SCOUT SIXTY

That seat gets uncomfy after 40 miles but you can have a break on the fuel stops

VERDICT

There will be a huge array of 

options and accessories to make 

this bike your own and Indian 

say every one of more than 200 

available for the existing Scout 

model will be able to fit onto 

the Scout Sixty.

Scouting for extras

5

The exhaust note is 

unobtrusive but not dull. Having 

said that, it would clearly benefit 

in terms of sound quality with

some accessory or aftermarket

end cans to liberate some

extra V-twin wallop.

More noise please

6

Performance

Peppy V-twin is smooth yet remains

fun to ride

Fresh styling

Classic Indian styling brought up-to-date

with blacked-out parts for a meaner look

Big on value

Sits in the middle of rivals in terms of price

but packs more punch

THE LONG VIEW

for maximum control when stopped. 
Riding the Indian Scout Sixty proves 

as easy as the company hoped it would. 
Throttle response is near perfect, even 
with tiny on/off throttle applications it 
just delivers the required amount. Many 
companies are still getting this wrong 
today and despite the big 93mm bore 
pistons there is no slap or unruliness.

But it’s not perfect. The suspension is 
not going to keep press-on riders happy 
for long as it seems under-damped and 
reacts to sharp-edged mid-corner 
bumps which knock the bike off line 
(MCN’s Ped Baker has fitted aftermar-
ket suspension to his long-term test 
Scout, see p52). The standard tyres are 
Indian-branded but made by Kenda 
and while they are OK, they aren’t as 
good as some more mainstream cruiser 
rubber. The seat, meanwhile, was giv-
ing me a numb backside after about 40 
miles of riding. 

There are people out there that aren’t 
going to enjoy the small tank range 
available from the fairly miserly 12.5-
litre tank. It’s going to result in stopping 
far more than many find acceptable on 
longer runs. This is clearly not a bike 
designed for ambitious touring trips, 
but 12.5 litres (albeit normal for the 
class) does seem a bit mean. 

Despite a lack of screen the wind 
protection isn’t too bad. Anything 
over 80mph is a bit blustery but normal 
motorway, fast A-road speeds are fine. 
During the test in Nevada I covered 
several hundred miles on the bike and 
never found the windblast to be of note.

We tested US-spec bikes which 
weren’t fitted with ABS as they will 
be in the UK and Europe so we can’t 
report on how good the set-up is. Other 
Indian models have ABS that works 
efficiently and isn’t too intrusive so 
we have no reason to think this model 
will be any different.

The new Scout Sixty is already head-
ing for dealers in the UK and the price 
is going to pitch it right at the likes of 
the Harley-Davidson Iron 883 and the 
48 models as well as Triumph’s new 
Street Twin. If you are after a reason-
ably priced cruiser or retro, you’ve 
rarely had more options.

CRUISER RIVALS

Harley-Davidson 
Iron 883
Undercuts the Indian on 
price but gets smoked on 
performance. New Street 
750 is cheaper at £5795
Price £7495
Engine Air-cooled 883cc 
V-twin
Torque 52.3ftlb
Info www.harley-
davidson.com

Harley-Davidson 48
Higher price and bigger 
engine than the Indian 
with cool-looking retro 
styling. Ultra basic 
technology
Price £9675
Engine Air-cooled 
1202cc V-twin
Torque 65.5ftlb
Info www.harley-
davidson.com

Triumph Street Twin
All-  new for 2016 with an 
intriguing mix of classic 
looks with new tech like 
traction control and LED 
lights.
Price £TBC
Engine Liquid-cooled 
parallel-twin, 8v
Torque 59ftlb
Info triumph
motorcycles.co.uk/



EYEWITNESS Celebrating 60 years
of amazing moments with MCN

1955-2015

KTM invade the land of the 
sportsbike: Japan. The 
promo video was one in the 
eye for the safety brigade
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THE EYEWITNESSES

Gary Freeman Shot

stills alongside the

Japan video. Has his

own media company

redeye.co.uk

Joachim Sauer One of

the stunt riders now

a celebrated enduro

champion and KTM

product manager

Jason Jones KTM

dealer who has run

www.thektmcentre.

co.uk in Hertfordshire

since 2001
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In 2004 KTM shot the edgiest bike 
advert the world had ever seen. 
Inspired by the barking 120bhp, 
999cc Super Duke, they’d wheelied, 
stoppie’d, jumped and skidded one 
of the naked hooligans around Nice, 
attracting police attention and having 
to flee the authorities while filming. 
Two years later they decided to do the 
same thing again. But bigger, better… 
and on the streets of the world’s most 
prolific sportsbike builder: Japan. 

Joachim Sauer ‘KTM was still 
perceived as an off-road firm. Who 
was number one when it came to the 
street? Japan. It was a provocation. 
We wanted to go to the lion’s cave and 
annoy him! We wanted to go into their 
territory and do some crazy things.’

Gary Freeman ‘I got a call at the 
last minute to go along and take still 

pictures to go alongside the video. The 
shoot was in Kyoto and Osaka using 
the Osaka ring-road and the Hanshin 
Expressway No 4 going south over 
the Minato Bridge over the Yodo River. 
There was no time for jetlag, there 
was no brief. I just had to shoot.’ 

Sauer ‘We didn’t know what we could 
get away with. For the first shot I 
had to ride through a tunnel about 
10 times, requiring me to do a loop 
through the village below. I rode pretty 
fast to reduce the waiting time but no- 
one shouted or hooted. This motivated 
us to do all the rest of the riding more 
aggressively than we’d planned.’

Freeman ‘To this day it’s still the 
most dangerous thing I’ve ever done. 
We were shooting bike-to-bike, so 
we used a KTM 990 Adventure and 
I was strapped to the rider facing 

backwards off the bike. If we’d fallen 
then I’d have gone down with the rider. 
I had two radios. One channel went 
to my rider, one to Oliver Ronzheimer, 
one of the stunt guys. The latter gave 
up quickly. I thought: “This isn’t going 
to work, I’m going to die”.’

Jason Jones ‘The first thing to put 
KTM on the map for street bikes was 
an episode of The Bill where two 
criminals wheelied away from police 
on Duke 640s and we were inundated 
with enquiries after that but this new 
ad really launched the brand.’

Freeman ‘It was totally illegal in 
every respect. But I got this feeling the 
normal rules didn’t apply and if I got in 
trouble I could explain it all by being a 
bumbling British yah-yah. “Oh really? 
I’m ever so sorry, I didn’t realise we 
couldn’t do 100mph in traffic”.’ 

September 2006 KTM shoot the most outrageous motorcycle commercial ever 

‘Illegal in every respect’



Incredibly nobody called
the cops during the shoot

The limit says
40, the speedo

says 85 and he’s
not backing off
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Sauer ‘People had said to us, “you 
can’t make a video in Japan! You’ll 
end up in prison!” But we spent a week 
there and never saw a policeman.’

Freeman ‘The Super Duke could out-
perform the Adventure, massively. We 
struggled to stay with it. He would go 
past us then expect us to catch him. 
At one point the rider turned to me and 
said: “We’ve lost the brakes.”  We were 
heading down a steep slip-road to a 
T-junction at the bottom. We somehow 
managed to stop and when we parked 
the brakes were smoking,’

Sauer ‘At a train station where we 
were shooting thousands of people 
were arriving every minute. And every 

time a crowd passed the road I tried to 
get them to stare at this new orange 
motorcycle. I was right in front of the 
crowd revving it to the limiter and 
making a crazy burnout – and no-one 
looked. In Europe people would react 
completely differently! Even riding 
alongside people and trying to make 
them look at me failed. They wouldn’t 
look! Were they uninterested? Were 
they afraid? I don’t know.’ 

Freeman ‘Culturally the Japanese are 
very disciplined. They just kept their 
heads down. It was very odd.’ 

Jones ‘We’d spent the last decade 
or two trying to tell people how safe 
we all are. I think that was a breath of 
fresh air: to see someone using a bike 
exactly how we like to.’ 

Sauer ‘Usually I’m not that crazy but 
there was no apparent limit.’

Jones ‘People came in asking about 
the Super Duke because of those ads, 
and if they came in vaguely interested 
we’d make them sit down and watch it! 
Then they’d leave wanting one.’

Sauer ‘There were a few discussions 
in Brussels and the MCIA (Motorcycle 
Industry Association) thought the 
videos were “too much”. After that we 
definitely pulled back a little bit. But 
this video was a clear KTM statement. 
For our target customer group it really 
hit the nail on the head.’

WATCH THE 
VIDEO HERE

tinyurl.com/
superdukevid
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These bikes have beaten their class rivals to become 2015’s success
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T
his year has been an excel-
lent 2015 for everyone in
motorcycling. Total sales
figures are up by a stonk-
ing 15.4% (year to date) and
there’s more choice and in-
novation than ever before.

The Adventure Sport category is up by
25.5% and Naked by 27.8% over this
time last year. Sales are booming and
Yamaha has had an important part to
play in it. Having almost priced them-

selves out of the market a few years
back, the firm has returned with su-
perb bikes for fantastic value – with the
Tracer and MT-07 as its biggest sellers.

With other manufacturers following
suit with new, well-priced and excit-
ing bikes there’s healthy competition.
But there can only be one top dog per
category - Supersport, Adventure,
Trail, Sports Tourer, Naked and Tourer.
So we’ve collected the six best-selling
bikes and asked the MCN experts who
know them inside out what makes
them so special.

MCN STAFFWRITER

BEST SELLERS

ADVENTURE SPORT

Yamaha MT-09 Tracer, £8149

Yamaha’s MT-09 Tracer is the 

overall best-selling bike of the 

year thanks to its impressive 

inline triple motor, versatility 

and competitive price tag 

NAKED

Yamaha MT-07, £5749

Yamaha’s MT-07 has taken 

the UK by storm; it’s the best-

selling naked of 2015 and 

winner of MCN’s Bike of the 

Year Award 2014 

TOURER

BMW R1200RT LE, £15,540 

(£13,350 STD)

The RT is the ultimate in  

comfort and long distance 

touring. It’s also the winner of 

MCN’s Best Tourer Award  

two years in a row  

Continued over

S



SUPERSTARS
      stories. If you haven’t already, here’s why you should buy one...
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The riders
Andy Davidson

MCN Staff Writer

Age 28 Height 5ft 7in  

Andy rode the Honda 

CRF250L 4000 miles 

across Slovakia 

Andy Downes

MCN Senior Reporter

Age 42 Height 5ft 9in 

Covered nearly 7000 

miles on a long term

test Yamaha Tracer

Jon Urry

MCN Test Rider

Age 38 Height 6ft 2in

MCN Road Tester

covered the BMW

R1200RT launch

Adam Child

MCN Senior Tester

Age 38 Height 5ft 6in

Covered close to

30,000 miles on a

Z1000SX

Andy Calton

MCN Editor

Age 47 Height 6ft 1in

Had the Yamaha

MT-07 for a year as

his long-term test bike

TRAIL

Honda CRF250L, £4199 

The trusty 250 is Honda’s 

answer to easy adventure 

riding, commuting and green-

lane action 

SUPERSPORTS

BMW S1000RR, £13,850

BMW’s potent S1000RR has 

dominated the sportsbike 

market since its launch in 

2010, and thanks to its 2015 

update there’s no stopping it  

SPORTS TOURER

Kawasaki Z1000SX, £9699 

(£10,435 with panniers)

The Kawasaki Z1000SX is a 

true hybrid motorcycle: 

packing in all the fun of 

a sportsbike and the 

comfort of a tourer
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After the latest iteration of the BMW S1000RR
was launched in July 2015, MCN’s Senior
Road Tester Michael Neeves said: “BMW have
raised the bar and produced a superbike even
better than the HP4.” These were important
words for what has become one of the most
illustrious sportsbikes to have ever graced
the market. BMW have been sharpening the
S1000RR since its inception in 2010, now of-
fering an immensely powerful, lightweight,
sophisticated and easily manageable weapon.

www.motorcyclenews.com
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BMW S1000RR

When you consider that BMW

didn’t even have a superbike in

their range just five years ago,

it’s incredible that their S1000RR

has been knocking about at the

top of the sales charts ever since

their RR debuted in 2010.

While the original S1000RR

was an absolute stunner – I ran

one as a long-term test bike in

2010, covering over 12,000 miles

– and the 2012 update delivered a

useful tickle in the delicate parts,

it’s the 2015 model that has

really cemented its place in the

charts. It’s the bike I’ve done the

most miles on in 2015, having run

one as a long-term test bike and

racking up a smidge over 7000

miles in seven months, and not

one of them were ever dull.

The RR’s greatest trick is

making you believe in yourself,

and encouraging you to explore

your limits. It makes you a better

rider by holding your hand and

gently leading you towards the

outer limits of your experience

– all within the cosseting safety

net of its myriad electronic rider

assists.

It’s the most fun you’ll ever

have learning (almost) anything,

and the aural accompaniment

became the soundtrack of my

summer, too. Pops and bangs

on the overrun, and a howling

crescendo on the gas, it wraps

you in a blanket of sensual

provocation all the while making

you feel like you could do battle

on a BSB grid without touching

a single setting. But, maybe

most shockingly, it’s also the

most comfortable and versatile

road bike amongst its superbike

peers. Well done BMW, it’s one of

the best superbikes ever built.

SUPERSPORT

778
Sold this 

year

Capable, flattering and 

fast, the S1000RR makes 

riders feel like gods

• 999cc inline four • 199bhp • 83ftlb • 204kg

• 815mm seat height PCP £2972 deposit, 36

payments of £189, final payment of £6796.45

THE FACTS £13,850

WHY YOU LOVE IT

The S1000RR is phenomenal. It has raised 

the bar and is head and shoulders above the 

competition and that’s why it’s the top seller. 

Sportsbike riders want the best and this is it. 

RICHARD NEWLAND OUR EXPERT SAYS:
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Kawasaki’s SX has many

strings to its bow. It can

easily take on a two-up

touring trip around Europe

with standard panniers,

and it is more than capable

of holding its own on the

road against sportier

competition.

For sensible customers,

Kawasaki have equipped

the SX with comfortable

ergonomics, adjustable

screen, three-way

traction control and

optional ABS. But on the

flip side, 140bhp and

82ftlb of torque means

the ‘sensible’ SX will

easily see the other side

of 150mph without trying.

I was so impressed

with my SX I even

ventured onto a few track

days last year, complete

with panniers, and it

wasn’t out-classed.

The brakes didn’t

overheat, the handling

was predictable and

the traction control was

reassuring. There aren’t

many bikes you can ride to

a circuit, have fun all day

on track, then float home in

absolute comfort.

Kawasaki’s SX is one of

the most versatile bikes

on the market, which is

why it’s been such a huge

success.

PAUL MARSDEN, 

S1000RR owner 

I part-exchanged my 
Suzuki GSX-R1000 
after reading the 

MCN review. The Beemer’s 
power is utterly bonkers, the 
steering precise and it’s got all 
the toys like launch control, 
fully adjustable suspension and 
even heated grips. It was always 
going to be a best-seller and has 
taken sportsbikes to a whole 
new level. 

I  bought one

The Kawasaki Z1000SX has all the benefits of a 
sportsbike with great handling, performance, speed, 
strong brakes and quality suspension. And on the 
other hand, the upright riding position, comfy er-
gonomics and wind protection also make it an effec-
tive tourer. Yes, there are better tourers and quicker 
sportsbikes – but the Z1000SX is a sweet blend for a 
reasonable price, and that’s what makes it so good. 

Kawasaki Z1000SX
ADAM CHILD OUR EXPERT SAYS: 

The Z1000SX 
is a spicy sports-
bike and terrific 

tourer in one

906
Sold this 

year

Rich listens in as 
the BMW S1000RR 

delivers another 
vital lesson

• 1043cc inline four • 140bhp • 230kg •
820mm seat height PCP £2500 deposit, 36

payments of £106.31, final payment of £4377

THE FACTS £9699

WHY YOU LOVE IT

It offers a practical concoction of sportsbike 

and tourer, all wrapped up into one splendid 

package for under £10,000. No wonder 

Kawasaki nabbed the Sports Tourer top spot.

SPORTS TOURING
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The Honda CRF250L has proved itself as a serious 
all-round motorcycle. On MCN’s Ultimate 12 Bike 
Adventure Test earlier this year, the little CRF held 
its own against hefty competition and scored very 
highly, even on the ‘smile factor’ test while up 
against machines four times more powerful. It’s 
employed as an adventure bike, a nippy commuter 
and a fun trail bike.

Honda
CRF250L

Build quality and touring 
gadgets are to be expected, 
but it’s the RT’s handling 
that really surprises 

It’s only small, but 
the CRF250 leaves 
rivals in the dust

When you ride an RT

you can tell it is a bike

designed by someone

who understands what

its riders want. There are

no pointless trinkets, and

it’s typically BMW in its

efficient engineering.

Naturally the riding

position is all-day

comfortable and the new

water-cooled engine

is packed full of boxer

torque. But what

surprises the most is

the fact it handles so

well for a big bike and

never feels unwieldy.

Ultimately it may not

be the most exciting

machine, as it’s

designed to pamper

not thrill, but it is very

hard to find fault and

that’s why it survived

a potential disaster.

While the RT had

a nightmare debut

year due to a fault with

the ESA shock, the very

fact it has bounced back

to be the UK’s top-selling

tourer shows how good it

is. This is the kind of bike

BMW built its reputation

around, and when it comes

to relaxed touring there are

no better motorcycles on

the m rket.

The BMW R1200RT is a superior machine built to 
carry you thousands of miles in supreme comfort. 
BMW’s latest revision includes the partially water-
cooled and faster revving boxer engine, which has 
given the RT an extra kick. It has electronically 
adjustable suspension and screen, heated grips and 
seat, radio, quickshifter, hill-start tech and a long 
list of superb toys. It simply is the ultimate tourer. 

BMW R1200RT
JON URRY OUR EXPERT SAYS: 

• 1170cc boxer twin • 125bhp • 274kg • 805-

825mm seat height PCP £2923 deposit, 36

payments of £129, final payment of £7059

THE FACTS £13,350 std

WHY YOU LOVE IT

The R1200RT is the benchmark of touring 

bikes. Take a seat on this spaceship of a bike 

and indulge yourself in luxurious comfort as 

the miles melt away. 

• 250cc single-cylinder • 22bhp • 144 kg

• 875mm seat height FINANCE £99 deposit,

5.9% APR, £129 for 36 months

THE FACTS £4199

WHY YOU LOVE IT

The CRF is the ultimate go-anywhere, do-

anything bike. It’s not going to set the world on 

fire but it’ll get you round-the-world instead (or 

to ASDA) with a smile on your face.

TRAIL / ENDURO

641
Sold this 

year

TOURING

November 25   2015
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443
Sold this

year

Ian Campbell,

CRF250L owner

I was inspired by
Steph Jeavons
riding her CRF

around the world and fancied a
go at off-road myself. I bonded
with the bike after two miles, it’s
comfortable, handles brilliantly
and I’m getting up to 86mpg.

With 22bhp on tap and a slow-

revving single-cylinder motor, the

CRF250L is by no means the most

exciting bike in the world. But

thanks to robust Honda reliability,

the CRF opens the world up for

you, whether it’s the long route to

work, a green lane, or Mongolia. 

To put the theory to the test, I 

rode one to Slovakia and crossed 

the High Tatras Mountain range in 

-15°C and knee-deep snow. And 

despite being crashed, thrashed 

and bashed, the Honda didn’t 

miss a beat, even after 4000 

miles of gruelling motorways and 

icy roads. It’s a tough little bike, 

ridiculously easy to ride and fun. 

Break free of the city 
and head off on your 
own adventure with 
the Honda CRF250L

Yamaha’s resurrection was

complete when this bike

hit the streets. A 700cc

middleweight offering so

much for so little, really

made the world sit up and

take notice. I couldn’t help

but giggle to myself like a

mischievous schoolboy the

first time I rode one. I loved

its neutral riding position

and lively motor, and

you could really tell

what the front end was

doing. I commuted on

it, did a couple of big

trips and even took it

on track.

After a year and

nearly 5000 miles

there were very few

signs of wear and

tear, but I would

recommend that

owners opt for a

better rear shock.

I went for a Nitron

unit, costing £393,

adjustable for preload,

rebound and compression,

and the difference was

significant. The MT is an

engaging, involving and

exciting bike for under six

grand. Yamaha didn’t just

hit the nail on the head with

the MT-07 they smashed it

into the coffin of any other

fairly average £7k machine.

The MT-07 has won the MCN Bike of the Year Award,
multiple group tests and has had our road-testers
raving about its pokey parallel-twin motor since
the 2014 launch. We love the 07 because it rides like
a big bike, but is exceptionally manageable, retails 
at sub six grand, bags of fun, lightweight and slaps 
a smile on our face every time we swing a leg over 
the saddle. It’s pure brilliance.  

Yamaha MT-07ABS
ANDY CALTON OUR EXPERT SAYS: 

ANDY DAVIDSON 
OUR EXPERT SAYS: 

Yamaha totally moved 
the middleweight goal-
posts with their punchy 

parallel-twin MT-07

1200
Sold this 

year

• 689cc parallel twin • 74bhp • 179kg •
805mm seat height. PCP £1291 deposit, 36

payments of £95, final payment of £2223

THE FACTS £5749

WHY YOU LOVE IT

Yamaha offered up an engaging motorcycle 

that’s easy to ride, then cleverly priced it way 

below the competition. It’s everything you want 

from a middle-weight naked, and more. 

NAKED

November  25   2015

I bought one
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By the end of October 2015
there were 102,229 new reg-
istrations (bikes and mopeds)
compared to 90,928 for the
same time last year. That rep-
resents an increase of 12.4%.
The popularity of naked bikes
has increased again, a pattern
which began in 2014. There
has been a 27.8% increase in
sales for this style compared
to the same time last year. But
in terms of size – the biggest
increase so far has been for
machines between 651-1000cc
– a rise of 26.9% up to the same
time last year. We predict that
2016’s figures will be up again
at around 124,000 newly reg-
istered bikes and mopeds. 

The Tracer is 2015’s top-selling bike because it’s
both incredibly versatile and exceptionally engag-
ing. Yamaha employed the MT-09 and its exquisite
115bhp triple motor as the donor, straightened it up,
included wind protection and a touch of touring. The
Tracer perfectly targets those who want that extra
dose of comfort but don’t want to compromise on 
fun – all for a very reasonable £8149. 

Yamaha Tracer ABS
ADVENTURE SPORT

While some bikes are all

about the show, others are all

about the go. But the Tracer

is one of those rare bikes

that excels at both. I can see

why people love it – it’s a

great road bike, a weekend

hoot, a talented commuter, a

solid tourer, great fun to ride,

the engine sounds fantastic

and the price is positively

excellent value for money.

But no bike is perfect, and

the Tracer’s suspension is

a bit harsh for UK roads.

However a suspension set-up

and new fork springs, oil and

spacers for £288 from MCT

Suspension in Stowmarket

solved the problem and has

transformed the bike. Even

taking into account the cost of

the extra work, it’s still under

£9000. It now towers above

so many other bikes, even

those that cost a considerable

amount more.

1400+
Sold this

year

• 847cc inline triple •115bhp • 210kg • 845-

860mm seat height PCP £1657 deposit, 36

payments of £136.17, final payment of £3129

THE FACTS £8149

WHY YOU LOVE IT

Powered by that torque-laden triple, the Tracer

mixes fun with comfort and underpins it all

with decent ABS and traction control too. Fun,

practical, good-looking and great value too. 

ANDY DOWNES
OUR EXPERT SAYS: 

EXPERT OPINION

Stevie Muir INDUSTRY EXPERT

‘We predict
that 2016’s
igures will
be up again’

THANKS TO
The Motorcycle Industry
Association for the figures
and information. Visit mcia.
co.uk for more information

2016’S LATEST&GREATESTBIKES

UNMISSABLEDEALSON
KIT&ACCESSORIES

INTERACTIVE ZONES: ADVENTURE,
CLASSIC, CUSTOMANDPERFORMANCE

FREE LIVE ACTION

Calls cost 6p per minute plus network extras

*All bookings subject to a £1.50 transaction fee.

Children under 16 must be accompanied by a

paying adult. Feature content correct at time

of going to press. Visitor access to auction is by

catalogue only costing £10 on the day. Auction

takes place 13th Feb only.

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com

08448 737 346

KIDS GO FREE*

£17
ONLY

BARGAINS

motorcycle show 2016

PLUS MASSIVE BIKE AUCTION BY

SAVE
£££s
BUY IN ADVANCE
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GET THE EDGE WITH
HM QUICKSHIFTERS

hmquickshifter.com

Not just for racers like Danny Kent, this top-quality technology
will improve your road riding, too

More than

80%
of the

MotoGP
paddock use

HM’s quickshifters

HM Quickshifters have been essential kit for racers the world over for a

long time, from road racing to British and World Superbikes, MotoGP and 

its support classes.
The racing benefits are clear: marginal gains win and lose races, and regular shifting wastes

valuable fractions of a second as the rider continually has to roll off the throttle to engage the

clutch. In just a few laps the combined time-savings offered by a HM Quickshifter quickly add up.

All quickshifters are not equal

HM Quickshifters are chosen by more than 80% of the entire MotoGP paddock. As well as being official

partners of HRC, they are also extensively u sed by Yamaha, Aprilia, KTM, Suzuki, Ducati, Suter, Kalex, and many

more. HM’s testing conforms to aeronautic and military specification, as adopted by Formula One teams.

HM’s track-to-road ‘technology transfer’ philosophy drives development on track at the highest possible 

level, to ultimately be shared and enjoyed by the road rider.

HM QUICKSHIFTER RANGE
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‘It’s a dream for me 
to become world 

champion. In  
terms of my own  

self-belief it’s 
helped me a lot 

already’

Twenty one years  old 
and he has the world 
at his feet with a title 
and a move to the 
next level 
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FIRST 
OF MANY

Danny Kent speaks exclusively to MCN about taking his 
� rst world title and why he doesn’t intend it to be his last 

When Danny Kent crossed the lin
in Valencia, British race fans let out a
huge sigh of relief. It had been 38 years
since Barry Sheene’s last title but after
an agonising wait, Britain finally had
a Grand Prix world champion.

When Kent came to the GP paddock
in 2010, he was being touted by insiders
as the real deal and the next big thing.
An abundance of natural talent, first
demonstrated in the UK before heading
to the Spanish championship, meant
he was already highly regarded and it
seemed only a matter of time until he
would win races and possibly titles.

But it was never going to be that
straightforward and Kent’s career
has peaked and troughed, just like
his Moto3 title-winning season, with
plenty of difficulties and uncertaintie
along the way. With the season over, Kent
has had the chance to take stock of his
achievements and sat down with MCN
for an exclusive interview.

Massive confidence boost
“It’s a dream for me to become world
champion. In terms of my own self-
belief for the future it’s helped me a lot
already and winning gives you that self
confidence. I lacked that in the past but
now I can have so much more belief in
myself – and I also believe in the team
that I’m with.

“The reaction from home has been
crazy, and when you see what some
ex-riders are saying it’s hard to believe.
I can remember years ago when I was a

kid and I was lying on the sofa watch-
ing Scott Redding in the 125s and I was
thinking, one day I’d love to be there, I
wished to be there. Now I’ve been there,
won a championship and hopefully it’s
one of many.”

His championship season was one of
contrasts. Kent had some of the most
dominant performances imaginable
in the lightweight class, four of his
victories saw a winning margin of
over seven seconds which is almost
unprecedented in Moto3. But the final
third of the season brought with it so
much pressure and scrutiny that a

10-point lead over KTM-
mounted Miguel Oliveira was
whittled away to 24 points and

tense final round showdown.
Having raced for Husqvarna

n 2014, Kent’s first test on the
eopard Racing Honda was
ositive, and from that moment
e felt he could win the title.
“I learned an awful lot this

ear but I think a lot of it is just
lf-belief,” he said. “The most

mportant six inches on track
e the six inches between your
rs because you have to be

ever in racing. I knew after
e first test on the Honda that
ould win the championship.
rained hard all winter just to
ake sure that I had everything
epared for the season ahead .

anny’s flying start
rst half of the year we didn’t

have any bad results, and we were one
step in front of everyone. That suc-
cess painted a big target on our bike
and everybody wanted to chase me.
I think if you ask any rider they’ll say
it’s easier to chase than lead.”

Moving into Moto2 will provide a
new challenge for Kent but it’s one
that he feels more suited to compared
to Moto3. With his almost six foot
frame hindering him on the smallest
bike in the paddock, the move to the
intermediate class should be an advan-
tage. And having raced for Tech3 in the
class in 2013 he knows what to expect
from Moto2. His experience this year

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

King at last. After a nail-biting climax
to the season Danny takes the title

By Steve English

MOTOGP REPORTER

Continued over
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The Dainese Specialists

Come see us at
Motorcycle Live
NEC Birmingham
28 Nov -6 Dec 2015
Hall 2
Stand 2C32

We have NEW 2016 Products as well as some great
offers so look forward to seeing you there

Dainese
Wolverhampton

01902 424516

www.dainese.me.uk

If you’re looking for a 
particular item 

just let us know and we’ll 
bring it to the show
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‘I’m not looking to be
a big celebrity and

I’m just taking every
year as it comes’

Kent leads fellow
Leopard man Hiroki
Ono at Valencia… but
there was no sign of
team orders

will stand him in good stead should he 
challenge for the crown in 2016.

“Moto2 is the next step from Moto3 
and I’m looking forward to it. In Moto2 
you’re on the limit for every lap and 
that’s why you don’t see as much fight-
ing in it compared to Moto3. In Moto2, 
it’s every lap within a couple of tenths of 
a second – from the start to the finish. 
I’m looking forward to racing in it next 
year. It’s a competitive championship 
with Alex Rins and Johann Zarco sure 
to be very strong. Sam Lowes has been 
good on the Speed Up and now he’s gone 
to the Kalex which is the best bike. So 
he is very motivated as well.

“In terms of fighting for a champion-
ship again I now know what to expect 
and how to deal with the pressure. This 
year I’d never been in that situation 
before, so we were going to every race 
listening to all the media, having a lot 
of interviews. They were saying; ‘now 
you can become world champion’. It’s 
difficult to deal with that and I think 
it’s pressure from myself.”

Nothing is guaranteed
Just because you’re Moto3 champion, it 
doesn’t gift you success in Moto2. The 
last two Moto3 winners have had very 
different levels of success after making 
the switch to Moto2. The 2013 winner 
Maverick Vinales was able to adapt to 
the class and fight for wins from the 
start of his season. The Spaniard was 
rookie of the year and was immediately 
signed up by Suzuki to be part of their 
new MotoGP project. In contrast 2014 
winner Alex Marquez had an unin-
spired season that saw him record only 
two top-six finishes. 

If Kent is to cement his place as a 
rising star in the Grand Prix paddock 
he knows what he has to do.

“After the year we’ve had in Moto3 
I want to be world champion in Moto2 
and win races. But we’ve got a lot to 
learn and it’s not an easy class. It’s a 
very fast class so if we’re struggling 
at the beginning of the year this just 
gives extra motivation to work hard 
on myself, to work hard on the team, 
to close that gap to the leading group.

“This year Alex Rins got used to the 
bike a lot faster than Alex Marquez. I’ve 
already gone around Jerez faster than 
Marquez has on the Moto2 bike and he 
has a year’s experience. It’s just hard 
work. I have a great team behind me, 
I had a great bike, great support from 
Kalex as well. We’re on a high, so we 

just need to work hard and continue 
this form into 2016.”

Life in the spotlight
Before the start of the season comes 
a whirlwind tour of engagements for 
Kent. With the Race of Champions, BBC 
Sports Personality of the Year and even 
a trip to Blue Peter on the cards it’s clear 
that Kent will be a man in demand.

“I’ve had an amazing reaction from 
the crowd and the fans back home. I’ve 
had a lot of people getting in contact 
with me to do some stuff. 

“I’m not looking to be a big celebrity 
or anything like that and I’m just go-
ing to take every year as it comes. Of 
course with the success there’s other 
things which are going to come along. 
Racing won’t last forever.

“I want it to last as long as possi-
ble obviously but you need to look to 
the future, too. Look at what Foggy 
has done, he’s probably more famous 
now than he was when he was world 
champion in superbikes!”

Proud moment 
for Kent and 
his dad

Britain breathes 
a sigh of relief as 

Danny crosses 
the line at 

Valencia

Golden lid 
for Britain’s 

golden boy
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‘In terms of fighting for a 
championship again I now 
know what to expect and 

how to deal with the 
pressure’

‘You want to party 
and hang out with 

friends but you 
have to focus’

Kent couldn’t
have done it
without his

family

Kent’s family matters
Like any young rider, Danny

Kent’s success has been fuelled

by the unconditional support

of his parents. Faced with the

pressure of knowing that any race

could be his last due to financial

constraints, it was this that drove

him to get the most out of himself

and eventually earn a GP contract.

“Racing costs a lot of

money and my parents

have had to make massive

sacrifices,” reflected Kent.

“I had to leave school early

at 14 because, obviously, if

you want to end up in world

championships you’re not

going to do that by racing in

England. You need to race in

Europe.

“In 2007 they said this

could be the last year. If you

don’t get picked up that’s

as far as we could go. It just

cost too much money and

they could only spend so

much. And then luckily in 2008

we got picked up for the Red Bull

Academy. It’s very difficult to keep

racing when you know how much

other people are sacrificing. It’s

only when you start spending

your own money that you see how

big a sacrifice your parents have

made, I now realise how hard life

is sometimes.”

Knowing that he had to do

everything in his powers in a bid 

to win the Moto3 crown, Kent 

took his training to an all-time 

high – showing a commitment 

that impressed many in the 

paddock. Being ready to race 

and at the peak of your fitness 

when it matters, while avoiding 

injury, takes serious work.

“It was quite hard when I was 

younger because you can take 

everything for granted when 

you’re 14 or 15. Now, though, 

I’ve grown up and I look back 

and think about the sacrifices 

that were made for me and it’s 

only now you understand it. 

There’s a lot in the background 

where a normal teenager wants 

to go out there, party all the 

time, and hang out with their 

friends. Of course you want to 

do that but you have to focus on 

your job.

“I work very hard and in 

training I do a bit of everything 

for fitness. I’ve had a training 

regime but I’ll have to change it 

for next year because for 

Moto3 you need to be as light as 

possible. You have to stay away 

from the weights and not do any 

strength work.

“Now we’re in Moto 2 it’s 

going to be different, because 

we’ve got a higher combined 

weight and I think we’re maybe 

2-3 kilos under the minimum 

weight. So now I’m able to put a 

few kilos on by building 

strength. This is also good 

because it’s something new. 

Instead of going into every 

winter knowing you have to lose 

weight I can go and put some 

weight on again.” 

Weight gain

Kent the Red Bull Rookie at the
German GP back in 2009
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T
he Kawasaki Racing Team
World Superbike garage is
split into two. 2013 world
champion Tom Sykes is
occupying the right side
with his top-secret 2015
ZX-10R. On the left is a

similar ZX-10R, except this bike bears
a freshly applied number one plate. A
few days earlier in Qatar it finished
a history-making season in which it
won no fewer than 14 races. Yes, this
is Jonathan Rea’s ZX-10R, one of the
most dominant bikes in the history
of World Superbike racing.

It’s priceless, obviously, but my
nerves and excitement have been fur-
ther ramped up by very non-Spanish
weather. It’s cold and damp, and
the team can’t decide on the
appropriate tyres for the
Aragon GP race track. Pere
Riba, Rea’s team boss,
elects to send me out on
Pirelli slicks.

As the wheels go in Pere
gives me a quick briefing.
“No clutch, don’t touch any
buttons and whatever you do
don’t crash,” he says.

I’ve rarely been more worried leav-
ing a pitlane. Wet in places is the worst
of all conditions. My eyes scan the
Aragon track surface for the darker wet
patches like a hawk searching for its
pray. Thankfully Rea’s bike is easy to
ride at a relatively slow pace and I spend
the first lap consciously scrubbing in
the new Pirelli slicks, while trying to
keep them from cooling down.

My next job is to try not to look a
complete numpty in front of the entire
Kawasaki Racing Team, so as I pass
the pits I wind open the throttle to the
stop for the first time. The Kwak leaps
ahead of me. I gasp. I brush the brakes
just before the gantry and prepare for
turn one, a tight left-hander.

The clutchless, autoblipper down-
shifts are smooth and effortless, allow-
ing me simply to brake and peel into
the turn. The exit is damp so I put in
an early upshift and still the bike pulls

hard from the depths of its midrange.
This is, without question, the fastest
superbike ever - yet it’s far from the
peaky animal I was expecting. Instead,
its drive is so linear and smooth from
anywhere in the revs that it feels like
it has a seamless electric motor. It’s
a pussycat.

On the next lap I let it go on the back
straight and the pussycat shows its
teeth. I tuck in and hold the throttle to
the stop and feel the rear Pirelli bury
itself in the track as we surge forward.
Yet while it’s blisteringly quick, revving
the 220bhp beast to the redline in the
first five gears fails to provoke a single
weave, wheelie or head shake. Despite
getting close to the redline in fifth gear

at the end of the straight, it’s so
friendly and stable I could

take a selfie.
The Brembo radial

brakes are equally im-
pressive, but again nei-
ther sharp nor aggressive.
I’m positive they’re some

of the strongest brakes I’ve
ever tested, but it doesn’t

feel like someone has thrown
a plank of wood in the front wheel

when I pull the lever. Everything is
composed and feels natural, the engine
braking is dialled in perfectly, and the
downchanges so natural. The back end
doesn’t want to overtake the front, and
the steering remains precise no mat-
ter how hard I brake. All I have to do is
look at the apex and the bike takes me
there, elbow grazing the track.

Instinctively I stay in the snug seat
and let the bike do the work. It requires
very little effort to get the Kawasaki on
its side. I can change line – pull it in
tight or let it run wide on the exit – and
the bike’s happy to oblige. By lap three
it feels like it’s a part of me, a bike I’ve
known for years not minutes. Beneath
me is some clever Showa suspension
and electronics making it all so easy,
but for now I’ve forgotten about those.
Riding this all-conquering ZX-10R is
as simple as falling off a log.

‘As easy as falling of a log’
JONATHAN REA’S KAWASAKI ZX-10R

CLASS OF

These are the 10 bikes that took our breath
away in a memorable year of hot race action

RACE METAL SPECIAL

Race spec
Value £500,000

Power 220bhp quoted
Top speed 200mph +

Famous for 14 wins and a
World Superbike

championship

WORLD SUPERBIKES

By Adam Child Senior Road Tester and TT racer Aragon, Spain

Jonathan Rea’s 2015 
WSB-winning ZX-10R is 

the most advanced and 
successful production 

racer ever built

Rea’s bike is a beast, 
but Chad doesn’t 
need muscles to 

make it hustle

Continued over
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HRC’S 2016 HONDA RC213V-S

Sitting on the thinly-padded racing
seat of an RCV, surrounded by serious-
looking faces in HRC polo shirts in a
sun-drenched Valencia pitlane, I can’t
help but think I’ve been here before.

Good fortune and the plum job of
MCN road tester gifted me a ride on
Nicky Hayden’s 990cc RC211V in 2006
and his 800cc RC212V the year after at
this Spanish track. But now here we
are on the latest version: the RC213V.

Of course that’s not strictly true.
This is the £137,000 Honda RC213V-S,
the street version of Honda’s glitter-
ing MotoGP machine. But it feels just
the same. It’s a limited-edition,
once-in-a-lifetime special
and only 250 examples will
be made, between now
and the end of 2016.

MotoGP teams pulled
the handbrake on the
end-of-season press
test rides in 2007, so
the RC213V-S is the clos-
est anyone outside of the
MotoGP paddock will ever get
to riding the real thing.

But that’s OK because this Honda
isn’t exactly a million miles away from
Marc and Dani’s, especially with the
£8000 Sports Kit fitted.

Making 215bhp and weighing just
160kg, the RC213V-S looks to all the
world like Honda’s MotoGP missile,
and with the racket of its straight-
through, 116db titanium exhaust fry-
ing your brain and spitting V4 blood
on the overrun, it sounds like it, too.

The RC213V-S is a riot of magne-
sium, titanium, ally and steel, swathed
in carbon-fibre. It wears top-spec
Öhlins, Brembos, and Marchesini
magnesium rims shod with sticky
Bridgestone V02 slicks. It shares most
of its components with the racer,
like the chassis, which is made by
Moriwaki and assembled by HRC

magicians. Lots of the
engine internals, like
the hollowed-out cams,
manufactured by Mugen,
are the same, too.

Aside from the factory
machine’s seamless gear-
box and pneumatic valves,
the RC213V-S duplicates the
racer and is even more like last
year’s RCV1000R open-class bike.

That angry exhaust might put the 
fear of god into you as you climb 
aboard, but the thing about the 
RC213V-S is it’s actually easy to ride. 

That 999cc V4 motor, which has 
the same physical dimen-

sions as the 800cc RC212V
racer, spews smooth, lin-
ear power, controlled
with a buttery-smooth
and precise throttle.
The Honda V4 delivers
its speed deceptively,

but never before have the
straights between the cor-

ners of your favourite track,
been so short.

It’s impossible to get the RC213V-S
to misbehave, no matter how hard
you push. Corner as fast as you dare,
wince as you accelerate and brake so
hard the rear wheel floats above the
tarmac, yet the Honda doesn’t flinch.

You realise this bike has been built
for the best riders in the world to play
on and it has reserves of performance
mere mortals will never get to experi-
ence. That said, the chassis still talks
to you at numpty speeds, you can feel
the Bridgestone slicks digging into the
tarmac and you can enjoy the sheer
decadence of Honda’s masterpiece
V4 motor.

And that’s the magic of the
RC213V-S. But with them all sold out
already, it will probably be easier get-
ting a go on the real thing.

This is the second fastest bike around
the TT track (at 132.398mph,
turn the page for the fastest
TT bike ever). However,
it’s not completely
original as it's also the
bike Guy Martin was
riding at the Ulster GP in
August when he crashed,
breaking his neck.

Jumping onboard at
Valencia circuit, I find it’s not
what I was expecting. Usually TT

bikes feel much larger than normal
race bikes, as the fuel tanks are

huge and the ergonomics
more user friendly to help

get the bike and rider
through the long races.
Guy’s bike feels very
much like a normal race
bike, steering fast with

most of the power up at th
top of the rev range, above

8000rpm. It must feel like a
missile in the fast sections of the TT.

‘Never have straights 
been so short’

MOTOGP

‘It must feel like a missile'
GUY MARTIN’S TYCO BMW S1000RR

SENIOR TT

Race spec
Price £200,000

Power 220bhp quoted
Top Speed 200mph+

Famous for Second
fastest bike around

the TT

By Michael Neeves Senior Road Tester and S1000RR racer Valencia, Spain

By Adam Child, Valencia, Spain

Race spec
Price £137,000 

(plus £8000 Sports Kit)
Power 215bhp

Top Speed over 190mph
Famous for As close 
as you’ll get to a real 

MotoGP bike.
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Chad finds Guy Martin's Tyco BMW 

is peaky like a short-circuit bike
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The Shinden is special: a money-

no-object racing machine, built 

to win an electric TT and make 

the world sit up and take notice. 

With its carbon-fibre beam 

frame, swingarm and bodywork, 

magnesium wheels and engine 

cases, factory-spec Showa 

suspension and Nissin brakes, it’s 

a work of art.  

The 2015 Shinden Yon (Japanese 

for ‘four’) is still weighty and busts 

the scales at 250kg, but it now has 

148bhp and tops out at 168mph at

the TT – faster than the first flying

lap of the best TT Lightweights.

Out on track the Shinden acts

like the world’s fastest twist-and-

go. There’s an ocean of linear

torque at your right wrist, delivered

smoothly with the kind of flawless

response we all lust after from an

engine. 

Acceleration is on par with

a racy 600 or a road-going

GSX-R750, even on its ultra-tall TT

gearing. There’s no time wasted

clicking through gears, just pin

the throttle to the stop and the

Shinden fires relentlessly from

corner to corner. Being so heavy

it lacks some of the rear tyre-

squirming, front-wheel-lifting

drama you get from a conventional

superbike, but I still came back

into the pits with a sweat-on, a big

smile on my face and a new-found

admiration for electric power.

Twenty-four hours after Rossi
aquaplaned to victory at the British
Grand Prix, the rain still hasn’t stopped
falling. But the factory-backed Aspar
Moto3 team have stuck around and
I’ve managed to blag a ride on their
Mahindra MGP03.

There’s nothing toy-like or watered
down; this is a real GP bike, just one
quarter of the size. Everything from
the carbon-fibre bodywork, machined
gearbox cases, traction control, and 2D
digital dash is exactly what you’d see on
a full-size MotoGP machine.

The 249cc, single-cylinder Mahindra
looks tiny – the 10-litre fuel tank is
about as wide as my palm and as long
as my forearm – yet once aboard I find
it really roomy. Obviously it’s not a bike
for giants, but you can allow yourself
to get swallowed up by the fairing’s
aerodynamic bubble.

The first thing that strikes me is how
freely it revs. There’s zero thumps,
vibes or unwillingness as you'd expect

from a typical single. Open the
throttle and the revs rise totall
unimpeded; it feels like the
internal components have been
forged from fresh air. There’s
also a decent spread of
power, which gives you a
real connection between
your right wrist and rear
tyre, exactly what you
need in these conditions.

I feel completely
confident. The MGP03’s
seeking out grip from
its Dunlop wets, while that
stunning Suter-developed Mahindra
alloy twin-spar frame is in open
dialogue with my backside, hands
and brain. At no point does the bike
impede your progress on track; there
are no wobbles, shakes, or resistance
to remind you that you’re bullying an
inanimate, 85kg object around at high
speed. Riding it feels like flying.

The Mahindra has a degree of engine

braking control via an air
bleed system and slipper
clutch. The team have
dialled in just enough to
help keep the bike stable;
there’s nowhere near the

amount you’d get from a
road-going single, so there’s

none of that front tyre-loading
brick wall effect when shutting off

the throttle.
The Italians describe their racing

motorcyclists as centaurs – half man,
half horse – it’s a wonderful expression
for describing the symbiosis between
a rider and a bike as sublime as
this. Riding the Mahindra, there’s no
discernible point at which flesh ends
and metal begins: you are as one.

‘The world’s fastest twist & go’

‘Bike and rider are one’

JOHN MCGUINNESS’ MUGEN SHINDEN

JORGE MARTIN’S MAHINDRA MGPO3

TT ZERO

MOTO3

Race spec

Price £1,000,000+

Power 148bhp

Top speed 164mph

Famous for 1st and

2nd in this year’s

TT Zero

By Emma Franklin Production Editor and 125GP racer Silverstone UK
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By Michael Neeves, Motegi, Japan

p
Price £150,000

Power 55bhp (est)
Top speed 146mph

Famous for First Indian
manufacturer to podium

in world championship
racing
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With its race kit and 
carbon fairings the 

RC213V is the closest 
thing to Marquez's bike 

you can buy

Aspar's factory 
Mahindra tames 
the British 
weather

Even small GP 
bikes have big 

electronics

Space-age 
Shinden is the 

silent superbike

Continued over

Despite costing 
over £150,000, 

each one of the 
250 made are 

sold out
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JOHN MCGUINNESS’ HONDA FIREBLADE

‘Fastest road
bike in the world’

SENIOR TT
GOODWOOD REVIVAL

SENIOR TT

WORLD SUPERBIKES

By Adam Child, Darley Moor, UK

STUART TONGE’S 1961 MANX NORTON
Raced by Michael Neeves, Goodwood

CAMERON DONALD’S TT NORTON SG4  
Ridden by Adam Child, Donington Park

CHAZ DAVIES’ WSBDUCATIPANIGALE R
Ridden by Adam Child, Imola, Italy

This Honda Racing CBR1000RR took
a dramatic Senior race win at the TT
in the hands of 23-times TT winner
John McGuinness, and set a
new outright lap record of
132.701mph. It is the fastest
road bike in the world!

Creating a Senior win-
ner takes years of dedi-
cation, knowledge and
craftsmanship. This is a
bike without clever elec-
tronics – its speed comes
from elsewhere.

First it makes its rider com-
fortable. The bars are wide, so are the
footpegs, the 24-litre fuel tank, which
extends under the seat, feels huge. The
fairing is wide and the screen is tall,
50mm higher than normal, making it

feel like a sports tourer. The clocks are
near standard, there’s familiar Honda
switchgear, and if it weren’t for the

trick thumb brake you’d never
guess you were on a race bike.

Secondly, it’s stable. The
front is raised, the rear
is lowered, slowing the
steering and increasing
stability, which is im-
portant at the TT but not

ideal for a short circuit.
At low speed it’s almost

lazy. The suspension is plush,
not harsh like a short circuit

racer. It doesn’t even want to wheelie.
But as your speed increases it begins to
make sense. Honda have made all the
horsepower usable, nothing goes to
waste. That’s what wins the Senior TT.

In the 60s this bike was the best of the best. A tuned 50bhp
single, it grunts down straights and drifts through bends.

With a top speed of over 200mph, this is the fastest Norton to
ever lap the TT. It's a fire-breathing V4 superbike with bite.

Second in this year's WSB championship, we reckon Chaz
has balls the size of coconuts to keep hold of this animal!

y

This XR69 replica belongs to collector
Steve Wheatman. It’s inspired by
Suzuki’s factory machines, raced in
TTF1 championships around the world,
by the likes of Graeme Crosby, Mick
Grant, Rob McElnea, Roger Marshall
and Wes Cooley.

Powered by a bored-out 1260cc
GSX-R1100 motor and wrapped in
a gorgeous tubular steel chassis
hand built by John Simms of Trident
Engineering, the Suzuki makes a
muscular 155bhp at the rear wheel and
weighs just 175kg. When you’re more 

used to riding modern bikes, you have to
learn a whole series of new noises: the
flutter of the flatslides at part throttle
and the mechanical cacophony of that
old oil-cooled motor. You feel every
lump, bump and swing of the pistons
through the chassis, running through
your hands, feet and bum.

With no slipper clutch, you have to
re-learn to blip on downshifts and it’s
more designed for the tucked-in 80s
riding style because when you hang-off,
you hit your head on the edge of the big
bubble screen. I managed a podium on 

this beauty and have never raced a bike
so light – on a low fuel load the XR69 
has all the bulk of a BMX.

‘It has all the bulk of a BMX’
CLASSIC TT

STEVE WHEATMAN’S SUZUKI XR69 REPLICA

By Michael Neeves, Mondello, Ireland
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Low-tech and lazy
steering, but TT
Blade is the world's
quickest road bike

Even in the weighty
80s, bikes like the

XR69 proved
light was right

Race spec
Value Priceless

Power 220bhp (est)
Top speed over

200mph
Famous for TT lap

record and won the
2015 Senior TT

Race spec
Price £30,000
Power 155bhp

Top speed over 180mph
Famous for Sister bike to
the machine raced at the

Classic TT by Michael 
Dunlop and

Lee Johnston

Collateral damage left over from McG's win back in June
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Your letters Email mcn.letters@motorcyclenews.com

Write MCN Letters, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

Naked R1?
Yes please
Angry-faced Yam is
antidote to rash of
Mr Nice Guy machines

LETTER OF THE WEEK

New bikes don’t
come much more

aggressive looking
than the new MT-10

Rod Martin, London

Now we're talking! All these retro Scramblers from
BMW, Ducati and the rest are all doing a fine job of
getting people into biking but they're not exactly
badass are they? You can't imagine a modern day 
Marlon Brando in any remake of The Wild One
rocking up on a bike that wouldn't look out of place in 
Thomas the Tank Engine, can you? But the new
MT-10 is bang on the money. It has the performance
and pedigree to be the bike of the decade – better
looking and far more relevant than any Kawasaki
H2R. And look at its front profile, easily the angriest
face in motorcycling. Can't wait to get my order in, 
this thing absolutely rocks.

MCN STAR LETTER
If you’re looking to insure a bike, visit
MCNcompare.com and you can quickly
compare prices from 43 top motorcycle
insurance brands. The writer of the
best letter each week published in the
Letters pages will receive a free retro-
design MCN T-shirt courtesy of the 
MCNcompare.com website.

Don't help big brother

@ The Kawasaki Versys 1000 cer-
tainly appears to be a capable

machine (MCN, November 11). I was
surprised however that you did not
take issue with the ‘event data re-
corder’ fitted as standard. Presently,
the data this device records is only
done on a voluntary basis. Hopefully
such devices will not become part of
future Euro regulations.
David Thomas, Swansea

Right way up?
I wonder how many bikes will
have to be produced with ‘upside-

down forks’ before the other kind of
forks become the ‘upside-down ones’?
Ian Mutch, MAG president

Bikers are best

@ It was a dark, wet and windy
night on the A1… as so many a

story could begin and I had just arrived
at the roundabout on the A1 at Buckden
on my way from Scunthorpe to Welwyn
Garden City with my BMW R1200GS
and SBW sidecar when the front tyre
went flat. I was grateful that I was close
to the roundabout as the outfit veered
violently and everybody else was slow-
ing down and were able to avoid me. I
managed to get it off the A1 and onto a
side road. I called the RAC and was
resigned to waiting when a white van
pulled up and offered assistance. Woody
and his dog tried everything to inflate
my tyre but to no avail and he moved
on after giving me his number saying 

that even if the RAC got me going and
I broke down again to call him and he
would come and take me to my ap-
pointment in Welwyn. It was another
instance of bikers looking out for each 
other and I was so grateful.
James Marks, Scunthorpe

Spirit of adventure
I’ve just read your Adventure
supplement (MCN, November 11)

and having just finished a five-month
tour around Britain thought I might

add my bike choice to the list – a
20-year-old Jawa and Velorex sidecar
outfit carried me and my partner just
under 5000 miles. In that time we suf-
fered a puncture on the chair and a
holed piston. Kate has Early Onset
Alzheimer’s so the house went and the
Adventure took over raising awareness
and funds for this horrible disease. We
now rent a small cottage in Wales and
hope to continue with the trip next
year, Kate’s condition allowing. So the
best touring bike is the one you already
own, ours was slow but got us round. 
Mick Payne, Carmarthen

Lorenzo is true champ

@ What a sorry end to what was a
wonderful championship. Marc

Marquez should never have got
involved in the battle between Rossi
and Lorenzo and, for sure, Rossi should
not have done what he did, and admit-
ted to, in Sepang. Neither comes out
smelling of roses. And Lorenzo? His
comments after Sepang were at best
ill considered and unnecessary. So,in
my view, none of the three protagonists
covered themselves in glory. That may
all be just my opinion, but the fact is
that as much as I would love to have
seen Vale crowned champion Lorenzo
won SEVEN races to Vale’s FOUR and 
is rightly the champ.
Alan Stanton, email

Lorenzo won the title fair and square

Blinded by Rossi
I don’t see anybody criticising
Petrucci for blatantly helping

another rider, but then it was Rossi he
moved aside for, so that must be alright
then! Everyone’s so besotted that he's 
become bigger than the sport.
John Moore, Peterborough

Language barrier
Andy Davidson is right that you
can get away without knowing

too many words when riding abroad
(MCN, November 11). Better still, you
can get a ‘Point-It’ book. It’s about the
size of a passport and contains hun-
dreds of pictures – better than trying
to gesture that you need a toilet roll!
Terrence Medler, Norfolk

Open the bus lanes

@ For the last three months I’ve
been commuting to Manchester

on two wheels. London has started the
ball rolling with red bus routes open-
ing to motorcycles, I understand that
Bristol and Belfast have also adopted
similar schemes. I believe there would
be great benefit to motorcyclists in
Manchester (and other cities) by open-
ing bus lanes for all two wheel use. This
petition might help force the change:
https://petition.parliament.uk/
petitions/109403
Tim Rogers, email

READER POLL

There are some naked stunners for

next year. Which is your favourite?

2

6.0

Trium
Triple

Suzuki SV
Old fait

-10 – who
nt a naked R1?



Every week, MCN
prints the best
pictures sent in by
readers or website
users. You can
post your pictures
onto our Facebook
page or email them
to mcn.letters@
motorcyclenews.com
We want the full
array of weird and
wonderful images
that reflect your
biking life. As you
can see here, we are
happy to celebrate
the lighter things from
the world of biking.

YOUR
PICTURES
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Peter Bianchi stopping off on the Bealach na Ba road to Applecross

Ross Monks from Cornwall gets moody with his MT-09

10 days in hospital couldn’t stop me from reading. Jim Porter

Was still hoping for that win at Valencia . Stephen Rowan

Trail riding with a bike full of Welsh water. Gary BardwellEvelyn all kitted up and ready to ride. Sean Bramley

Mild Hogs between races at Valencia MotoGP. Peter Wilson 
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Is MotoGP heading
to Wales after all?

Okay, okay I admit it. I didn’t

really think the whole Circuit of

Wales thing was really going to 

happen.

We’ve had a couple of years

of big promises but very little

action. A stop-gap plan to hold

this year’s MotoGP at Donington 

fell through and in the end

Silverstone came to the rescue. 

Great race it was, too.

Planning issues have been

blamed for the delay in getting

work started, but there have

also been many unanswered

questions about where the

£315 million to make this most

amazing dream a reality is going 

to come from.

The prospect of industry

being attracted to the area and

6000 new jobs is all very well,

but until private investors hand

over vast sums of cash, it’s all 

academic.

But now, with the

latest planning hurdle 

overcome, there

does seem to be some

momentum in favour

of the project actually 

happening.

Common land 

has been

handed over

to the Heads

of the Valley

Development

Company, 

after other land has been

handed over and now it’s

justa case of coming up with

the cash. The development

company claims this is all in

place, pending due diligence

by certain investors. They say

these backers will be made

public in the next few weeks.

There has also been the

appointment of Martin

Whitaker as Circuit of Wales

CEO, and this carries some

weight. Whitaker managed the

Bahrain International Circuit

which hosted F1. So the Circuit

of Wales may not be home and

dry yet, but things look to have 

taken a significant turn.

And if it does all go to plan,

surely it’s a good thing that the

UK will have another world-

class race track? And it will be

a world-class race track that

is aligned to motorcycling.

Silverstone is an amazing

facility but its number one

priority is F1. The Circuit of

Wales’ number one priority 

will be bikes.

So, while we must keep our

much-loved quirky English

tracks like Cadwell and

Oulton and Brands, the

type of circuit planned

for Ebbw Vale makes

the UK even more of

a major player in top-

level bike racing. 
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ROSSI20 YEARS IN
GP RACING

Greatest moments|How he’s stayed on top|His favourite GP bikes
2015: what a year| The ultimate interview| Simply stunning pictures 

■ HIS FAVOURITE GP BIKES
He is widely regarded as the GOAT, but Rossi
had a bit of help from some of the greatest
racing bikes of all time. We’ve photographed
every one of the beautiful machines that
helped him claim (or nearly claim) his titles.

■ THE RETURN OF THE KING
2014 saw Rossi soar back to his very best and
2015 has been hailed the greatest ever title
fight. Rossi, and other greats, reflect on his 
battle back to the top of GP racing.

■ 20 YEARS IN GP RACING
From fresh-faced teenager to fairly fresh-faced 
mid-30s MotoGP superhero. We ponder the 
changing face of Valentino Rossi.

CELEBRATION SPECIAL
FIND US IN WHSMITHS OR ORDER YOUR COPY ONLINE 

AT GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/MOTORCYCLING

ON
SALE
NOW



9 steps to
transform
your shed
into a bike

workshop p46

CREATE DIY
HEAVEN

Seven great bikes
that never made it 
into production

MISSING
IN ACTION

GARAGE
Get more from your bike, your time, your money

15-PAGE
SECTION

PLUS

AKRAPOVIC
GOES TITANIUM

Multistrada makeover p54

O Kawasaki
Versys 1000

O Ducati
Paso 760

LIVING WITH

HOT
NEW

GEARSCOUT

SORTED
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2 3 4

NEXT
WEEK

How to spot a
bike’s hidden  

history

SORTED
Ways to sort your shed so 
you can keep your head9

We’ll steer clear
of that man cave

cliché but this is a
mighty fine shed

Workbench
Place it so you’re not impeding access or working too close to

the bikes – you won’t be pleased if you slip with a tool and dent

your tank, or shower it in sparks. Aim for a bench at least as big as your

armspan – bigger if you plan to keep a toolbox on it permanently. Build it as

sturdily as possible – you might not want to strip a Gold Wing engine on it

now, but you never know what projects the future holds. Best to be ready. 

Use the space underneath as storage for larger tools and spares.

Crates and great
Cheap plastic tubs from the pound shop will shatter when

you load chunks of bike into them. Thicker, less brittle plastic

tubs with a lid cost around £20, but if you have spares to store they’re an

organised, long-lasting solution that’ll keep them safe and clean. Keep

spares for different bikes separate, and use smaller containers inside to

keep it ordered. When you need that vital spare, you know where it’ll be.

Try not to store parts filthy either – fishing through greasy clag is misery.

Wall/roof space
Not just a place for that picture of you wheelying over

Cadwell’s Mountain – hanging lighter items like paddock

stands or soft luggage on the walls keeps floor space clear and saves

shelves for heavier stuff. If your workspace is shared with bicycles, there

are some inexpensive and secure solutions for keeping those up and out of

the way. If you have eaves, fixing boards on them allows rarely-used items 

to be stashed out of the way.

1
Decorating
Paint the walls, and the
concrete floor if you

have one in your shed or garage. A
light colour – white, or magnolia
if you don’t want it to feel like a
dentist’s surgery, will maximise
the effect of the lighting and
help when you are working on
fiddly tasks. Painting concrete
will prevent it wearing and
creating dust, and it’ll be easier
to see dropped fasteners. Carpet
makes life more comfortable
and a touch warmer, and also
helps stops those dropped parts
bouncing out of sight. A wipe-
down material under the bikes is
worth considering so you can deal 
with spilled oils without them 
becoming a drama.

Get your motorcycling life in order and make workshop time more productive



Love your engine and it will last
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Mark Sawtell,

Senior

Technician

at Crescent

Yamaha,

Bournemouth

“We sell an eve

increasing amount of four-

stroke 125cc bikes like the

Yamaha MT125 and WR125 to

younger riders who are just

starting out. It’s great to see

these kids so enthusiastic

about their riding, but they

still need educating on

basic maintenance to help

keep their bikes safe and

roadworthy. It pays too, as

just a year later a well-looked

after 125 can be worth £1000 

more than a shed.

“The 1800-mile second

service on the MT or WR is an

oil-change, but sometimes

it’s a what’s-left-after-it’s-

almost-run-out-of-oil service.

It has a one-litre capacity

and when just 200cc dribbles

out I’m amazed they still run. 

But that engine will burn oil

twice as fast because of the

damage. When you have the

dipstick out, have a good sniff

through the hole – you’ll smell 

the burnt aroma of a bike

that’s been run low on oil.

“In the old days, if you

didn’t have the technical

knowledge or an engineer

dad you left well alone. But

now Tel, your friend in his

garage, is on YouTube doling

out misinformation and

temptation to all-comers.

A prime example was a

two-stroke Yamaha Aerox

scooter in for a warranty

claim recently because ‘It

wouldn’t go.’ The cause was a

smashed reed valve assembly

– courtesy of a hole drilled in

the airbox downstream of the

air filter that allowed a stone

to be sucked in. Mummy didn’t 

like that big bill!”

Are new riders the
same as ever?

PLANET
MECHANIC

7

6

8 9

‘When just
200cc dribbles
out I’m amazed

they still run’

5
Shelving
The more you can

fit, the better. Aim

to have it as close to the back of

your shed or garage as possible

to make more room for getting

bikes in and moving around them.

Cheap plastic efforts from DIY

shops are OK for light stuff such

as helmets, but for boxes of

spares, tools and so on you need

some with wide, deep shelves,

spaced so you can get large

items in if necessary without

injuring your back. Options are

available to suit all budgets –

from knocking your own up with

old timber and cast-off materials

to pro-spec workshop racking.

Old wall-mount kitchen units are

good for keeping chain lube and

fluids ordered and also protected 

from sparks.

Tool storage
Fishing through

unsorted tools in a

cheap box isn’t the way to make

working on a motorcycle stress-

free. Invest in a drawer unit so

you can separate tools out and

access them easily. Well-kept

tools last longer, and you’re less

likely to lose things if everything

has a specific home. If you have

room and never need to take

tools away from home, a tool

board on the garage or shed wall

gives ultimate ease of access

and can be made in an afternoon

with a sheet of ply and some

small nails – it can be as basic or

as complex as you like. Keeping

items such as drills/grinders out

of sight prevents thieves using

them to break your locks if they

get into your garage. And it pays

to separate your bike tools from

tools used for general DIY tasks 

around the house.

Seating
A stool at workbench height is great for longer,

fiddly tasks such as stripping carbs. It’s also

somewhere to stop, rest and take a minute to consider

a problem and drink a cuppa. It’s a small addition, but it

makes working much easier, and the opportunity to rest

is welcome more often than you’d think – working on the

bike is supposed to be a pleasure, not a punishment. You

could also consider a stool on caster wheels for working

around a bike – some have a tray underneath to store 

components as you remove them from the bike. 

Protect your bike
There’s little more frustrating than damaging

your bike in the garage. Look for potential

accidents, and prevent them from the start. If you have

to park close to walls, fix an old piece of carpet or soft

material to it to avoid scuffs. Covering bikes helps prevent 

scratching them, but use something reasonably snug

fitting so you can see and avoid hitting delicate items

like indicators as you pass through. Got a flip-up stand? A

bungee through the front brake disc carrier to the stand 

stops it flipping if you nudge the bike. 

Magnetic/parts trays
Order is essential when working on bikes –

especially if you have more than one project

on the go. Magnetic parts trays are great, or other trays/

containers for keeping parts together. Anything from

used takeaway tubs/old baking trays (free) to carbon parts

trays (less free) will do – the key is having something ready

to receive fasteners and parts as they come off. Things

won’t get lost, damaged or mixed up that way. Using the

same sort of container enables them to be kept stacked 

and ordered, saving space.
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I
was stationed in Europe with
the air force in the 90s and it was
during that time I discovered the
Nürburgring. A group of us used

to head there whenever we could and
the first of my 13,000 laps there was
on a Kawasaki ZXR750.

The Nürburgring was a very different
place then. Not only was it far cheaper,
only £3 a lap, it was also more bike-
focused and quieter. Back then bikes
were considerably faster than any of
the cars you would find on the Ring,
which made it safer for us.

Nowadays cars are so fast that the
whole place has changed. Four-wheel-
ers are in the majority and that means
riders can get into more difficulties
because of the traffic, and also the po-
tential for accidents. And I’ve had my
fair share of accidents over the years, 
which is why I now ride a Z1000.

In 2001 I decided to buy a property
next to the Ring, which quickly de-
veloped from just somewhere to live
to what is now - Sliders Guest House.
We are a location for riders who want
to experience the Ring and also the
fantastic local roads. It was also a great
excuse for me to get in even more laps.
But the more laps you do, the greater
the chances are of having a big acci-
dent, which is what happened to me.

In 2011 I crashed an R1 and ended up 

When an accident at the Nürburgring left him unable to crouch at the altar of a
superbike, Brendan Keirle found Kawasaki’s Z1000 was the answer to his prayers

breaking my neck and smashing my
wrist to pieces. I now have a plate, four
screws and a bone graft in my throat.
They are located just behind my vo-
cal chords and when I got back on a
bike again I realised the head-down,
bum-up riding position on a modern
sportsbike put too much strain on my
damaged neck. I didn’t want to give up
bikes, or stop taking guests on tours of
the Ring and the local roads, so I looked 
for an alternative to a sportsbike.

KEY DESIGN FEATURE
The Zed’s outlandish styling was down
to designer Shunji Tanaka, who joined
Kawasaki in 2002 with a CV that includ-
ed the Mazda MX-5 sports car. Tanaka
headed up Kawasaki’s design depart-
ment and introduced a whole range of
bikes using strong leading edges and
bold colours in their styling. He left the 
company in 2008.

Initially I wanted to buy a Yamaha
FZ1, but they were pricey, so I bought
a Z1000 as it was far better value for
money. I love the look of the Zed, but
after riding it I was disappointed. The
grin factor was huge, but the suspension
was terrible, really soft, and the brakes
were poor. But I knew there was loads
of potential to turn this pogostick into
something far better.

There are plenty of owners’ forums
offering advice, but you should be wary
of the wisdom that you read online; of-
ten forum users think they know what
they’re talking about, but they don’t.
I fitted the front end from a 2003-04
ZX-6R, as a lot of Kawasaki parts are
interchangeable, however you need to
be careful as you have to use the correct
combination of spacers. It took a while,
but I muddled through and, after fit-
ting an aftermarket shock, I eventually
transformed it into a superb road bike.

I ride my Zed as much as possible and
it is more than fast enough to keep up 

‘Nutty naked proved there 
was life at er sportsbikes’

with sportsbikes. The lack of ground
clearance can still raise its ugly head,
but the occasional scrape can be quite
good fun and adds to the experience.
As an easy-to-ride machine that is fast
enough to enjoy, but not so fast as to get
dangerous, the Z1000 is fantastic. You
can relax, let the corners flow and use
the engine’s torque rather than red-
lining it everywhere; the Kawasaki is
happy just going with the flow. I’m in
the process of opening another guest
house in Spain, where I will be running
tours of the local area using a fleet of
Z1000s, as they are the perfect bike for
sunny weekend rides.

I honestly wish I’d bought a naked
years ago, they are a brilliant road
bike and you get the same buzz as you
get from a sportsbike, but at a lower
speed. The Zed’s speedo shows the
same numbers as the R1’s did, but now
in kph rather than mph!

Find Brendan atwww.slidersguest-
house.com

By Jon Urry

MCN CONTRIBUTOR
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Once the suspension gets

sorted, Kawasaki’s Z1000

becomes a mean, green

sporty streetbike

THE MAN

MAN &
MACHINE

THE LOVE AFFAIR
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Kawasaki say the current Zed has sugomi

design at its heart. The word sugomi describes

an intense energy given off by a person or object 

of greatness that is felt by the viewer.

In 1972 the original Z1 was the most powerful

Japanese production four-stroke ever built,

boasting 82bhp from its DOHC engine. A top

speed of 130mph made it the stuff of legends.

In 2002 an MCN reporter accidentally stumbled

upon Kawasaki shooting its Z1000 promo

pictures in the Pyrenees. This mock-up came

from his hastily drawn sketch. Pretty close.

PIPE DREAMS
The ‘pea shooter’ exhaust looks fantastic but

is very heavy, so many owners swap it for an

an aftermarket item and enjoy noticeable

performance gains. As the standard exhaust is

one of the Zed’s standout features, try and get a

bike with the original included in the deal.

BROTHERLY LOVE
Although the Zed’s engine is based around the

ZX-9R’s unit, it has significant differences aside

from just its extra capacity. Very few parts are

interchangeable, however you can fit the ZX-9R’s

flywheel and cams to give the Zed a bit more 

performance.

ZED’S NOT DEAD
“The con rods can be a weak point on the Zed and

I’ve had one let go, which wrote off the motor,”

says Brendan. “Getting parts is simple, however I

found that the most cost-effective solution was to

buy a whole new Zed engine and slot it in. I bought 

one for £500, which was very reasonable.”

ON THE REBOUND
“The standard shock is absolutely crap, far too

soft and definitely not suited to fast road or track

work,” says Brendan. “Some forums talk about

swapping the shock for an early ZX-10R or ZX-6R

item, but I bought an aftermarket shock from

Nitron for one bike and an Öhlins unit for another. 

Both are miles better than standard.”

KEY MOMENTS

CHECK YOUR NUTS
Many owners modify their Z1000 and this has

led to a huge aftermarket scene. Owners tend to

remove all the extras prior to selling the bike, so

always check for loose nuts and bolts. Also be

wary of modified bikes, as there is no guarantee

of the owner’s competence with a spanner.

PUTTING ON A FRONT
“The standard fork is almost as bad as the shock,

but again this is easy to fix. The fork from a 2003

ZX-6R goes straight in and gives you radial

calipers as well. I’ve fitted R1 radials to my forks,

but you need spacers, or fit different rotors as the

donor bike may have larger diameter discs.”

EYE SPY THE ANCESTOR SUGOMI DESIGN

THE MACHINE
Kawasaki Z1000

Year introduced 2003 Power 127bhp

Weight 198kg Price new £6995

1590 KAWASAKIS FOR SALE

NOW BUY ONE

2003-2006KawasakiZ1000

First generation are identified by 
‘pea shooter’ exhausts.

Private good £3000
Average £2800

Tatty £2100
Dealer £3300

2007–2009KawasakiZ1000

Update sees engine performance
boosted and chassis refreshed.

Private good £4500
Average £4300

Tatty £3900
Dealer £5000

2010-2013KawasakiZ1000

All-new Z1000 now boasts 1043cc
engine with a claimed 138bhp and
a totally revised chassis and look.

Private good £5800
Average £5500

Tatty £5000
Dealer £6000

2014–onKawasakiZ1000

Sharper looks, Big Piston Fork,
monobloc calipers and revised 

fuelling maps.
Private good £7300

Average £7100
Tatty £6500

Dealer £7700
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Enjoy stunning
views at the Lizard

(travelling by Paso/

K1 is not obligatory)

D
espite this route being short, it
is high on both enjoyment and
views – and makes the long

haul down to the very tip of Britain well 
worth the journey.

Starting from St Ives you climb
uphill on the A3306 and very soon you
will be on open moorland with the sea
stretching off to your right and the
moor to your left. It’s a stunning view
and well worth stopping to take a few
pictures before you follow this tight
and twisty roads towards St Just.

Dropping down into St Just the
B3306 takes you right to the most
westerly tip of our island – Land’s End.
A wildly popular tourist destination,
Land’s End contains not only that
famous signpost but also a theme park,
which is a bit of a surprise but makes
a welcome change from standing next
to the sign. Be prepared to wait if you
want to get that essential-yet-clichéd 

picture, there will be quite a few others
wishing to gain photographic evidence
that they have been here.

Leaving Land’s End, avoid the A30
trunk road and instead take the B3315
towards Penzance. As with the A3306
this road is extremely tight but it
does occasionally drop down to a few
singletrack sections, so don’t expect it
a fast ride.

Arriving at Penzance you can spend
several hours exploring this lovely
town, however why not park the bike
up and catch the ferry to the Isles of
Scilly? A return ticket costs about
£35 for a foot passenger and you don’t
need a vehicle to explore St Mary’s
(the crossing can take three hours).
However if this idea doesn’t interest
you then instead head to Lizard Point,
which is south on the A3083 from
Helston. The road isn’t spectacular but 
the views from Lizard Point are.

A

C

B

Route Touching the tip of Britain

Distance 31 miles Time 1 hour

LAND’S END – The kick-off for people wishing to walk/
ride/pogostick the length of the UK. Tradition has it that
you must stand by the signpost and adopt a cheesy grin
for a photograph while attempting to look nonchalant.

ST IVES – The Sloop Inn in St Ives is one of Cornwall’s
oldest and most famous pubs. As well as great views,
the pub serves excellent food and local ales.
PENZANCE – the Alexandra serves real ales and in
summer the beer garden is a great place to relax. 

PENZANCE

ST IVES

LAND’S END

Begin your adventure with 

FREE DELIVERY  
& RETURNS
MCNshop.com –The best place to buy your biking kit
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DIDN’T
 MAKE IT

7

All seven of these
before they went in
Neil Murray i nds out why

Neil Murray
makes a living
buying & selling
pre-loved metal
– and he’s on
your side

‘Only a
geek would
know it had
the wrong 
wheels’

BUYER
THE

Next week
How to get a Honda

Blackbird for a song

Suzuki Stratosphere (2005)
Unveiled in late 2005, this boasted a
six-cylinder 24-valve engine that hung
from the front of the frame exactly like
Honda’s iconic CBX. But at 180bhp it was
nearly twice as powerful as the CBX.
Styling was reminiscent of the fabulous
Katana 1000/1100, and included
built-in satnav, electrically adjustable
windscreen, selectable auto and manual 

transmission, LED headlights and even
panniers. In 2007 Suzuki confirmed
that the Stratosphere would be put into 
production, but it never made it and
nobody knows why.
Were they right to can it? No. That
engine could have powered a whole new
generation of Suzukis. Instead, Suzuki
are lumbering on with various derivatives 
of the ageing GSX-R motor.

Ducati Apollo (1962)
Born in 1962 out of the US Ducati
importer’s belief that Ducati could
make a big bike to sell to American
police forces. It had to conform to police
requirements (which included 16in
wheels) and be bigger than any Harley,
so they decided to make a 1260cc V4.
It weighed 270kg, developed 100bhp,
and relied on single leading shoe drums
at each end to slow it down a little. The
tyres of the time were totally inadequate 

and disintegrated, so the engine was
detuned to 85bhp and finally 65bhp. So it
was now slower and more cumbersome
than any Harley, never mind British twins.
The Italian government refused to grant
funds for tooling to produce the thing,
and that was that. Only two prototypes
were built, and one of those (painted gold
for a presentation ceremony in the US)
has vanished without trace.
Were they right to can it? Is the Pope 
Catholic?

Norton Cosworth
Challenge (1973)
A classic Brit bike screw-up. In
1973 Norton desperately needed
a new engine and the idea was to
take Cosworth’s excellent DFV
V8 Formula One race car engine,
chop off two cylinders, and make
a water-cooled 750cc 65-70bhp
parallel-twin with potential for

100bhp in race trim. Norton’s
bastardisation of the original

concept (they insisted
it had a 360° crank

and that meant it
needed balancer
shafts) wrecked its
prospects, and the
firm didn’t have the
money to make it
work.

Were they right to

can it? Yes, once they’d 
cocked it up.

Yamaha GL750 (1971)
Shown at the Tokyo show in 1971, a
two-stroke transverse four with fuel
injection that was being developed for
snowmobiles. Clocks, suspension, and
brakes were robbed from the TX750
four-stroke twin. Trouble was, in 1973
the Yom Kippur War generated a fuel
crisis, and the US started legislating
against two-strokes.
Were they right to can it? Sadly, yes.
Five years later there were no strokers 
larger than 400cc in production.

Triumph Bandit/BSA Fury 
350 (1971)
A final attempt in 1971 by the old British
industry to beat the Japanese at their
own game: a 350cc DOHC twin, with
(optional) electric start and a five-speed
gearbox. Unfortunately, the first versions
were hideously fragile, with four major
blow-ups in just 5400 miles of testing.
BSA-Triumph, as it was then, totally
missed the 1972 US selling season.
Were they right to can it? They had no
choice, the bikes simply were not ready.

MotoMorini500Turbo(1981)
The idea of a minnow like Morini
producing a turbo bike seemed
ridiculous, but they revealed a pre-
production model at the Milan show in
late 1981. The plumbing looked insanely
complicated, and having to buy an off-
the-shelf turbo from IHI and then cope
with the uneven firing intervals of a vee
without huge investment in electronics
probably means it ran like a dog.
Were they right to can it? Oh yes. A 
dead end for a failing company.

Triumph Hurricane (2004)
This was intended to be Triumph’s
Hayabusa-beater and the world’s fastest
motorcycle. MCN spotted the 1275cc
bike outside the Hinckley factory in
September 2003 and it looked ready for
launch. However, by October Triumph
had canned the project after allegedly
spending £4 million on it. They wouldn’t
sell enough to make it profitable.
Were they right to can it? Probably. It
could have sparked another power race,
and Triumph would have lost in the end.

Suzuki lost out by
not producing the

six-pot Stratosphere

Heavy, slow
and not very

attractive. You
sure it’s a

 Ducati?

What’s more enticing

than a nice old bike?

An airhead BMW, for

example. A Honda

SOHC four? An air-

cooled Kawasaki

four? All mechanically

basic bikes that can be

maintained by anyone.

Trouble is, the

sharks are circling.

There are bikes being

sold that simply aren’t 

what they purport

to be. I saw a nice

green Kawasaki

Z650, supposedly a

C model. You had to

be an anorak to know

that this had the wrong

wheels and was in the

wrong colour.

I’m currently looking

for a really nice BMW

R100RS. The one I was

watching on eBay had

gone past two-and-a-

half grand, but there 

were some oddities in

the pictures that hinted

it wasn’t a real RS, but

a humbler Beemer

in RS clothes. Wrong

rocker covers, wrong

colour, wrong badges

and a few other things.

The seller obligingly

passed me the chassis

number, saying he’d

bought it years ago as

an RS and he was sure 

it was genuine.

It wasn’t.

For God’s sake,

if you’re looking at

anything unfamiliar,

take a sceptical friend

who knows. You could

save yourself hundreds

of pounds, and a load 

of grief.
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OUR BIKES

THE BIKE
Power 120bhp Weight 250kg

Miles 9189 Tank size 21 litres MPG
54.3 Mods to date £462.65 (Screen

£75, top box £248.80, hand guards

£138.85)

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000, £9749
THE RIDER
Michael Guy, Sports Editor
michael.guy@motorcyclenews.com

Age 43 Height 5ft 10in

His riding Former short circuit racer,

loves off-road racing and adventure

Richard Newland, Deputy Editor
Miles 1213

MPG 45.5

DUCATI PASO 750,
£400

8
UPDATE

9189
MILES

A few tweaks have transformed 
the Versys from summer fun 
bike into a winter warrior

Angel GT tyres have been a revelation

W
ith a 140-mile commute 
to the office and back, 
it’s fair to say I’m going 
to be racking up the 

miles this winter. I know it hasn’t turned 
really cold just yet, but right now I’m 
feeling optimistic about the slippery 
roads, wind, rain and no doubt snow. 

The reason is that I’ll be riding the 
unflappable Kawasaki Versys 1000. 
Having already covered over 9000 
miles, it’s yet to disappoint me, and I 
don’t think months of winter riding are 
going to change that.

As standard it’s a bike with good 
road presence. It stands tall and 
proud and puts me in a very neutral 
position which makes it easy to handle 
and provides good visibility – a vital 
attribute for staying safe on a wet, 
cold, night.

I’m still in the process of getting 
the bike fully sorted for winter, but 
the mods so far include an adjustable 
Powerbronze screen (£75), which is 
now at its highest setting. Its size and 
height mean its top edge is in my line 
of sight but the benefit from the much- 
wider-than-standard screen is far 
better protection and significantly less 
wind chill to the upper body.

I’ve also fitted Kawasaki hand guards 
(£138.85), which offer reassuring 
protection and also reduce the direct 

wind chill dramatically. The new 
Kawasaki top box (£248.80) has great 
carrying capacity and keep my bag and 
laptop safe and dry.

Having progressively wound up the 
rear shock’s compression damping 
during the summer months to exploit 
the grip on dry roads, I’ve now backed 
it off to just below standard. With 
significantly less grip available I won’t 
be pushing the bike’s handling limits, 
and the softer suspension gives me 
more feel, grip and confidence at a time 
when I need it most.

But the single biggest change 
I’ve made to make the winter riding 
experience more palatable is new 
tyres. The original Bridgestone T30s 
did the job, but with hindsight they 

never gave great feedback, especially 
on the front. These have been replaced 
with Pirelli Angel GTs (approx £230 
mail order), which impressed from the 
moment they were fitted. Dry grip, feel 
and handling is improved and their wet 
weather performance continues to 
inspire confidence, with their ability to 
warm up and get into their operating 
temperature quickly a key feature.

While I feel I’m nearly ready for 
winter there are still some other 
modifications I intend to do. I’m yet 
to fit heated grips – a must for winter 
riding – and am weighing up whether 
to use original Kawasaki grips or an 
aftermarket item such as Oxford 
Hot Grips, which I’ve used and been 
impressed with in the past.

I’m also looking to improve my 
chances to be seen and heard. While 
I’m not a fan of overly loud aftermarket 
exhausts they are a great way to inform 
distracted drivers of your whereabouts. 
The current silencer on the Versys 
clearly does its job efficiently and the 
engine note remains incredibly quiet at 
anything under 6000rpm. The plan is 
to fit a Scorpion silencer, which should 
improve acoustics without giving the 
neighbours reason to complain. It 
should also release a few extra bhp, 
which I probably won’t need this winter, 
but I’m always happy to have!

I’m also looking at the possibility of 
fitting spotlights to the front of the bike. 
They are available as an extra from 
Kawasaki or aftermarket suppliers.

Getting the bike fully ready for 
winter remains a work in progress but 
while I know it won’t always be plain 
sailing, I’m feeling pretty confident 
about the Versys’ ongoing performance 
throughout the months ahead.

‘I laugh at winter’ 
Kawasaki’s Versys 1000 lives up to its name by providing 
Michael with a versatile solution for his winter commute

If you want to know what it’s like to 
gamble, but don’t fancy hanging out 
down the local bookies – get your 
hands on an old wreck and commit to 
restoring it. It’s a risky game that can 
see you lose stacks of cash if you bet 
on the wrong horse. But when it pays 
off, it becomes addictive – and therein 
lies the danger. A few good rebuilds, 
and you start to think you’re invincible. 
Cue disaster. 

There were plenty of moments 
when I thought resurrecting MCN’s 
Paso was the nemesis I’d feared. The 
sheer number of jobs that needed to be 
sorted and their inherently interwoven 
fortunes started to mess with my 
head, and I spent hours being unable to 
decide what to attack first. In the end, 
I just had to get started, and see what 
happened.

Regular readers will know the story 
of the resurrection, and my failure to 
get the Paso on the road in time to 
meet our goal of riding it to the Bol d’Or. 
That failure aside – caused by a missing 
spacer in the right fork leg – it was on 
the road just a couple of weeks later, 
and carried me on a two-day 721-mile 
blast down to The Lizard in Cornwall 

and back without a single breakdown. 
Another five days of fun saw it mark 
1000 miles in a week, before I retired it 
to the back of the lock-up to wait for its 
next mission.

That mission has arrived, and it’s 
a harsh one. The 750 has now been 
pressed into service for my 34-mile 
daily commute – in all weathers. Its 
first week was an ugly baptism of 
stormy precipitation, drenching us 
both twice a day, and raising my fear of 
electrical failure to a firm Defcon 2. But 
it didn’t let me down. The big question 
remains, though; can a previously 
neglected 25-year-old Ducati stomach 
the daily grind of a British winter, and 
make it through to spring? There’s only 
one way to find out. 

Paso-ble performance
Resurrecting a wreck is a risky game, but it can be rewarding
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THE QUESTION

‘I could feel an
improvement
by the end of
my street, the
damping is
much plusher’

Ped Baker, Managing Editor,
Digital and Events
Miles 5496 MPG 48

2015 INDIAN SCOUT,
£10,399

Fork springs and 
shocks are direct 

replacements and 
were fitted in an 

afternoon
25-year-old Italian 

electrics prepare 
to take on Britain’s 

winter storms

Choose from chrome
body and black

spring, or black body
and chrome spring

‘The Versys 
stands tall and 
provides good 

visibility – a vital 
attribute for 

staying safe on a 
wet, cold, night’

Without doubt, the Scout’s eight-

valve V-twin motor is one of the best 

engines in any cruiser. It revs freely 

with gobs of power all the way to the 

8000rpm limiter and gives just enough 

mechanical feedback (vibes) to make 

it feel like a proper V-twin. The trouble 

is, it also encourages you to use more 

of the engine for more of the time and 

that can leave the suspension in catch-

up mode, especially down a bumpy 

back lane. With short travel rear shocks 

and softly sprung and damped forks, 

the bike has a tendency to pitch back 

and forth over large bumps, the rear 

shocks occasionally bottoming out and 

pushing the bike off line, sometimes 

with alarming consequences.

It’s true, the Scout isn’t designed as a 

sportsbike and for 95% of the time the 

suspension is fine but now and again it 

would be nice not to roll off the throttle 

quite as much, and that’s where Ikon fork 

springs and shocks come in.

The Ikon 7610-1674 SP9 rear shocks 

(£446.88) and 500-931 progressive fork 

springs (£94.80) are direct replacement 

units. Both shocks and fork springs 

were installed in an afternoon, a 3/4 

inch Allen key (for the front axle) and an 

under-engine hydraulic lift are the only 

specialised items needed. Ikon also 

advise that the forks are refilled with 

heavier 15-weight fork oil to improve 

damping. Frustratingly only the front 

axle torque settings are listed in the 

owner’s handbook, but a Google search 

found the rest. I left the rear shock’s 

preload adjusters on the softest of their 

three settings.

I could feel an improvement before I 

reached the end of my street. The rear 

damping felt slightly plusher, and the 

front didn’t dive so much on the brakes. 

Overall it felt like any slop had been 

tightened up.

I then used my familiar commute 

into the office to directly compare the 

new suspension against the old. Down 

country lanes and over familiar bumps 

there was far less bottoming out, and 

the pitching I’d experienced before had 

almost been eliminated. OK, the new 

shocks and springs haven’t turned the 

Scout into a sportsbike and the cruiser 

design geometry of short-travel, raked-

out forks doesn’t help, but I’d say the 

Ikon units have improved the suspension 

by 20% and that’s enough to allow me to 

use a little more of that glorious engine!

Can the suspension match the Indian’s great engine?

UNLOCKING SCOUT’S PROMISE
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It’s a year since Akrapovic revealed its new
exhaust silencer shape, and now it is available
for the first time in titanium, for Ducati’s
Multistrada.

The (r)evolutionary silencer was adapted 
from the hexagonal shape by company 
founder Igor Akrapovic, who had seen many 
other firms take inspiration from their 
hexagonal exhaust.

It’s been available for other bikes with a full 
carbon-fibre silencer, but Ducati’s steroid-
fuelled adventure beast is the first for which 
Akrapovic have made a titanium equivalent. 
The new exhausts are only available for the 
2015-on models of Multistrada.

The exhaust is constructed from hi h-

Akra claims it will boost the Multistr
power by 1.2bhp at 8650rpm and bring
0.74ftlb increase at 6900rpm. Both are
modest gains, and the company admits the 
main improvement is in sound from the road-
legal can.

But for those concerned with performance, 
Akrapovic has also developed a beautiful set 
of header pipes for the 1200cc V-twin. These 
cost £920, which makes for a whacking great 
bill of £1879 when combined with the £959 
price of the silencer.

Akrapovic make no specific claims around 
numbers for the full system, but say it will 
improve power, torque and reduce weig t.
Qwww.performanceparts-ltd.com

A FACTS AT A GLANCE
ual shape is 
ation of the 
l shape used 
for many 
has since been 
her exhaust 
rs.

2 The silencer boosts 
power by 1.2bhp and 
torque by 0.74ftlb, 

but Akra haven’t released 
figures for the titanium 
headers to make it a full 
exhaust system.

3 Fitting the silencer 
keeps a Multistrada 
road-legal as the 

noise-reduction is in the 
standard headers. The Akra 
headers have a removable 
noise-reducing insert.

GEAR

Slovenian exhaust specialists now offe
their (r)evolutionary silencer in titaniu
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AKRAPOVIC
SILENCER FOR
MULTISTRADA

MCN SAYS
By Tony Hoare

MCN Consumer Editor
We’ve come a long way since the oval 

exhaust was seen as a distinctive 
shape (it was compared to a round 
one). Akrapovic continues to lead, 

moving into a new area in the hope 
that a hexagon exhaust will 

soon look dated.

VAL
mus Hypercone exhaust 

Price: £566
Austrian firm Remus claims a 3.6bhp and 

3.6ftlb boost for the Multistrada from 
their titanium silencer, and weight 

saving of half a kilo.
www.performanceparts-

ltd.com



� www.osetbikes.com/gb

� info@osetbikes.co.uk

20.0 Eco | 20.0 R

20.0 Lite

16.0 Eco | 16.0 R

12.5 Eco | 12.5 R

� 0843 289 2890

Electric trials bikes for  

3 - 12 year olds

Available in  

12.5, 16.0 & 20.0 sizes
TAKING FUN SERIOUSLY
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Spanish lid manufacturer MT has given
its Blade helmet two updates for 2
– one for aesthetics and another fo
practicality. As well as the new pa
schemes, which are designed to he
riders stand out on the roads, the
Blade now comes with a Pinlock
MaxVision visor insert. Budget
helmets like the Blade often
suffer with visor misting, but the
inclusion of a top-spec Pinlock is
massive plus. Unlike a basic Pinloc
insert, the MaxVision sits in a rece
on the inner surface of the visor. T
means it can cover a greater portio
the visor, doing away with the lette
problem with the base Pinlock.
Qwww.tri-motive.com

55  

British company EDZ were among
the first to produce under-layers
aimed at motorcyclists, to keep
them warm without getting
clammy. They maintain their
simple approach to keeping us
toasty with the new jacket, which is
made from a thin micro-fleece and
is designed as a non-bulky layer
that will comfortably sit under
bike kit, and be smart enough to be
worn separately when you’ve made
it to the end of your journey and
can shed the outer gear. It comes
in black only in sizes from small up
to XXXL.
Qwww.edzlayering.com

EDZ Mid-layer
Jacket £30

The latest high-end rucksack 
from Alpinestars is designed 
with rider comfort in mind thanks 
to free-moving shoulder straps 
that are designed to distribute 
weight evenly across the rider’s 
back rather than concentrating 
it in one area. Inside there are 
compartments to keep the 
contents neat and tidy, and a 
removable electronic device 
holder so items like tablets can 
be stowed safely. But, yes, it is a 
lot of money for a rucksack!
Q�www.alpinestars.com

Alpinestars 
Force backpack 
£129.99

MT Blade Reflexion helmet £119.99
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TESTED
‘A serious suit
serious riders’
Rukka Armaxis jacket and Armaxion trousers, £899.99/ £549.99
Tester Andy Davidson
Time tested One year/15,000 miles
What’s good? This Rukka suit is the best winter
kit I’ve ever tested. It’s serious stuff, and so well-
made that it comes with a six-year warranty. The
suit is Gore-Tex Pro Shell, meaning rain slides off
like water off a duck’s back, so it dries fast and the
jacket isn’t left heavy and sodden. As well as its
excellent waterproofing, I’ve never once been cold
in the suit. It comes with a removable thermal jacket
(which can be worn separately as an everyday top)
and it’s a spacious fit – so it’s easy to pack more
layers in if necessary. Even in minus temperatures it
does a fantastic job of blocking out the wind. It also
comes with nice finishing touches such as magnetic
breast pocket closures, braces for the trousers,
easy adjusters on the arms and waterproof cuffs.
There are four pockets on the outside and two inside
waterproof pockets too. Overall, it’s an excellent
winter suit for those who cover serious miles, no
matter the weather.
What’s not? The jacket comes with a vent on the
back and two under the breast pockets, but these
do little in the way of cooling. The jacket is so good
at keeping you warm that it becomes impossible to
wear in the summer. Also, the £1449.98 price tag is
right up there at the top end. But you’re paying for 
one of the best suits on the market.  
Contact www.tranam.co.uk

Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★

Pro Shell does away with

heavy, sodden suits. The suit is

incredibly well made and warm

Hefty price tag, but you get what

you pay for, and this is the best.

Too warm on hot summer days

+

-

THE RIVAL
Dainese Stradon D1 jacket
£719.99 & Lontan trousers 

£379.99
You don’t get the Rukka six-year

warranty, but Dainese’s combination
is also Gore-Tex Pro for the best 

waterproofing.
www.dainese.com

Storm collar Detachable
collar does a great job of

keeping the wind and rain 
off your neck.

Removable thermal jacket
Can be worn inside the

suit or on its own. Superior
quality to most liners.

Gore-Tex Pro Shell Instead
of a waterproof inner the

outer is treated so rain just 
beads off.

MOTOCOURSE celebrates its 40th Year of Publication – and what a year it was for motor-cycle racing!

What got the fans shouting was the titanic struggle between Valentino Rossi and Jorge Lorenzo for the MotoGP crown.

Outgoing champion Marc Marquez proved to be the ‘fly in the ointment,’ as controversy raged, following his clash with Rossi in

Malaysia. Editor Michael Scott gives his no-holds-barred assessment of all aspects of a compelling season’s action.

It was a classic year for Moto3 also, with Danny Kent aiming to become the first British World Champion since Barry Sheene.

In World Superbikes, British riders dominated the class, with Jonathan Rea emerging as the deserving champion, ahead of  

Tom Sykes, Chaz Davies and Leon Haslam.

With 312 large-format pages, bursting with stunning colour photographs from the world’s finest  

photographers, MOTOCOURSE covers it all.

No wonder paddock cognoscenti call it “The Bible of Motorcycle Racing”.

THE ULTIMATE BIKE RACING REVIEW OF 2015

www.motocourse.com

+44 (0)1753 689693

*Includes FREE and SECURE 

pre-Christmas delivery

*Last order date: 17th December
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£35.00*

ONLY

*RRP £40.00

INCLUDES
FREE SECURE P&P  
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Tester Alison Silcox
Time tested Two weeks/250 miles
What’s good? I’ve been caught in a torrential
downpour and the Gore-Tex waterproof lining

worked, plus the thermal lining isn’t too bulky so I’ve not seen
the need to remove it. There are two zips and press-studs to
secure the jacket so it’s a little complicated but it’s worth the
trouble as there are no gaps for draughts or rain to penetrate.
The cut fits perfectly with the aid of adjusters at the waist and
with various length options it makes a change to find trousers
long enough for my 33in inside leg.
What’s not? It’s a shame the jacket only comes with a pouch for
a back protector – for the price I’d rather expect it to come with 
a CE-approved one already fitted.
Contact www.revit.eu
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★

Rev’it Neptune
Gore-Tex jacket £369.99
and trousers £279.99

FIVE
MONTHS

Held Air N Dry gloves £159.99
Tester Tony Hoare
Time tested Four months
What’s good? These ingenious
gloves have two chambers to

suit different climates. A Gore-Tex divider
can sit between your palm and the leather
outer, keeping you dry and warm, or it can sit
between the back of your hand and the outer,
letting air circulate to your palms.
What’s not? On really hot days, the extra 
thickness makes mitts too warm.
Contact www.held-uk.co.uk
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★

Held Stint leather jacket £419.99
Tester Tim Thompson
Time used Five months
What’s good? It’s a light, short,
no-nonsense cowhide jacket

that fits snugly and has the flexibility to
be comfortable in upright and sporting
riding positions. Collar and cuffs are
soft neoprene, so no chafing either,
while stretchy Kevlar panels and
zipped vents in chest, sleeves
and back make it relatively cool
on hot days. The Stint zips to the
equally comfortable Turn leather 
trousers (£349.99).
What’s not? There’s no back
protector as standard and you need 
to carry a waterproof top.
Contact www.held-uk.co.uk
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★

WIN
Want to get your hands on some

top biking goodies for free?

It’s easy, so register now at

winit motorcyclenews com

Oakley Sunglasses, £105
The latest Oakley Silver shades

from Shadestation.co.uk

Enter before December 3

HJC FG-STHelmet,£199.99

We’ve got one HJC FG-ST helmet up

for grabs. There’s a double-D strap 

and internal tinted visor.

Enter before December 5

1500
MILES

TWO
WEEKS

www.motorcyclenews.com

01398 351595     www.cosy-bike.co.uk

The irst heated motorcycle cover with VCI Protection

Gently maintaining a corrosion free environment for your motorcycle

Just set to the desired
heat setting

�
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www.carbtune.com

CARBTUNE PRO
Carb and fuel injection throttle balancer.
��	s test scored the new Carbtune highest, the most accurate multi-
gauge device and the only tool “Recommended”.
Buy direct online or by mail, phone, fax or email.
Quick dispatch. Technical advice and back-up.

Full instructions and guarantee, Nitrile hoses and stronger dampers. 
5mm and 6mm adapters to fit virtually any bike.
4-column works on twins, triples and fours.

2-column – £45

4-column – £59
Quality storage TOOLPOUCH £7 if bought with Carbtune Pro.
Visit website for details.
Pay with credit or debit card or cheques/PO payable to:

Morgan Carbtune Ltd, Unit 33N Townsend Enterprise Park,
Townsend Street, Belfast BT13 2ES, UK.

Tel: 028 9023 9007 Fax: 028 9024 7294

Email: morgan@carbtune.com

s5+ 0�0 a�
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0844 409 7587
CALLS TO 0844 NUMBERS ON THIS PAGE COST 5P PER MINUTE

PLUS YOUR PHONE COMPANY’S ACCESS CHARGE

Call 0208 337 1917 or Order online 
Visit www.alllamps.co.uk

Introducing LUMILUX
LED headlight replacements for Motor 

Cycle and Car The brightest available today

BIKING
GIVEAWAY
WORTH OVER £2,000*

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. *Terms and conditions apply, visit carolenash.
com/bike-giveaway-terms-and-conditions. On Modern, Classic and Six Wheel quotes. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants
Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading
style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

CALL TODAY FOR A QUOTE TO BE ENTERED!*

Get some Winter comforts
with our biking giveaway *

2015

MOTORB KE NSURANCE

2013

MOTORB KE NSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Based on reviews from
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers

would recommend

Carole Nash96

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

0800 144 4627

FREE
BIKE INSURANCE

£1,000 OF
BIKING GEAR

RON HASLAM
TRACK DAY

YEAR’S WORTH
OF FUEL

SHOW
TICKETS
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Q

Mark Newson, Shaftesbury

Answered by Tony Hoare,

MCN Consumer Editor

If you do things right, winter
is never as bad as you think.
Start by giving your bike a
very good clean, and then
go for a quick ride on dry
roads, before any salt is
laid. Now you need to give
your bike the anti-corrosion 

treatment. There are several
products that claim to defeat
corrosion, and use a good one
on all exposed nuts and bolts,
and give key and exposed
electrical connectors a quick
squirt too. MCN staff have
good experience with both
Scottoiler FS365, but find it
needs regular reapplication,
and sDoc 100’s corrosion
protector, which is effective 

but demands thorough
cleaning once winter is done
to remove the residue. Our
favourite is ACF50, which is
best applied by spraying onto
a cloth and then dabbing into
the key areas to protect. It
leaves a film and will need
re-application, but isn’t rinsed
off by water. Take care of your
chain too, with a heavier-than-
usual lube.

Q

Q

In a flap over
Wing brakes

Why is my RSV 
creaking?

I am looking at getting a Honda
GL1800 and I see that there have been
various recalls for a binding rear brake
in the US and Europe. Is this sorted?
James Thompson, email

Answered by Scott Bullett, Doble

Motorcycles

The latest recall to affect UK-market
bikes is that the rear brake can start
binding to such an extent that it will
overheat enough to catch fire. Honda is 
contacting owners in batches.

The back end on my 2003 Aprilia RSV 
is creaking. What’s up?
Harry Matthews, Bradden

Answered by Griff Woolley, Aprilia

Performance

It’s your suspension linkages which
should be inspected and lubricated
every 9500 miles or two months. It’s
a simple task. All you need is an Abba
Superbike stand, 13mm and 15mm
spanners/sockets, a tub of normal
multi-purpose grease and a torque
wrench. Once the stand is in place
and the rear end is off the ground you
can undo the three suspension pins.
Support the back wheel on a block of
wood, before removing the bolts and
sideplates. The suspension pins that
the bearings run around should push
out with finger pressure.

Check the condition of the needle
roller bearings. They aren’t caged so
the needles can drop out, especially
if they are dry. But they are simple to
repack with standard oil-based grease
and refit. Then it’s time to reassemble,
tightening the linkage nuts to 50Nm. 

Check recalls with your Honda dealer

Planning to modify
your Blade? Tell

your insurer

I’m going to get a Honda

Fireblade and throw quite a

few bolt-on parts at it over

the winter to make it into a

road-legal trackday bike. I am

looking at a quickshifter, free-

flowing exhaust and Power

Commander. It will also have

revalved forks, an aftermarket

shock, decent rubber and a

steering damper. What do I

have to tell my insurers?

Will Perrin, email

Answered by Chris Evitt,

Carole Nash Insurance

When rating the risk for a rider

and bike, insurers will look at

the repair and replacement

costs, and also if it is more

appealing to thieves.

Mods can be a difficult

area for providers to rate the

differing risks, because bikes

can be made so individual. Add

in less intuitive online quoting

and mistakes can creep in.

The good news is the

Consumer Insurance Act

2015, which came into force

in April, has given riders

some new legal protection.

The Association of British

Insurers guidelines say: “If you

unknowingly give incorrect or 

incomplete information to your

insurer, they will not be able to

decline a claim on the grounds

off non-disclosure unless

you carelessly or deliberately

lied or misrepresented your

circumstances.” So, if you are

certain you are going to make

those changes, include them in

the initial quote.

To try and avoid confusion

we have updated our questions 

with this wording: “Has the

bike got any modifications

or been altered in any way

from the manufacturer’s

standard specification? This

includes any manufacturer or

dealer option, whether or not

performance is altered.”

That means practical parts

like luggage and cosmetic add-

ons should be declared too. If

your performance mods added

£3000 to the bike’s value, it

would mean a 28% increase on

two premiums from the same

company. A £5000 Suzuki

Bandit 1250 that has been

made into a streetfighter would

cost 20% more to insure than

a bog-standard £3000 bike. If

you are still not sure, it always

pays to pick up the phone to 

your insurer.

OWNING & RIDING

ANY QUESTION

ANSWERED
If we don’t know the answer, we’ll i nd the person who does

Do mods mean my insurance 
will cost me more?

Q
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sDoc100 White
Chain Spray

sDoc 100 Corrosion 
Protectant

£11.99 £13

My car is out of action and I’ve no
choice but to use my bike this winter. 

What’s the best way to protect it?

Scottoiler
FS365

ACF50

£8.99 £13.99

Email: advice@motorcyclenews.com Web: www.motorcyclenews.com/expert 

and simply post your query on our Ask The Expert forums
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Are fork gaiters 
a good idea?

My Yamaha YBR125’s fork
stanchions are pitted to hell and
when a fork seal started weeping I
got a set of replacement forks but
want to keep them sweet. Is it easy to 
fit protective gaiters?
Lyotanka, MCN forums

Answered by Mark Sawtell,

Crescent Yamaha

Gaiters are well worth having on a
winter commuter bike to hold off the
road grit, but make sure they aren’t
too long. The reason is that when the
forks are on full compression under
braking they could be forced down
between the fork leg and seal. Make
sure they have drain holes to allow
condensation out too. If they are tight
at both ends and there are no air
holes they will pump up like a pair of
bellows.

When fitting, tighten the bottom
yoke bolts to the correct torque 
setting before the top ones.

Q My Blackbird is
in a bit of a bind

I got a front tyre off the web for my
Blackbird, and a tyre fitting depot
fitted it to the loose wheel. But
now it’s back in and the calipers are
torqued up the wheel grinds to a halt
when I turn it by hand. What have I 
done wrong?
George Haines, Purley

Answered by Charles Marvell,

Flitwick Motorcycles

If you don’t go through a specific
sequence when you refit a wheel
and brake calipers the fork legs
can become ever so slightly out of
alignment which forces the brake
pads against the discs, causing the
problem you describe.

Refit the front wheel, insert the
axle and torque it up, but leave the
pinch bolts on the bottom of the fork
legs loose. Refit the calipers and
torque them up. With the front wheel
elevated and free to spin, spin the
wheel and apply the front brake hard
a few times (pump the rear pedal as
well with linked systems). That gets
any torsion in the assembly to be
‘shaken’ out so the axle is centralised
and your brakes won’t bind. Then
tighten the pinch bolts to the correct
torque – which is generally less than 
you might think.

Be honest about
the sort of riding

you’re going to
be doing

Q How do I force
a defendant’s

insurers to respond?

I lost it on some rubble that came off
a trailer being towed by a transit on
the A3. Two cars were also involved,
having hit debris themselves. The
police did not attend, but a Highways
Agency team did and they have a
report filed confirming the cause as
the debris, with the offending vehicle 
on CCTV.

I contacted the company who
owned the van and they said they
were aware of the situation and
provided me with some insurance
details, which it turns out was
an expired public liability policy. I
have legal cover and my insurance
company has found a different policy
covering the van, but they tell me the
van’s insurer is refusing to cooperate
because their policy-holder didn’t
report the incident to them, so the 
process has stalled.
Guzzi 81, email

Fortunately if anyone has the
registration number of the vehicle
to blame, a simple Motor Insurers’

Fit some gaiters to protect those forks

Answered by Gwyn Barraclough,

Mitas importer and off-road 

instructor

Be honest with yourself about
where you will be riding. You can
cope with most adverse conditions
with a set of semi off-road tyres but
it depends on riding ability, not the
tyre. But my top three picks for big
adventure bikes are: the Metzeler
Karoo 3 (£155 pair), Continental
TKC80 (£200 pair) and the Mitas 

E-07, E-09 and E-10 (£88 to £160
pair). The Karoos are great tyres.
The new 3s aren’t as aggressive as
the older model and last longer on
the road. There’s not a huge market
for big bike tyres with aggressive
tread, so these make sense as a
solid 50/50 tyre.

The Contis are more
aggressive than the

Karoo 3 and won’t
last as long. The

more ambitious traveller will want
these tyres, especially if you have
outer Mongolia in mind. They are
around 80% off-road and 20% road. 

Mitas are becoming popular
because our tyres last so long.
The XT-644 Army specials were
standard issue for the Swedish
Army. The E-07s are similar to the
Karoos, E-10s are similar to the
TKC80s and E-09s are even more 
aggressive. Have fun!

What are the best tyres
for an overland adventure?Q

Why aren’t
there more

belt-driven bikes?

The technology in belt final drives
keeps improving to the point where
it’s becoming increasingly difficult
to explain why chains are still as 
dominant as they are.

Early designs depended
entirely on friction, which worked
reasonably well while engine power
outputs were very low but as
performance increased, designers
created belts with inverted teeth
meshing with the sprockets, which
were much more reliable and
unaffected by changes in friction.

But these belts still suffered
from high wear rates, especially
those using plain cast and machined
aluminium sprockets, which in some
conditions might last only 2000-
3000 miles.

The solution to that was to plate
the sprockets with a more durable
coating, such as hard chrome. This
transformed the life, extending it by 
10 to 15 times.

But with power increasing, 

research into extending the life of
belt drives continued. The latest
belts use carbon fibre for their
tensile strength. They are stronger
than steel and constantly flex as
they pass around the sprockets. The
result is a final drive that should last
the life even of high-mileage bikes.

So why are chains still used so
much? The main reasons are cost
and bulk. A high-mileage belt drive 

Q

TRAVEL & TOURING

‘Your legal cover
people should
commence court 
proceedings’

Andrew

Campbell
Solicitor and author

of the MCN Law

column for the last 

five years

Andrew Campbell, Bikelawyer.

Visit www.bikelawyer.co.uk or

email andrew@bikelawyer.co.uk or 

call 01446 794169

Motorcycle Accident Solicitors

Your legal questions

Q

Database (MID) search can be run
in seconds to find out the identity
of the insurer, assuming a valid
insurance policy was in place.

If the other party’s insurer will
not deal with the matter your
legal cover people should appoint
solicitors and commence court
proceedings.

Once court proceedings are
underway it will be in the hands of
your opponent’s solicitors and they
should take a sensible view and
settle the claim, especially if there
is CCTV of what happened. Keep the
pressure on your legal cover people
to get that Highways Agency report
and any supporting statements
from the other drivers and send 
court papers off.
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is not only a lot more costly than a
conventional chain and sprockets, it
demands additional design features.
A millimetre variation in the
distance between sprocket centres
can cause changes in tension which
very rapidly result in damage or
breakage, where a chain is highly
tolerant of this kind of thing, along
with dirt and stone ingress which 
can destroy a belt. 

TECH WATCH

No mess and no
adjustment but
belts add bulk
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SELL WITH EASE, BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
Get your advert in front of thousands of bikers at mcnbikesforsale.com 

or call us on 0845 051 5001 for more info

Huge
stock for
all models
post 1970. 

we go the extra mile

Fast, competitive international shipping

01484 353 600 • 0845 458 0077 • www.motorworks.co.uk

The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!

for over 10,000
motorcycles

for sale

1000’s more
bikes for sale at

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

DUCATI

BMWAPRILIA
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FANTASTIC CHOICE OF SPORTS & SPORTS TOURERS www.dkmotorcycles.co.uk

01782

861100

CHOOSE FROM
OVER 200

USED BIKES
SELECTED MODELS COME

WITH LIFETIME MOT, SERVICED
WITH 6 MONTHS WARRANTY.

CAN’T GET
FINANCE?
WE CAN
HELP!

WIDE RANGE
OF CLOTHING

AND
ACCESSORIES

www.motorcyclenews.com

ALL MAKES & MODELS BOUGHT 

FOR CASH & COLLECTED

HONDA, KAWASAKI, SUZUKI,

YAMAHA, TRIUMPH

WWW.IRMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

07956248955
�

Check out

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

for over 10,000
motorcycles for sale

HARLEY
DAVIDSON

HONDA

DUCATI
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The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!

1000’s more
bikes for sale at

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

SUZUKI

PIAGGIO

MV-AGUSTA

MOTO-GUZZI

KTM

KAWASAKI

HONDA
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 ITALIAN MOTORCYCLE 

SPECIALIST

 01798 813260 

BIKE
OF THE
MONTH

Ducati
916

Biposto,
1997

ALL MAKES & MODELS BOUGHT 

FOR CASH & COLLECTED

HONDA, KAWASAKI, SUZUKI,

YAMAHA, TRIUMPH

WWW.IRMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

07956248955
�

for over 10,000
motorcycles

for sale

1000’s more
bikes for sale at

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

CLASSIC &
VINTAGE

YAMAHA

VICTORY

TRIUMPH
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www.hagon-shocks.co.uk
SHOCK ABSORBERS

SPARES

KAWASAKI

2-12 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3DR
. .

EUROPE’S LARGEST PARTS STOCKIST

e: spares ow ers.co.u

SPARES 
Same day dispatch!

0117 972 5597

IN SURREY

CALL 020 8399 7449
FOR ALL YOUR HONDA NEEDS

Most service items reduced

312-320 Ewell Road, Tolworth, Surrey

www.honda-tippetts.co.uk

AUTOCOM
DEALER

GIVI
DEALER

HONDA PARTS IN LONDON - MAIL ORDER
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE UK

ALL HONDA PARTS MOTORCYCLE, MOTOCROSS & 
POWER EQUIPMENT

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL:

01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

s 1000’s of NOS parts, many rare/obsolete

s Reproduction parts for your 60’s-90’s Honda

s  Searches conducted if not in stock

Vintage Honda parts specialist
since
1986

PARTS ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIAL LUBRICANTS FUEL TUBE GIFT IDEAS

Motorcycle Tyre Specialists
TAMWORTH, STAFFS B79 7XA - 2 miles from Junction 10 M42

Large stocks of Motorcycle Tyres
Wheel removal available

Tel: 01827 62174
www.tyrelinkuk.co.uk
sales@tyrelinkuk.co.uk

Top prices paid for all
RARE and INTERESTING bikes!

WE WANT
YOUR HARLEY®

Call Glenn 07815 949302
or Ian 0115 896 7771

AWARD WINNING HARLEY-DAVIDSON® DEALERSHIP

www.motorcyclenews.com

WANTED & EXCHANGE

SERVICES

ANYTHING

CONSIDERED

IMMEDIATE

COLLECTION

ANYWHERE

CASH WAITING

01978 821765

07836 369642

ALL BIKES
WANTED

DAMAGED
BIKES

O Renthal steel front and

aluminium alloy rear sprockets

O J.T. steel sprockets

O Rear sprocket manufacturing

service

O Tsubaki Japanese chain

plus other brands

O Massive stocks

O Fast Mail Order Service

Potterhanworth Lincoln LN4 2DX

Tel. 01522 791369
Fax. 01522 794262

www.bandcexpress.co.uk

Main Dealer
Stockist for tyres
DUNLOP, AVON,
BRIDGESTONE,

PIRELLI, METZELER,
MICHELIN

Ride In Ride Out Service

TUBELESS PUNCTURE

REPAIRS

BATTERIES, BRAKE PADS,

CHAINS, SPROCKETS,

ALL FITTING AVAILABLE

MOT TESTING AND

SERVICING ON MOST

MAKES OF MOTORCYCLES

RUSSELL MOTORS
125/127 FALCON ROAD,

BATTERSEA, LONDON SW11 2PE

TEL: 020 7228 1714

20
YEARS

SERVICE

SHOW PLATES
from £9.95
+ £2.00 P&P

Standard Plates
7x5.5, 7x5, 6x4.5, 10x2.5, 9x3, 9x2 ..................£9.95
8x6 Plates.......................................................£11.95
Any other size cut to order ............................+ £1.00
Names or Slogans.........................................+ £1.50
Borders (black) ........ + £1.00 ...... Colour......+ £2.00
Smoked Plates..............................................+ £2.00
Honeycomb backings....................................+ £3.00
Custom Lettered Plates.................................+ £2.00
Polycarb (off road) Plates ....................... from £10.00
Black and Silver acrylic plates ........................£11.95
Black and Chrome acrylic plates.....................£13.95
U.S. Style Harley Plates
8.5x5 or 7x4.5 inc. border, slogan & reg date..£14.95

Credit card orders on

01254 663213
or send cheques or postal orders to

AUTO REG
357 Preston New Rd Blackburn BB2 7AA

PLEASE NOTE: We no longer manufacture ROAD LEGAL PLATES

www.autoreg.net
EXPRESS SERVICE + £2.00

EXHAUSTS

‘4–1’s’ ROAD, RACE, CUSTOM,
ENDURO, CLASSIC &

REPLACEMENT ORIGINALS,
4 STROKE ONLY.
1970 TO DATE.

(Also VMax Specialists).

TEL: 024 7644 2054
www.exactrep.co.uk
COBRA MA·RVING EAGLE

w w w. a a ro n r a d i a t o r. c o. u k

5 4 W h i t e h o r s e L a n e, L o n d o n S E 2 5 6 R Q
w w w. a a ro n r a d i a t o r. c o. u k

Est. 1962

Radiators &
Oil-Coolers
New or repaired

Modern / Classic / Vintage
National Service

MOTOLINER LTD
Same Day Frame, Fork
and Yoke Straightening

Cast wheels
repaired from £55
11 Yewtree Industrial Estate

Mill Hall, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7ET

www.motoliner.com
(01622) 790705

TYRES,
SERVICING

MOTs, SPARES

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

CHASBIKES 
LTD

TYRES,
SERVICING

MOTs, SPARES
IN CENTRAL LONDON

020 7582 7878

The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!

WEBUYALL
BIKES.24/7

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID 24/7

08458-601122
webuyallbikes@mail.com

01484 353 600
0845 485 0077

www.motorworks.co.uk

ALLBIKES

WANTED
Cashpaid,Will collect,

Friendlyprofessional service,
Financesettled,

Approxvaluationbyphone,
ContactNorman

07747810259
www.hythehillmotorcycles.co.uk

0208 293 5335

0208 293 5335

0208 293 5335

THE IMAGE WORKS
motorcycle graphics

X Pattern Graphics
X Latest Race Replicas
X One-Offs
X 20 YEARS experience
X Insurance Approved
X Country’s BIGGEST database
X The Professionals choice
All decals are digitally printed onto

one layer of quality vinyl.
CREDIT / DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

0115 9443111
WWW.THE-IMAGE-WORKS.CO.UK

genuine spare

parts

BIKERS WORLD

Solus Aprilia dealer for all

your Aprilia spares.

(Mail Order)

East Grinstead

01342 325955

G
9
4
2
1

BLACK FOREST, GERMANY
Pension Williams

Small
English run
hotel just 5
minutes from
the famous
B500.
Relax, unwind 

and ride some wonderful roads.

www.pension-williams.com
e-mail: info@pension-williams.de
Tel: 0049 7842 2853

NORMANDY
LA MOTTE

BIKE FRIENDLY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONE BILL OR CAROL
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

requires experienced

OWNER RIDERS

FOR BUSY CENTRAL

LONDON COURIER

COMPANY
Minimum & Distance Work.

xda job allocation.
Weekly BAC’s Payment

0207 685 1112

Usedmotorcyclespares
Fastdeliveryservice

01538 750797
www.sparesformotorcycles.co.uk
Damaged bikes wanted for cash 

Check out

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

for over 10,000
motorcycles for sale

TRIUMPHNEW/USEDPARTS/

ACCESSORIESHINCKLEYMODELS.

SPRINTMANUFACTURING

WWW.TRIUMPHPARTS.CO.UK01985

850821
�

MOTORCYCLE
TRANSPORTATION

CHROME
PLATING

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

NUMBER
PLATES

HELMET &
VISORS

CHAINS &
SPROCKETS

SITUATION
VACANT

FRAME
STRAIGHTENING

PAINTWORK

DECALS

TYRES

TRAILERS

SPEEDOS

RADIATORS

FORKS

EXHAUSTS

BRAKE DISCS

ACCOMMODATION

WK BIKES

Get a quote at

08444097587
CALLS TO 0844 NUMBERS ON THIS PAGE COST 5P PER MINUTE PLUS YOUR PHONE COMPANY’S ACCESS CHARGE
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CALL TODAY FOR A QUOTE TO BE ENTERED!*

BIKE
INSURANCE

£1,000 OF
BIKING GEAR

RON HASLAM
TRACK DAY

YEAR’S WORTH 
OF FUEL

SHOW
TICKETS

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. *Terms and conditions apply, visit carolenash.com/bike-giveaway-terms-and-conditions. On Modern, Classic and Six Wheel quotes. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. ^^DNA+ protection system, terms 
and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, fi rm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

Based on reviews from
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers

would recommend 

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

0800 144 4627

carolenash.com /insidebikes.com @insidebikes

� UK & European breakdown and accident recovery,
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

� Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the event of 
an accident which is not your fault

� RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage cover 
when riding other bikes

� FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^^

� Dedicated UK based call centre

BIKING
GIVEAWAY
WORTH OVER £2,000*

Get some Winter comforts
with our biking giveaway *
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#thatswhyiride

For the adventure.
Max, 48, Shefield

“

To meet people like me.
Tim, 36, Birmingham

“

For those tight corners.
Andy, 45, York

“

†In February 2015, a survey of 456 bikers by independent research company, Ipsos MORI,
found Bennetts cover to be one of the most recommended by riders.

*Full details of Bennetts Exclusives can be found when you purchase
a policy, register and log in to www.bennetts.co.uk/rewards.

That’s why I ride
Why ride with Bennetts?

•

Recommended by riders†

Common modiications covered as standard    

24 hour claims

Motorcycle insurance specialist

Bennetts Exclusives Bonuses*

•

Get a new quote at  

bennetts.co.uk

0800 107 0778

0844 338 68 16
**

**Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone company's access charge
*Terms and conditions apply

Call direct and get guaranteed
 discounts on your bike insurance!*

The policy at the best price

O We search over 30 insurance
companies

O Instant cover and instalments

O FREE legal protection

O FREE Breakdown Cover

O FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover
including Personal Accident Cover

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van, multi-vehicle, home & travel

®

Be Wiser Insurance

Freephone:

0800 954 9842
Online quotes at: www.bwzz.co.uk

Bike Insurance
Be Wiser... Save Money

Get a
quote at

0844
409 7587

CALLS TO 0844 NUMBERS ON THIS PAGE COST 5P PER
MINUTE PLUS YOUR PHONE COMPANY’S ACCESS CHARGE

The BEST

place to buy 

biking kit!
GET IT WITH

Call us FREE on:

0330 024 1587*

Find out more at www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Calls may be recorded for

training and monitoring purposes. *Calls to this number cost no more than a national rate call to an 01 or 02 

number and must count towards any inclusive minutes in the same way as 01 or 02 calls.

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,

Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

A fresh approach 
to insurance

Now available in
Republic of Ireland

Call us FREE on:

1800 945 946*
www.principalinsurance.ie
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Bumper 172 page celebration issue
featuring the best travel stories from 45 years of Bike

ALSO FEATURING...
New 2016 bikes revealed »New Yamaha XSR700 tested »2015 racing season review 

»Ducati Scrambler 4000-mile test »Learning to ride with Ross Noble  

»African road trip goes wrong

JANUARY
ISSUE ON SALE
25 NOVEMBER
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The Macau Grand Prix brought the 
curtain down on a phenomenal year 
of road racing. Peter Hickman’s stun-
ning victory in China was the latest 
sparkling instalment in a season full 
of headline-grabbling performances 
and controversies.

In a year that also saw Martin  
Jessopp finish Macau runner up, and 
Lee Johnston take victory at both the 
North West 200 and Ulster Grand 
Prix, it signals the arrival of a new 
crop of road racing stars who will be 
ready to fill the gap left when older 
riders like John McGuinness, Michael  
Rutter and Bruce Anstey finally hang 
up their leathers.

McGuinness and Co will be the first 
to point out that they are still at the 
top of their game, as the Morecambe 
man’s Senior TT victory and Anstey’s 
Superbike TT win prove, and of course 
the sport already has a very talented 
crop of younger stars amongst its ranks 
like Michael and William Dunlop, 
Ian Hutchinson, Conor Cummins, 
Dean Harrison and Gary Johnson. But  
Hickman’s meteoric rise and Lee  
Johnston’s superb performances in 
2015 signal a changing of the guard 
that strengthens the sport’s talent 
base even more.

Hickman, Johnston and Jessopp are 
all riders who have made the transition 
from British championship short circuit 
racing to the roads. It may be a well-
trodden path but no-one has travelled 
it in quite the same way as Hickman.

At 27 he was a latecomer to his first 
ever race between the kerbs and lamp-
posts at the 2014 North West 200. Over 
the course of the season he became the 
fastest rookie ever at the North West 
200, the Ulster Grand Prix, and most 
spectacularly the Isle of Man TT. His 
129.104mph lap on the Ice Valley BMW 
eclipsed the year-old mark of Josh 
Brookes, making everyone sit up and 
pay attention. 

Twelve months later the Lincolnshire 
racer proved it was no fluke by lapping 
at over 131mph to finish seventh in the 
Senior TT. His Superbike race win at 
this year’s Ulster Grand Prix and last 
weekend’s Macau victory indicate his 
transition from BSB contender to pure 
roads front runner is now complete. 

Hickman remains remarkably un-
fazed by the attention his achieve-
ments attract. 

there will be a TT win in year three.
“I won’t be putting any pressure on 

myself,” he smiles. “When I first went 
to the TT I said it would be a three to 
five-year plan, and I still have a lot 
to learn. I have confidence in myself 
and I feel I can win, but I will take it 
as it comes.”

A Macau runner-up for a third time,
Martin Jessopp has a more methodical
approach to his road racing venture.

Although he had already raced at
the North West 200 and Macau for
several seasons, it was 2014 before
the 30-year-old made his TT debut
on the Riders BMW S1000RR. Jessopp
agrees with Hickman that the race
craft and speed nurtured in BSB has
proven they can ride a bike wherever
the race track might be. Reckoning he
is about a second-a-mile slower than
John McGuinness on a superbike over
the TT’s Mountain course, the Yeovil
man is focused on shaving away vital
milliseconds.

“I have the greatest respect for the
top roads riders but I think I am just
a few years behind them and I have
to keep working to get up there with
them,” he said after taking pole position 
in Macau qualifying, over one second
faster than Michael Rutter.

Aiming for a 130mph TT lap, Jessopp 

The new breed of Hickman, Jessopp and Johnston are 
ready to turn the road racing world on its head in 2016

“I just like riding my bike and rac-
ing” is his default reply to any attempt 
to analyse why he has been able to go 
so fast so quickly between the hedges.  

“It is just another piece of tarmac, 
you use your head and try not to crash” 
is as far as he will go in discussing his 
approach to the challenge of real-roads 
racing. With a factory-supported ride 
on the GBMoto Kawasaki in place for 
2016, Hickman’s advance should main-
tain its momentum, but the 28-year-
old won’t be drawn on whether or not 
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Third placed Rutter toasts the best of the new breed, Macau winner Peter Hickman

Former winners Rutter and McGuinness 
were playing catch-up at Macau 2015

THE CHANGING 
OF THE GUARD
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HICKMAN’S 
CHINESE  
TAKE-AWAY

p70

STEPHEN  
DAVISON
AT MACAU
ROADS REPORTER

will have a fettled 2016-spec S1000RR, 
a Motec-regulated Triumph 675 and a 
special Kawasaki ER6 supertwin in his 
Riders-backed stable for next season’s 
challenge.

By his own admission, Lee Johnston 
had an under par Macau race with a 
ninth place finish, but 2015 has been 
a brilliant season for the diminutive 
Northern Ireland racer.

A Superstock race win at the North 
West 200 and a podium finish in the 
same race at the TT was followed by 
a treble at the Ulster Grand Prix. A 
month ago the 26-year-old won the 
feature race at Frohburg in Germany.

Having made his TT debut three 
years ago, the East Coast Construction/ 
Burdens rider has more roads experi-
ence than either Hickman or Jessopp, 
but all three racers are now totally fo-
cused on strengthening their challenge 
to road racing’s old guard.  
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‘The Circuit of
Wales has the
ability to generate
thousands of jobs’
MICHAEL CARRICK

‘It’s just another 
piece of tarmac, 

you use your head 
and try not to crash’

PETER HICKMAN

The Circuit of Wales has moved a step 
closer to being a reality having passed 
its final planning permission obstacle. 
A public inquiry has agreed to transfer 
800 acres of common land to give the 
project the space required to build.

Speaking after the announcement, 
Michael Carrick CEO of the Heads of
the Valleys Development Company
said: “We would like to thank local
councils, Welsh Assembly Members
and the local community who have
supported the project throughout
the planning process up to this point. 

“The Circuit of Wales has the abil-
ity to generate thousands of employ-
ment opportunities, attract greater
long-term investment and deliver
regeneration into Blaenau Gwent and 
South Wales.”

Eventually coming almost three
years after the £325m proposed circuit 
was first pitched, the next challenge
for the project now involves raising

Undeterred by the 
zero run-off in Macau, 
Hickman and Jessopp 

display their hard-
charging BSB style

It’s official: Stoner is back at Ducati
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STONER CONFIRMS 
DUCATI RETURN

CIRCUIT OF WALES GETS
PLANNING PERMISSION

Exclusive Half Price HPA Offer at HPS - Save up to £105
Buy any NITRON Shock direct from HPS during November and
you can add the factory-installed optional Hydraulic Preload
Adjuster from only £94.80, half the normal price!

HALF PRICE HPA OFFER
DURING NOVEMBER

SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS

www.BikeHPS.com
OR ORDER ONLINE NOW...

Offer subject to availability and may not be used in conjunction with other offers/discount. Prices exclude delivery. Nitron Race Shock with Hydraulic Preload Adjuster shown, Sport shock available from £393.60 excluding HPA (normal HPA retail price £190 to £210). Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. E&OE.

01773 831122
CALL US TODAY...

www.BikeHPS.com/nitron

BRITISH DESIGNED,

ENGINEERED AND

BUILT TO YOUR

SPEC. FROM JUST...

£394.00 inc. VAT

SHOCK OFFER!

Find bikehps on

New fitments for...  R nineT, Tiger 1050 Sport, V-Strom, Ducati Scrambler & Panigale

TT winning NITRON shock absorbers combine unequalled design with

the absolute highest quality components and finish, to deliver the most 

outstanding performance and ride for you – whether on street or circuit.

When you buy your NITRON shock from HPS it’s speedily built to order 

with the right spring for your weight, combined with perfect base 

damping settings for your bike’s usage on road, track or both and no

further setup is usually needed... simpy fit and feel the ride.

Optional Hydraulic
Preload Adjuster

enables rapid ride
height changes

without any tools

SHOCK OFFER!

As revealed in MCN last week, Casey 
Stoner has left Honda and re-signed 
for Ducati where he will be a MotoGP 
test rider and brand ambassador for 
the Italian manufacturer.

The 30-year-old Australian won 
23 races and the 2007 MotoGP title 
for Ducati before switching to Honda 
where he won the title again in 2011. 
Since retiring at the end of 2012, Stoner 
has spent three years acting as a Honda’s 
test rider but having seen his testing 
opportunities limited he sought a move 
back to Ducati. MCN understands that 
his contract will include provisions for 
MotoGP wildcard rides, but his return 
to the grid is yet to be confirmed.

Stoner said: “I have so many great
memories working with the people
and the brand of Ducati and the op-
portunity to work with them again is 

something very special. Gigi Dall’Igna 
has brought with him a new approach 
and I’m looking forward to assisting the 
team, Andrea Dovizioso and Andrea 
Iannone however I can.”

£200m in private funding.
With £125m already conditionally 

pledged by Asian financial investment 
funds, the project leaders are expect-
ing work to be able to get underway as 
soon as January 2016.
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Peter Hickman stunned road rac-
ing’s establishment by blitzing a star-
studded field to win the 2015 Macau 
Grand Prix in only his second visit to 
the Chinese city race.

Making his last appearance on the 
Lee Hardy Racing BMW S1000RR su-
perbike before he shifts to GBMoto 
Kawasakis for 2016, the 28-year-old 
took his second international road race 
victory of the year. 

“It is absolutely fantastic to win in 
Macau,” Hickman smiled afterwards. 
“It’s funny that I crashed in Macau and 
at the Ulster last year and now I’ve won 
at both of them this year!”

Having been ruled out of last year’s 
race when he slipped off at Maternity, 
the Lincolnshire man was effectively 
still a newcomer for this year’s Chinese 
event on the daunting Armco-lined 
3.8-mile Guia circuit.

After reeling in pole setter and early 
leader Martin Jessopp on the Riders 
BMW, Hickman took the win by six 
seconds from Jessopp and eight-time 
winner Michael Rutter.

The TT’s fastest ever newcomer 
trounced a field of top notch rid-
ers and machinery, with John  
McGuinness and Conor Cummins 
entered on their factory Honda  
Fireblades and Ian Hutchinson riding 
Shane Byrne’s BSB PBM Kawasaki. 
Rutter had a BMW factory-built en-
gine in his Penz13.com S1000RR and 
Josh Brookes’ 2015 BSB title-winning 
R1 Yamaha was also on the grid in the 
hands of Stuart Easton, who has four 
Macau victories to his credit.

Arriving at the circuit the evening 
before practice began after 28 hours of 
travelling, the laid-back Hickman was 
unfazed. “I only got here on Wednesday 
night because I was testing in Aragon,” 
he explained. “I won’t even be here for 
the prize-giving ceremony because I 

the second half of the race.”
The pace of the front pair was such 

that the race quickly developed into a 
‘them and us’ scenario, as third placed 
Michael Rutter agreed.

“I got a brilliant start but the yellow 
traction control light started to flash 
on the dash as I was going down into 
Lisboa and that fried my head a bit,” 
he explained. “When that light comes 
on it means the electronics on things 
like traction control are off and I was 
worried about how that would make 
the bike react around here,” the eight 
times Macau winner explained, refer-
ring to the obvious dangers of racing 
an unpredictable bike at full tilt on a 
circuit with zero run off. 

“The only way to overcome the prob-
lem is to stop and switch the bike off 
for a few seconds. That wasn’t really an 
option so I just tried to work my way 
into the race, but we were in a different 
race to Peter and Martin.”

Hickman suffered the same problem 
on the Briggs S1000RR but he was less 
troubled by the distraction.

“I am used to riding without trac-
tion control in BSB but it was another 
reason why I didn’t push to go with 
Martin from the start.”

Posting his fastest laps of the race in 
the closing stages, Rutter managed to 
hold off a late charge from fellow vet-
eran, John McGuinness. The duo have 
massive Macau experience, with Rutter 
making his debut in the Chinese race in 
1994 and McGuinness appearing four 
years later. They used all of their race 
craft over the closing laps to fend off 
the determined challenge of younger 
rivals Gary Johnson, Ian Hutchinson 
and Conor Cummins.

“I felt there was maybe a po-
dium finish here for me this year,”  
McGuinness said. The 23 times TT win-
ner was in the mix all week, posting 
the fastest time in the opening quali-
fying session.

But in the end, Macau 2015 belonged 
to Peter Hickman whose brilliant per-
formance saw him establish himself as 
part of road racing’s new elite.

Roads newcomer takes second international win with
a stunning victory at the challenging Chinese circuit

‘I knew my tyre 
would be stronger 
in the second half  

of the race’
PETER HICKMAN

have to fly back to Spain to test at Jerez 
on Monday!”

With six of the top 10 finishers BMW 
mounted and the podium a S1000RR 
lockout, it was electronics and tyre 
issues that eventually separated the 
front runners over the 12 laps.

“I knew after four laps that I had a 
tyre problem,” pole setter Jessopp ex-
plained as he saw a 2.5- second first lap 
lead disappear when his rear Metzeler 
began to lose grip. “We had chosen to 
run a softer rear tyre and that was a 
mistake,” he admitted.

For the rookie riding in his wheel 
tracks it was the opportunity he had 
been waiting for and Hickman made 
his move with four laps to go.

“I could see that Martin was spin-
ning up and he was out of the seat a 
few times,” he explained. “He had 
been really strong during practice and 
qualifying and got away faster than I 
thought he would but he came back to 
me faster too! I just had to be patient 
during the first laps because I knew that 
my Dunlop tyre would be stronger in 

McGuinness and Rutter predicted Hickman victory

Clever pacing saw Hickman get the best out of his Dunlops in the final part of the race

Neither John McGuinness nor 

Michael Rutter were surprised by 

Peter Hickman’s victory pace in 

Macau. On the eve of the race, both 

men had told MCN the Lincolnshire 

rider would be the likely winner.

“Although this is really Peter’s 

first proper year in Macau he has 

been riding really well in 2015 and 

I think he will be the man to watch,” 

Michael Rutter said.

“He is a BSB rider, winning and 

getting on the podium this year,” 

John McGuinness pointed out. 

“This place is really a BSB circuit 

with barriers around it and he will 

be on Dunlop tyres that have been 

stronger all week.” 

Hickman himself was flattered. 

“It is really nice that riders like 

Michael and John have been 

singing my praises,” he reflected.

“I am a great believer in what will 

be, will be. I genuinely thought that 

I could win here, especially after 

qualifying.”

STEPHEN  
DAVISON
AT MACAU
ROADS REPORTER
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‘I haven’t ridden
for four months

and you have to be
confident with a

bike around here’
STUART EASTON

Two of Macau’s four newcomers
ended up in hospital after qualifying 
crashes. Russ Mountford smashed 
his sternum, pelvis and tibia when 
he slipped off his VRS Honda at  
Maternity and Tom McHale (CF 
Honda) sustained multiple fractures 
and a head injury in a massive shunt 
at Mandarin on Friday morning.

The other rookies, Sam West (PR 
Kawasaki) and Ivan Lintin (RC Express 
Kawasaki) finished 17th and 18th.

A lack of bike-time hampered Easton

When you’ve got a six second victory margin, there’s definitely time for a stand-up wheelie Two thumbs for two international wins in 2015. Hickman’s certainly making his mark

1  Peter Hickman  GBR Briggs BMW 

2  Martin Jessopp  GBR Riders BMW  +6.267 

3  Michael Rutter  GBR Penz13.com BMW  +15.600s 

4  John McGuinness  GBR Honda Racing  +17.711s 

5  Gary Johnson  GBR Penz13.com BMW +18.807s

6  Ian Hutchinson  GBR PBM Kawasaki +19.279s

7  Conor Cummins  IOM Honda Racing +19.990s

8  Horst Saiger  AUT Kawasaki +28.280s

9  Lee Johnston  NIR East Coast BMW +49.604s

10  David Johnson  AUS Ice Valley BMW +53.864s

Results
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TOO FAR EAST 
FOR EASTON
Last year’s Macau winner Stuart  
Easton suffered a torrid week in the 
stifling heat that enveloped this year’s 
event. Having parted company with 
the PBM Kawasaki squad he was also 
having his debut ride on Josh Brookes’ 
Yamaha R1, that the SMT/Booth team 
leased from Milwaukee for Macau.

“There wasn’t going to be any wins 
this year,” the 32-year-old said after 
struggling to come to terms with the 
Yamaha. “It was maybe 30% the bike 
and 70% me. I haven’t ridden for four 
months and you have to be confident 
with a bike around here.”

In spite of the problems, the  
Scotsman was up to fifth at one point 
before retiring after running on at 
Lisboa on lap seven.

BSB stars Hickman 
(right) and Jessopp 

celebrate international 
road racing glory



Peter Hickman destroys road racing’s old guard in China
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DANNY KENT
EXCLUSIVE

WORLD CHAMPION 
INTERVIEWP32

Call direct and get guaranteed
discounts on your insurance!* 0844 338 68 16

**
 

**Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone company's access charge.

*Terms and conditions apply

Dominant ride
left Hickman’s

rivals out of sight

MASTER
ROAD TO VICTORY
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* With a PCP product a significant proportion of the total amount payable is payable at the end of the contract by one large final repayment, so your regular monthly repayments are low.

Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph Motorcycle Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardi� CF10 5BH. Finance figures correct as of 01.10.15 and are

subject to change. Finance o� er ends 31.12.15 and requires a minimum deposit of 15%. **In-store credit applies to Triumph Clothing & Accessories, to be spent at time of purchase, subject to the purchase of a new full price motorcycle. No change will be given. Motorcycles to be registered between 01.10.15 and 31.12.15.

For more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

GREAT
RIDES

ARE THE MOST

REWARDIN
G...

Built for adventure and rugged all-day exploration.

Designed to go further, embracing long distance in absolute comfort.

Engineered with a powerful, torquey character to complement refined handling.

#fortheride

ON ALL NEW TRIUMPH

TIGER EXPLORER MODELS

Start your rewarding ride with £1,200

worth of Clothing / Accessories credit

to spend in-store. Low monthly

repayments* also available through

TriStar Personal Contract Purchase.

Available for a limited time only.

Tiger Explorer (Spoked)

£11,899 OTR

Tiger Explorer XC

£12,599 OTR

...NOW WITH £1,200 WORTH OF COMPLIMENTARY CLOTHING / ACCESSORIES**

Based on: Tiger Explorer @ 5,000 miles per annumREPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£119.00  £5,960.00   £13,119.60 6.65%    6.9% APR    £11,599.00 £2,875.60   £8,723.40   37 Months £10.00

36 Monthly

Repayments

Final

Repayment

Total Amount

Payable

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative

APR

On the

  Road Price

Deposit/Part

Exchange

Total Amount

of Credit

Agreement

Duration

Purchase

Fee†

† Included within

Final Repayment.

Tiger Explorer

£11,599 OTR
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4 Aprilia & Ariel: Aprilia continue to hone
their RSV4 with the new RF edition,

while Brit builders Ariel play their Ace card.

5Bimota & CCM: Bringing a touch of the
Italian bizarre, and a British bulldog.

6BMW: The R nineT Scrambler arrives,
with the all-new G310R for company.

8 Ducati: Top-selling baby Panigale
grows up with capacity increase, while

shrunken Scrambler Sixty2 joins the ranks.

10 Harley-Davidson: The UK debut of
the firm’s entry-level Harley Street.

11Get involved: There’s nothing static
about Motorcycle Live, with demo

rides, MX try-outs, star rider meet and 

greets, on-stage chat shows, kit bargains, 
plus the FMX Arenacross Live show.

12Show guide: Your pull-out guide to 
what’s going on and where.

14Essential info: Make sure you don’t 
miss a moment of the action.

15Honda: See the full production 
version of the firm’s highly

anticipated all-new Africa Twin.

16Kawasaki and Indian: Your chance
to drool over the all-new ZX-10R,

meanwhile Indian show off their more 
reasonably priced Scout Sixty.

18KTM and Norton: Witness KTM’s
new 1290 Super Duke GT, and nutty 

690 Duke. Meanwhile Brit heroes Norton
take the wraps off their Commando MkII.

19Moto Guzzi and MV Agusta: The
latest sculpted metal from two 

iconic Italian marques.

20Suzuki: The wait is over as Suzuki
unveil the all-new GSX-R1000.

21Triumph: Tweaked Tiger Explorer
and Speed Triple are joined by a stack

of tasty new retros, such as the Thruxton R.

22Yamaha: The new bikes just keep
coming as Yamaha reveal their

stunning new MT-10, XSR700 and MT-03.  

23Moto Foto: See the finalists of
Carole Nash’s photo competition.

CONTENTS
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RICHARD NEWLAND
DEPUTY EDITOR
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P18 P22

T
his year’s Motorcycle Live is guaranteed
to do dangerously irresponsible things to
the health of your bank balance. It doesn’t
matter if you’re a die-hard adventurer,
track-addicted superbike rider, retro cafe
racer fan or simply need a pair of reliable

wheels to take you to work – the whole spectrum of 
motorcycling will be at your disposal.

If you thought 2015 boasted the best range of new
bikes for a decade, you were right – but 2016 is upping
the game. Wildly aggressive naked YZF-R1 for you?
Yamaha’s new MT-10 will be there. Or how about a
legendary British bike reinvented? Head to Norton for
a look at their new Commando II. Or maybe you’re
a Suzuki superbike fan who’s been riding with their
fingers crossed since 2005 - well you can uncross 
them now, the new GSX-R1000 has arrived.

The sub-500cc class is on fire, too. BMW launch their
new G310R, Yamaha have a new MT-03 and Ducati
get in on the act with their 400cc Scrambler Sixty2.

And don’t forget to visit the MCN stand. See you there.

Don’t worry – Suzuki have promised to put 
it back together for Motorcycle Live

BMW’s new
R nineT-based

Scrambler will
make its UK debut

Dark H�se

* Promotional warranty valid for all

2014 and 2015 Indian® Motorcycles

sold in Europe. Specific details apply.

See your dealer for more details.

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

£600 Credit Voucher for Indian Motorcycle

Accessories or Apparel when you purchase a 2015

Indian Dark Horse, Chief,Vintage or Chieftain – 

Contact your dealer for more information.

£600 ACCESSORY VOUCHER
*

 LOW RATE FINANCE
*

 5 YEAR WARRANTY
*

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.CO.UK
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RSV4 RF
198.5bhp | 85ftlb | 200kg

A
prilia’s constant evolution
of the RSV4 is continuing
with this updated version of
their RF model. Changes for
2016 include a new version
of their Superpole graphics,

revised Öhlins rear suspension set-up
and the V4-MP multimedia platform as
standard fitment. The V4-MP system
is a full-blown telemetry system that
will communicate with a smartphone,
and allows the adjustment of param-
eters within the traction control and
anti-wheelie systems, even allowing
individual parameters to be set for each
corner or section of a track.

The Active function allows you to
control the electronics on a corner-by-
corner basis. Using the GPS feature of
your smartphone, the system recognis-
es the position of the bike at any given
point on the track and automatically
changes the electronic adjustments
(traction control and anti-wheelie)
based on rider selected settings.

The Adaptive Race Assistant provides
tips in real time, comparing rider per-
formance to the best lap on the track in
real time and assists by immediately
indicating how to gradually improve 
performance.

Finally, the Advanced Telemetry
Dashboard is an interface that lets you
use your smartphone’s display to see
all the information on the standard
instrument cluster, and also numer-
ous other parameters acquired by the
bike’s telemetry, such as percentage
of engine power available; rear wheel
thrust; rear wheel slippage; longitu-
dinal and lateral acceleration (G-G
diagram), lean angle, and much more. 
Definitely full factory. 

2015 MOTORCYCLE LIVE

RSV4 R-FW
230bhp | 90ftlb | 190kg

If a near-200bhp RSV4 isn’t
enough, Aprilia are now offering a
230bhp Factory Works version to
anyone who can afford it. The bike
is so new that it won’t make it over
from Italy in time for Motorcycle
Live, but that doesn’t stop you 
ordering one! 

STAND 2E20 HALL 2

Ace
173bhp | 96.6ftlb | 230kg

A
riel’s fantastic Ace model is
available in two distinct styles
– the Sport and Cruiser – and
because it’s a modular bike

owners can actually choose to con-
figure it in a wide variety of different
ways to best suit their tastes. You start
with the £20,000 basic Ace then spec
everything from there, from the kind
of suspension you want, to the type and
position of bars and footrests, and the
size of the fuel tank.

Whatever other spec you choose, the
Ace is powered by a 173bhp, 1237cc V4
motor, along with shaft drive, C-ABS
brakes and traction control all taken
direct from Honda’s VFR1200. Because
the drive train is a complete transplant,
you can also spec the semi-automatic
DCT version if desired.

This is no parts-bin lash-up either,
the Ace is beautifully finished, fuels
perfectly and rides superbly. Everything
works properly, and when you don’t
want to be out riding, you’ll never tire of
gawping at the machined billet frame. 

STAND 4B10 HALL 4

28 NOV - 6 DEC 2015

NEC BIRMINGHAM

www.motorcyclelive.co.uk

SEE THESE BIKES AT
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BIMOTA

Impeto
162bhp | 96.3ftlb | 177kg (dry)

Possibly the most customisable
bike on the market, the new
Impeto is powered by the 1198cc
engine from Ducati’s nutty Diavel,
and you can specify everything
from an alloy and carbon-fibre
frame to a supercharger kit!

Tesi 3D
Race Café
87bhp | 58ftlb | 165kg (dry)

T
his is such a bonkers café racer
that it’s got its name back-to-
front. Bimota’s new Tesi 3D
Race Café is an absolute work of

art, and is powered by the air-cooled
803cc engine originally used in the
Monster 796.

It is the latest technical and stylistic
interpretation of the Tesi project, the
innovative hub-steered motorcycle
that has been designed and developed 

within Bimota since 1983, and moves
Bimota into slightly new territory, in
that it’s more about style than outright
performance.

There’s nothing low-tech about it
though. The new Race Café – which fea-
tures the trademark double swingarm
arrangement for which the Tesi is so
famous – is ride-height adjustable at
both ends via two eccentric adjusters,
where both swingarms join the chassis.
The front end can be adjusted through
a range of 9.5mm and the rear end has
a range of 14mm. Through this new
system, the Tesi 3D RC can be raised or
lowered by 23mm if both adjustments 

are made in the same direction.
This isn’t just a Tesi with a few parts

changed though, either. The swingarms
are made of carbon-fibre, rather than
metal tubing, and the damping con-
trol is courtesy of a matched pair of
beautiful Öhlins race shocks mounted
to the bridge-like machined billet
frame spars. The twin 320mm discs
at front end are gripped the latest
Brembo monobloc calipers, while the
RC manages a twitchily short 139-mm
wheelbase and feather light 165kg dry
mass. It’s a whole new ballpark for
Bimota, and one of their most stun-
ning offerings.

STAND 4F15 HALL 4

GP450
Adventure RS
40.23bhp | 31.6ftlb | 125kg (dry)

C
CM’s GP450 Adventure bike is
now available with 17in wheels
for those customers looking to
exclusively use the bike on the

road. The new bike, called the GP450
Adventure RS, will still come with the
21 and 18in wheels from the standard
GP450 Adventure, so owners can opt
for a more off-road biased bike if they
wish. A cush drive has also been added
to the RS to make the power delivery
to the rear wheel a little softer for road
use. CCM are calling the new RS model a
supermoto with a true 250-mile range,
and can be ordered now for £9488.

STAND 4C10 HALL 4

*Up to a value of £750

5 YEARS
FREE
SERVICING*

LOW RATE
FINANCE*

5 YEAR
WARRANTY*

Promotional 5 year warranty is valid for all 2014 & 2015 Victory®
motorcycles sold in Europe. Specific conditions apply. Please see
your dealer for details.
*Terms and conditions apply, while stocks last. Until Dec 31st 2015

NOW THAT’S

PERFORMANCE!

VICTORYMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

ALL 2015 CRUISERS, BAGGERS AND

TOURERS*  - WHILE STOCKS LAST! 
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The G310R has been designed and
engineered by BMW in Munich,
Germany just like every other BMW,
but this bike (and the rest of the 310
range that will arrive in the coming
years) will be built by BMW’s Indian
partner TVS to quality standards set
by the Germans.

At the heart of the bike is a 313cc,
single-cylinder, four-valve liquid-
cooled engine, with double overhead
camshafts and fuel injection. The
cylinderhead has been reversed, 

allowing the inlet tract to be
positioned at the front of the motor,
and the exhaust exit at the rear. It has
also been designed to work with all
sorts of fuel quality.

The G310R gets an inverted fork,
ABS as standard, four-piston brake
caliper, and a tubular steel frame that
stays on the beefy side of style.

The engine’s single cylinderhead
is rotated 180-degrees and canted
backwards to give a straight pathway
for the intake and exhaust, while
also contributing to a lower centre
of gravity and a longer swingarm for 
more stable handling. 

BMW
R nineT
Scrambler
110bhp | 85.5ftlb | 220kg

G310R
34bhp | 20.6ftlb | 158.5kg

T
his is the new BMW R nineT
Scrambler which combines
the air/oil-cooled boxer twin
used in the wildly successful

R nineT with scrambler styling and
fewer high-end cycle parts to deliver
a more affordable retro offering.

The 1170cc air/oil-cooled boxer twin
is lifted straight out of the existing
R nineT model, which means the 110bhp
peak power at 7750rpm and maximum
torque of 85.5ftlb at 6000rpm remain 

unchanged. The Scrambler is the first
of an anticipated four new models that
will appear in the coming years based
around the R nineT platform.

Like the R nineT, the rear subframe
can be unbolted from the main frame
but the expensive S1000RR-derived
fork has been ditched in favour of a
traditional item with gaiters for the
Scrambler look. Combined with a
larger 19in front cast alloy wheel the
look of the bike is pretty different. The
rear tyre is also a narrower 170/60 R17,
while the handlebars are now higher,
and the seat a little lower.

The new round headlight is a cheaper
and simpler design, and there are more 

Sleek German design on the single clock

High-level cans complete the look

off-road orientated footrests for bet-
ter grip when the going gets muddy.
The Scrambler can also be spec’d with
knobbly tyres and wire-spoked wheels.

The hand-welded aluminium alloy
fuel tank on the R nineT is ditched in
favour of a more cost-effective steel one,
but BMW didn’t want the Scrambler
to be too plain, with the bead-blasted
and clear anodised forged aluminium
parts – like the handlebar top clamp –
and the ‘aged’ brown leather of the seat
cover giving it a classy look.

There will be a massive list of acces-
sories, from wheels through to a differ-
ent fuel tank, luggage, a windscreen,
and a different Akrapovic exhaust. 

New tank, new forks
with gaiters and more

for the cool BMW
Scrambler

Small on capacity but high on style, the G310R has a reversed cylinderhead single

F700GS
75bhp | 57ftlb | 209kg

The F700GS and F800GS get a
minor refresh, with new fuel tank
covers and a host of cosmetic
tweaks. The F700GS has a variant
called Style 1 which comes in non-
metallic white paint, red frame,
grey/black seat cover and large
hand protectors. There is also a 
basic version available.

F800GS
85bhp | 61ftlb | 214kg

The F800GS gets a Style 1 version
too. This is the same non-metallic
white with a red frame, red spring
strut and grey/black seat. A Style
2 option gets black metallic paint,
grey frame and LED indicators.
A basic version in blue is also 
available.

STAND 3G20 HALL 3
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959 Panigale
157bhp | 79.2ftlb | 176kg

D
ucati’s stunning middle-
weight 899 Panigale has 
been retired after just two 
years, to be superseded by 
a new 959 version of their 
‘super-mid’ sportsbike. 

Cosmetically, there’s a wider and 
more protective front fairing which 
came as a direct result of feedback 
from the factory World Superbike 
racing team. Not only is the fairing 
wider, but it also features a wider and 
taller windscreen, and larger diameter 
air intakes to ensure the airbox can 
feed upon plenty of fresh air at high 
speeds. The seat unit has also been 
comprehensively reworked to follow 
the same design as the bigger 1299 
Panigale range. New rear view mir-
rors and different fairing ducts also 
mimic the 1299’s.

But the biggest changes are be-
neath the fairings. The new 955cc 
Superquadro V-twin engine now devel-
ops 157bhp at peak – up from 148bhp on 
the outgoing 899. Maximum torque has 
also been lifted to 79.2ftlb at 9000rpm, 

all thanks to the additional 57cc gained 
from a longer piston stroke, increased 
from 57.2mm to 60.8mm, while the 
bore remains the same at 100mm. In 
order to achieve the increased stroke 
Ducati have redesigned the crankshaft 
with a new crank journal lubrication 
system to match. New conrods have 
also been designed while the com-
pression ratio remains unchanged. 
Oval throttle bodies are now joined 
by twin fuel injectors; one above and 
one below the butterfly, and these are 
independently controlled by the ride-
by-wire throttle system. 

The 959 gets the full glut of Ducati 
electronic rider aids including traction 
control, a quickshifter, engine brak-
ing control, ride-by-wire technology, 
adjustable riding modes and adjust-
able ABS to suit road or track condi-
tions. Also available is the Ducati Data 
Analyser, a plug-and-play datalogger 
that can be used to store and analyse 
the performance of the bike in terms 
of lap times, throttle position, speeds 
and lots more.

The 959 Panigale will cost £13,095 
in red, or £13,295 in white. You can 
read MCN’s launch report in the 
December 2 issue.

2015 MOTORCYCLE LIVE

28 NOV - 6 DEC 2015
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SEE THESE BIKES AT

STAND 2C10 HALL 2

GIVE YOUR BIKE THE TLC IT NEEDS

01398 351595     www.cosy-bike.co.uk

PLUS SPECIAL PRIZE DRAW
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Multistrada 1200 
Pikes Peak
160bhp | 100.3ftlb | 231kg

The PP edition returns with Termi 
exhaust system, special paintjob, 
Öhlins suspension, three-spoke 
wheels, an array of carbon-fibre 
parts, and a £19,220 price tag.

Hypermotard 939
113bhp | 72.2ftlb | 204kg

The Hypermotard gets a little more 
hyper for 2016 with a new 937cc, 
113bhp engine that also boasts a 
10% increase in peak torque. Prices 
range from £9995 to £12,995. 

Scrambler Flat 
Track Pro
75bhp | 50ftlb | 186kg

Additional version of the 803cc 
Scrambler, the Flat Track Pro 
features lower tapered handlebars, 
side panels, and a Termignoni slip-on 
end can. It costs £8995.

Hyperstrada 939
113bhp | 72.2ftlb | 210kg

A touring-orientated version of the 
Hypermotard. It gets all the same 
upgrades, but also boasts panniers, 
touring screen and seat, centrestand 
and more. £11,195.

Multistrada 
1200 Enduro
160bhp | 100.3ftlb | 254kg

F
or the f i rst t i me i n the  
Multistrada’s lifespan, there’s 
a dirt-loving version - the  
Enduro. Featuring the same 

1199cc version of the Desmodromic 
Variable Timing (DVT) motor released 
earlier this year in the standard and S 
models, the Enduro is the most extreme 
Multistrada – in terms of off-road abil-
ity – yet seen.

Changes include a larger 19in front 
wheel, 30-litre fuel tank, wire-spoked 
wheels, modified front mudguard and 
aluminium side panels.

Further work has been carried out 
on the bike’s riding position to make 
off-road riding easier, with the han-
dlebars set higher, the seat made nar-
rower, steel footrests fitted rather than 
aluminium, a height-adjustable rear 
brake lever, and the gear lever has a 
coupling to prevent it getting broken 
in a crash. An aluminium sump guard 
now protects the engine from rocks. 
A narrower pillion seat and lower  
Plexiglass screen are also available to 
make stand-up off-road riding easier.

As standard the Enduro version 
comes fitted with off-road capable but 
road-focussed Pirelli Scorpion Trail II 
tyres in 120/70/19 up front and 170/60/17 
at the back. It will cost £16,690 in red, 
or £16,890 in grey/white.
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Street 750
749cc | 43.5ftlb | 229kg

M
a k i ng its U K debut at
Motorcycle Live is Harley-
Davidson’s recently launched
Street 750, a completely new

entry point for the brand, designed in
America, built in India, and sold glob-
ally at a wildly affordable price. In the
UK that means your ticket to the big
H-D brand will only cost you £5795.

It’s fantastic value for money, and
while there are a couple of clearly
budget areas – like the switchgear and
the footrest hangers – the overall ef-
fect is fantastic. The paint is deep and
glossy, the engine looks pure Harley
American muscle, and the styling is
neat and understated. On the road it
thumps along with good pace, and the
gearbox is incredibly smooth. Ground
clearance is a bit less inspiring, though.
Don’t forget that this is a water-cooled
motor, too – so it’s smooth, quiet and
feels refined compared to Harleys of
old. For a cost-conscious commuter,
Sunday dawdler, or first-time Harley 
buyer – it’s a fantastic option.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

2015 MOTORCYCLE LIVE

Scrambler 
Sixty2
41bhp | 25.3ftlb | 183kg

At the heart of the new Scrambler
Sixty2 is a 399cc air-cooled V-twin
engine which keeps it simple with
a two-valve design and a bore and
stroke of 72mm x 49mm. This motor
is derived from the larger 803cc unit
used on the rest of the Scrambler
range and shares components like
the single 50mm throttle body with 
twin injectors.

The low 790mm seat height
(770mm and 810mm options are
also available), soft power delivery,
and A2 compliance should make the
Sixty2 highly attractive to new riders 
– as will ABS fitted as standard.

Cost reductions for the Sixty2
are evidenced by the fitment of a
traditional Showa 41mm fork in
place of the bigger inverted unit on
the 803cc Scrambler.

Ducati are pitching the new 400cc 
Scrambler into the UK market
at £6450 – just £800 less than a 
Scrambler Icon. 

DUCATI
XDiavel
156bhp | 95ftlb | 247kg

T
he brutal-looking XDiavel is a
new bike from the ground up,
with a new 1262cc engine, feet
forward riding position, belt-

drive, new chassis and bodywork.
The engine’s capacity increase to

1262cc also sees the firm add their
Desmodromic Variable Timing (DVT)
system, to ensure the engine deliv-
ers big torque at a low (for a Ducati)
5000rpm.

The most important change to the
bike to suit the cruiser market is the
fitment of belt drive as many potential
customers would never consider a bike
fitted with chain drive. The advantages
of quieter running, less maintenance,
softer power transmission and lack
of mess from chain lube are essential
considerations in the cruiser market.

The XDiavel also uses the same tech-
nology as the rest of the modern Ducati
range gets, including: adjustable riding
modes, cornering ABS, ride-by-wire
and traction control, all now bolstered
by the fitment of Ducati launch control,
which enables a perfect launch off the
line every time.

The new super-cruiser costs £15,795
in standard trim, or £18,395 for the 
S model.

28 NOV - 6 DEC 2015

NEC BIRMINGHAM

www.motorcyclelive.co.uk

SEE THESE BIKES AT

Iron 883
883cc | 52ftlb | 256kg

H-D sell an incredible amount of
Iron 883s, and that’s only going
to accelerate with this newly
invigorated version. All-new
suspension, and redesigned seat,
pipes, wheels and paintjobs make
it a true pleasure to own and ride. 
Prices start at £7495.

Forty-Eight 
1202cc | 71ftlb | 252kg

The coolest bobber on our streets
gets a plethora of tweaks for
2016, with new seats, suspension,
cast aluminium wheels, stronger
brakes, and new colours and
graphics for the tanks and fenders.
Prices start at £9865, leaving you
free to spend the rest of your hard-
earned on customising it.

STAND 2C20 HALL 2

STAND 2C10 HALL 2



SEE… all the new bikes
The world’s leading manufacturers
will unveil their new 2016 models
for the first time in the UK, as well
as showcasing their full ranges.

Plus, there will be an array of
shiny machinery on display at
Custom Xtreme, supported by Back
Street Heroes, and the fantastic
Classic Zone, supported this year by
the National Motorcycle Museum.

WATCH… amazing live 
action shows
No matter what your biking prefer-
ence, there’s always incredible live
action taking place. This year sees
freestyle motocross making a huge
return to Motorcycle Live with the
Arenacross FMX Live show. Tickets
are £5 per adult and available to
purchase at the Box Office in Hall 4.
Children aged 16 and under go FREE.

Don’t forget that the Blackhorse
Stage in the British Eurosport
Entertainment Zone will be offer-
ing a daily dose of non-stop game
shows, quizzes and rider Q&As, all
hosted by the ever-popular James
Whitham and Steve Parrish.  

LEARN… to ride a bike
Can’t ride a motorbike? This is your
chance. Motorcycle Live presents the
perfect opportunity for showgoers
to try two wheels for the first time
in a safe and secure environment.
The Get On campaign will once again
be offering FREE taster sessions on
a 125cc scooter or motorcycle for
visitors over the age of 16.

Younger visitors can also get
a taste of two wheels, thanks to
a host of features aimed at kids
and teenagers, including Honda’s
My First Licence, the Kuberg MX
Experience and K idd i moto
Children’s Fun Track. Get ’em riding! 

RIDE… on and off-road
Go for a spin on the open road on
one of the leading manufacturer’s
latest models in the Test Ride Zone,
try your hand on a dirt bike at the
Yamaha Off-Road Experience, or
get a taster for trials in the ACU Try  
Trials area.

MEET… riders and stars
This is your chance to meet some of
biking’s biggest names and top rac-

ers, all in a relaxed post-season en-
vironment away from the paddock.
Racers and biking celebs will be in
attendance every day at Motorcycle
Live - check the website before your 
visit to see who will be there.

BUY… parts and kit
Motorcycle Live is a great place to
stock up on your riding kit, parts
and accessories – this year the retail
villages will be stronger than ever.

Win... a Yamaha XSR700!
Head over to the Yamaha stand in
Hall 2, stand 2B30, and you could
become the lucky winner of a brand
new XSR700!

The XSR700 is a new addition
to Yamaha’s class-leading 700cc
range and uses the same engine as
the hugely-popular MT-07.

Visitors to Motorcycle Live will
be the very first in the UK to see
the XSR700 in all its glory on the
Yamaha stand in Hall 2, along with
many other top offerings. For more
information on the XSR700 visit
Yamaha’s website at www.yamaha-
motor.eu

MOTORCYCLE LIVE 2015
From riding for the first time, to finding your ultimate dream bike 

TAKE ME WITH YOU!

4-PAGE
EVENT GUIDE  

PULLOUT

Head to the Yamaha stand at this year’s show and you could win this stunning XSR

Whatever bike you see yourself
on in 2016 – you can get closer
to it at Motorcycle Live 2015

Meet your heroes every day at the show Get the next generation of bikers riding

COME ALIVE AT 
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Opening Times
Fri/Sat/Sun – 09.00 to 18.00

Mon to Thu – 10.00 to 17.00

The show will be run over nine 
consecutive days, with live 
features running every day.
Ticket information
Advance ticket sales close at 
5pm on November 27. To book, 

call 0844 581 2345 or visit 
www.motorcyclelive.co.uk.
In advance:
O Adults £17.50
O Child (11-16) £7
O Senior (65+) £11
O Under 10s go free with a 
paying adult – no ticket needed.
O FMX Live £5 (over 17s)

On the door:
O Adults £20
O Child (11-16) £9
O Senior (65+) £13
O Under 10s go free with a 
paying adult.
O FMX Live £7.50 (over 17s)
O Bike parking is free, subject 
to availability. Car parking: £10

Show information

2015 MOTORCYCLE LIVE

MCN 4D10, Hall 4
Come and meet the team, 
grab a goodie bag, and all the 
latest, best-informed, bike 
news from the world’s largest 
motorcycling publication.

November 28  

to December 6
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Racers & VIPs at the show
See the Motorcycle Live
website for a full diary of
stars visiting the show.

APRILIA 2E20, Hall 2
See all the new Aprilias, 
including their exotic track-
dominating RSV4 RF.

ARIEL 4B10, Hall 4
Marvel at some of the 
finest hand-crafted British 
bikes you can buy.

BIMOTA 4F15, Hall 4
The most exitic of the 
Italian houses - get ready 
to wish you were richer.

BMW 3G20, Hall 3
More stunning new BMWs, 
including the new G310R 
and R nineT Scrambler.

CCM 4C10, Hall 4
Get up close to lightweight 
adventure – the GP450.

DUCATI 2C10, Hall 2
A glut of new bikes to 
tickle your fancy. From 959 
Panigale to the XDiavel.

FANTIC 3D20, Hall 3
Fantic are finally back in 

the UK, with a range of 
Enduro and SM bikes.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 
2C20, Hall 2
If you’re keen on icons, they 
don’t get much bigger. 

HERALD MOTOR CO 
3F25, Hall 3
If you’re after afforable, 
characterful bike, HMC is a 
great place to start. 

HONDA 3B20/30, Hall 3 
See the new CB and NC 
ranges, plus Africa Twin.

INDIAN 3D10, Hall 3
See the MCN award-
winning Scout, and their 
whole heritage range.

KAWASAKI  
4B20, Hall 4
The stunning new ZX-10R 
makes its UK debut.

Krazy Horse  
2D20, Hall 2
Avinton, Paton, Zaeta, Zero 

and Absolute Chopper – all 
in one special place.

KTM 3G15, Hall 3
KTM debut the 1290 Super 
Duke GT and 690 Duke.

KUBERG 4E20, Hall 4
Make your kids’ electric 
dreams come true.

LEXMOTO 4B30, Hall 4
Get a good look at some of 
the UKs best-selling bikes.

METISSE 3F05, Hall 3a
Desert Racer, CR750, 
Street Scrambler? 
Stunning Brit-built metal.

MOTO GUZZI  
2E20, Hall 2
From A2 licence-friendly 
bikes with style to 
enormous mad cruisers.

MOTORINI 3D20, Hall 3
Highly affordable Italian 
scoots from just £1199!

MV AGUSTA 2A20, 
Hall 2
Italian exotica legends MV 
are back in the UK in a big 
way, with 19 models.

NORTON 2B20, Hall 2
See the new Commando II, 
and stunning Domiracer.

PEUGEOT SCOOTERS 
3B10, Hall 3
Europe’s biggest selling 
scooters storm the NEC.

PIAGGIO 2E20, Hall 4
Urban mobility comes to 
the show, including the 
three-wheeled MP3.

QUADRO 3D20, Hall 3
Fancy a funky three or 
four-wheeled scooter? 

ROYAL ENFIELD  
3G10 Hall 3
The old British Indian brand 
with new British roots. 

SFM BIKES 3B10, Hall 3 
Tough urban 125s return 
with the ZX125 and ZZ125.

SUZUKI 4D20, Hall 4
See the new GSX-R1000, 
and an original 750 rebuilt.

TRIUMPH 3E20, Hall 3a
The stunning new classic 
range makes its debut, 
plus Tiger Explorer, Speed 

Triple, and more.

URAL 2E10, Hall 2
It doesn’t get cooler than 
this old-school outfit. 

VESPA 2E20 Hall 2
The scooter that has 
set the style trend for 
generations of riders.

VICTORY 3D10, Hall 3
American performance 
roars into the UK. 

WATSONIAN SQUIRE 
2E10, Hall 2
If you need a sidecar outfit, 
they’re the people to see.

YAMAHA  
2B30, 2A25, Hall 2
The wild new MT-10 
arrives, plus the new 
XSR900, and more. 

ZERO 2A10, Hall 2
Purveyors of fine electric 
motorcycles, are you ready 
to ditch petrol yet?

ZONTES 3D20, Hall 3
Cracking small capacity 
bikes for the cost 
conscious urban rider.

SATURDAY, 

NOVEMBER 28

Jonathan Rea
Josh Brookes

Tai Woffinden
Leon Haslam
Maverick Vinales
Shakey Byrne
James Ellison
Rory Skinner
John McGuinness
Michael Dunlop

Michael Rutter
Ben and Tom Birchall
Matt Roberts
James Hayden
Taylor Mackenzie
John Reynolds
Scott Redding
Niall Mackenzie
Taz Mackenzie
Adam Roynon

Martin Knuckey

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29 

Johann Zarco
James Ellison
Rory Skinner
John McGuinness
Michael Dunlop
Michael Rutter
Dean Harrison

Daniel Cooper
Michael van der Mark
Dan Kneen
Taylor Mackenzie
Niall Mackenzie
Taz Mackenzie
James Sarjeant
Aaron ‘Spud’ Summers
Adam Roynon
Martin Knuckey



Come alive at Motorcycle Live 2015
FMX Live, Hall 4 
F r e e s t y l e
Motocross
m a k e s a
huge return
to Motorcycle Live as the godfathers
of craziness ramp-up for what’s set
to be the largest, loudest and most
insane spectacle ever to hit the UK’s
biggest bike show.

Presented by Arenacross Tour
(www.arenacrossuk.com), riders
from across the globe will be taking
part in a whopping 32 shows of in-
tensely choreographed action, packed
full of lights, lasers and LEDs – all
fixed to a heart-pumping soundtrack.
Tickets are £5 per adult and available
to purchase at the Box Office in Hall
4. Children aged 16 and under go free.
Show times – Monday to Thursday:
12:00, 14:00, 15:30. Friday, Saturday
& Sunday: 11:00, 12:30, 14:30 & 16:00.

Lee Bowers Stunt 
Display, Hall 4
A s we l l a s
t hei r m a i n
stand show-
casing the full
model range,
Lee Bowers,
K a w a s a k i -
sponsored stunt rider extraordi-
naire, will be performing three free
displays every day for the duration
of the whole show.

Lee’s repertoire includes burnouts,
drifting, wheelies, stoppies and ac-
robatics. You’ll be amazed at some of 
the things he does on a bike. 

British Eurosport
Entertainment Zone and
BlackhorseStage, Hall 3/3A
T he Br it i sh
E u r o s p o r t
Entertainment
Zone featuring
the Black Horse
Stage will once again occupy the heart
of Motorcycle Live with hosts Steve
Parrish and James Whitham keeping
the crowd entertained with non-stop
games, quizzes, and chat shows.

Each day there will be a whole host
of riders and celebrities from BSB,
WSB, MotoGP, Speedway and the Isle
of Man TT appearing on the stage.

This year, the fun will begin one
hour earlier on Friday, Saturday(s)
and Sunday(s) meaning more inter-
views, more celebrities, more games 
and more prizes!

Custom Xtreme – sup-
ported by Back Street
Heroes & Streetfighters,
Hall 2
The Custom Feature
supported by Back
Street Heroes and
Streetfighters will
make a very welcome return with
its collection of weird and wonder-
ful machinery. This showcase is 

dedicated to the work of the UK’s most
highly talented and ingenious builders
– professional and amateur alike – all of
whom remain consistently passionate
about fusing exquisite engineering and
absolute art into a single motorcycle. 

The Nick Sanders 
Story, Hall 3
Following his
retu rn from
leading 23 rid-
ers from Key
West in Flori-
da to Prudhoe
Bay, Alaska and
back – 14,000 miles in five weeks –
Nick settled down at home in Wales
to edit an 80-minute autobiographi-
cal film. The Nick Sanders Story –
Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Man
will be premiered at Motorcycle Live.

Classic Feature – support-
ed by The National Motor-
cycle Museum, Hall 4
The Classic
Feature gets
a revamp this
year thanks to help from The National
Motorcycle Museum, which is situ-
ated right next door to the NEC and
houses over 1000 machines from 171
British manufacturers spanning three
centuries.

A selection of this incredible inven-
tory will be on display at Motorcycle
Live, including the earliest pioneer
machines dating from the late 1800s
through to unique prototypes and
iconic race machines.

Get On, Hall 2
The industry-backed
Get On campaign will be
offering free 20-minute
taster sessions on a 125cc scooter or
motorcycle in a private, indoor area
with expert tuition from fully trained
instructors. For more information
about Get On visit www.geton.co.uk. 

The Yamaha AMCA MX 
Experience, Hall 2
If you’re keen to swap
the tarmac for the dirt,
the Yamaha AMCA MX
Experience offers you
the chance to do just that on a specially
designed indoor motocross track on
the latest Yamaha off-road machines.

This new free feature offers you a safe
and structured environment to have a
go. The skilled team of instructors will
provide you with an experience you’ll
never forget and cater for all levels of
ability, from those who have just the
basics of clutch control through to
experienced road riders.

Test Ride Zone, Hall 3A 
The Test Ride
Zone retu r n s
thanks to Shoei,
Sidi and Spada,
with a great line-
up of bikes from the leading manufac-
turers for you to try out on the road.

Along with a free ride, all Shoei, Sidi
and Spada safety equipment will be
provided by an experienced product
technician, so if you’ve travelled to
the show by train or car, you’re still

able ride. You’ll get a full briefing be-
fore you pick up your bike and take to
the roads accompanied by out-riders.
You’ll get a real feel for your chosen
bike, then get the chance to wander
to the manufacturer’s stand to find out
more information. The booking desk
is located in Hall 3A. You must be over
the age of 21, hold a full UK motorcycle
licence and bring both parts of this
with you for verification.

ACU Try Trials, Hall 4
ACU Try Trials fea-
ture, in conjunc-
tion with BUMPY
(Bi rsta l l Urba n
Motorcycle Project
for Youth), will be offering the chance
to try out the impressive sport of tri-
als in a free 15-minute taster session.
Participants will receive direction
from an ACU-certified instructor to
help them get to grips with the basics.

You must be over 16 years of age (if
under 18, you must have a parent or
legal guardian with you to sign you on)
and have a valid motorcycle licence or 
ACU competition licence.

Kuberg MX Experience,
presented by MCF, Hall 4
Kuberg will be offering
youngsters the chance to
experience the thrill of
motocross first hand. Kids
aged two to teenage will be
able to have a go around the off-road
track and learn to ride Kuberg’s ma-
chines with experienced instructors
in a safe environment. Full riding kit

SO MUCH TO SEE AND DO
is supplied. Book your slot in Hall 4
on a first come, first served basis.

Honda My First
Licence, Hall 3
Younger visi-
tors to the Honda
stand will be able
to get their first taste of riding and
experience just what it’s like to get on
a Honda motorcycle with the unique
‘My First Licence’ feature.

Children between the ages of five
and 11 can take a supervised ride
around a specially constructed street
scene, and discover the fun of two
wheels, whilst also learning about
road safety and awareness. It’s the
perfect introduction to motorcycling
and the start of the journey for any
budding young rider.

Full riding kit is supplied. Par-
ticipation is subject to availability.

Kiddimoto Children’s 
Fun Track, Hall 2
The Kiddimoto
Children’s Fun
Track a l lows
youngsters aged 2-12 the chance to
try a Kiddimoto balance bike around
a safe, inflatable track.

An experienced instructor will give
children basic guidance on how to
safely use the track and the bike, and
if the youngsters are a little reserved
in trying this alone then parents are
welcome to hop in and guide their 
budding biker around.

Yamaha Dark Side 
MT Tour, Hall 2
The Dark Side MT Tour
will make its final
stop of the season at
Motorcycle Live. The
giant MT Tour truck
will be situated right next to the main
Yamaha stand.

The fleet of MT-09 Tracers, MT-09
and MT-07 demo bikes will be avail-
able for riders to enjoy in escorted test
rides. Bookings for the test rides can
only be made on the MT Tour truck
on the day, so make your way to the
Yamaha stand in Hall 2 on arrival and
secure a slot as places are limited.

Participation is subject to availabil-
ity. All safety equipment is provided
and you must be over the age of 21,
hold a full UK motorcycle licence
and bring both parts for verification.

BMW GS Trophy
Experience, Hall 3A
The GS Trophy
Experience will
add a touch of
adventure and
excitement to
Motorcycle Live,
giving visitors a chance to learn and
try some of the handling techniques
taught at Simon Pavey’s world-
famous BMW Off-Road Skills School 
using BMW GS motorcycles.

By bike or car
Situated eight miles east of

Birmingham city centre, the NEC

is at the hub of the UK motorway

network. Visitors can travel to the

NEC site from the M1, M5, M6, M6

Toll, M40 and M42.

The NEC is signposted from

motorways and major roads and

is marked on most good maps.

If you are travelling by car, we

recommend that you allow plenty

of time for your journey.

If you are using a satnav system

please use the postcode B40 1NT

– but be aware that this will get

you to the NEC, not direct you into

the bike park itself, which will be

clearly signposted on the way into 

the venue.

Parking
Secure indoor bike parking is

provided by Motorcycle Live

and is free of charge (subject

to availability). The bike park

includes a storage facility for kit,

and will open one hour before 

Getting to Motorcycle Live

the show starts and close an hour

afterwards.

Car parking costs £12.00 on the

day or £10.00 in advance – this is a

charge implemented by the NEC, not 

by Motorcycle Live.

Arrive by train
The NEC is situated adjacent to

Birmingham International rail 

station. If you are travelling by

train to the NEC you can actually

reach Motorcycle Live without even 

having to step outside!

For further information on

travelling by train to Birmingham

International station, please

contact National Rail enquiries on

03457 484950, or visit the National

Rail website (nationalrail.co.uk).
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CRF1000L
Africa Twin
94bhp | 72ftlb | 228kg

I
t’s finally here – the all-new
CRF1000L Africa Twin. This
is a completely new machine
and uses a new 998cc parallel-
twin engine, twin-spar cast
aluminium chassis, spoked

21in front and 18in rear wheels,
the option of Honda’s Dual Clutch
Transmission (DCT), switchable ABS,
and multiple-mode traction control
that also has an off-road setting.

While some may grumble about the
fact the bike is missing the trademark
V-twin seen first in the 650 and then
latterly the 750 versions of the original,
Honda have undoubtedly chosen the
design for the packaging advantages it
offers over a Vee configuration. Paral-
lel-twin engines are great for off-road
style bikes as they are canted forward
in the chassis allowing the space be-
hind and above the cylinder bank for
the airbox, fuel tank and electronics.

At the heart of the bike is the all-
new 998cc water-cooled, parallel-

HONDA
twin producing 93.87bhp peak power
and 72.3ftlb of torque. The engine is
slotted into an aluminium twin-spar
chassis, which owes much in terms of
design to those seen on the Honda’s
Rally competition machines. While
the front end of the chassis is similar
to that of the motocross bikes, the rear
section is a steel subframe which al-
lows heavy loads to be taken, and can
be unbolted and replaced in the event
of an off-road crash.

The engine uses a four-valve Unicam
head design to keep the engine as physi-
cally compact as possible, a lightweight
camshaft design which uses the same
material as the CBR1000RR Fireblade,
plus twin-spark heads and 270° firing
order to give the parallel-twin a more
characterful power delivery, as well
as suiting off-roading by producing
better rear wheel traction.

The Africa Twin also gets a slipper
clutch to smooth out deceleration and
downshifts. The DCT gearbox version
has also undergone a serious overhaul
to make it fully fit for on and off-road
duties. Prices for the standard model
are expected to start at around £9000,
with the top-of-the-range DCT version 
likely to cost around £12,000. 

CB500X
46.9bhp | 31.7ftlb | 196kg

Meanwhile the CB500X adventure-
styled version gets improved wind
protection and a taller screen. It also
shares its siblings’ additions of a larger
fuel tank, LED lighting, front fork
with adjustable spring preload, and 
adjustable brake lever. 

CB500F
46.9bhp | 31.7ftlb | 192kg

The CB500F street bike gets a
harder-edged more stripped
down look for 2016. It also gets a
larger fuel tank, LED lighting,
front fork with adjustable spring
preload, new exhaust and adjustable 
brake lever. 

NC750S
54bhp | 50ftlb | 217kg

The street-focused NC750S gets LCD
instruments with personalised colour
options, plus two Special Edition two-
tone paint editions. The Dual Clutch
Transmission version gets the same
mode upgrades, as does the exhaust 
music. 

CBR500R
46.9bhp | 31.7ftlb | 194kg

The CBR500R is sporting an
aggressive new look, with LED lighting,
larger fuel tank, adjustable front fork
and a newly designed exhaust that both
realigns the weight balance for better
mass-centralisation, and gives a bit 
more bark, too. 

NC750X
54bhp | 50ftlb | 220kg

Tougher looks, LED lighting, revised
fork damping, an expanded storage
compartment, plus LCD instruments
with personalised colour options.
The Dual Clutch Transmission
version receives 3-level S modes,
plus MT and AT riding modes. 
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Ongar Motorcycles
Ongar Motorcycles, Unit 1, Oak Industrial Park,

Chelmsford Road, Great Dunmow, Essex CM6 1XN Tel: 01371 875252

www.ongar-motorcycles.co.uk Opening Hours: Tues-Sat 9.00-6.00

STAND 3B20/30 HALL 3
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INDIAN POLARIS

ZX-10R
207bhp | 84ftlb | 206kg (est)

Scout Sixty
78bhp | 69.5ftlb | 246kg

Slingshot
173bhp | 167ftlb | 786kg

T
here’s an all-new ZX-10R for
2016, and while outwardly it
may look pretty similar to the
old model, there’s a mass of

changes to the engine, chassis, fair-
ing, electronics, brakes and exhaust.

The engine gets a completely new
cylinderhead and crank that has lost
20% of its mass, allowing the ZX-10R
to spin-up faster thanks to less inertia,
leading to stronger acceleration, faster
deceleration and a cut in the gyroscopic
effect that will help with cornering.

The new cylinderhead features

redesigned intake and exit ports, larger
diameter exhaust valves with all valves
now made from titanium, larger coolant
passageways, and revised cam profiles
for great valve overlap. The pistons are
shorter and lighter, and the airbox is
now two litres larger.

The chassis changes aren’t as exten-
sive as the engine’s, but the head tube
mounting is now 7.5mm nearer the
rider and helps to place more weight
over the front wheel for better stabil-
ity and turn in. It also gets the latest
electronics based around the Bosch
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
which calculates its assistance based
on lean, pitch and yaw, plus accelera-

tion and braking. Then there’s Sport-
Kawasaki TRaction Control (S-KTRC),
KawasakiLaunchControlMode(KLCM),
Kawasaki Intelligent anti-lock Brake
System (KIBS), Kawasaki Quick Shifter
(KQS), Kawasaki Engine Brake Control
(KEBC), an Öhlins electronic steering
damper and a new power mode selec-
tion to keep it all rubber side down.

There’s also a Winter Testing edition,
which gets the team’s svelte black and
white testing livery, including the KRT
Snowflake logo and Japanese kanji
‘fuyu’ character, which means ‘Winter’.
The special edition model also comes
with a road-legal Akrapovic silencer 
as standard.

If it looks familiar that’s
because Kawasaki has

focused its energy on
engineering over
cosmetic tweaks

The closest to a factory
superbike yet from Kawasaki

Now for something completely differentNew Scout comes in red, white or black

207bhp | 120ftlb | 268kg

The standard ZZR1400 gets new
ECU settings and new instrument
cluster for 2016, while the
Performance Sport model also
gets Brembo M50 monobloc
calipers, Brembo radial master
cylinder, Öhlins’ TTX39 rear
shock, and Akrapovic silencers.

140bhp | 82ftlb | 221kg

The Z1000 and Z800 get Sugomi
Editions for 2016. This means
burgundy anodising to the fork
legs, and the same colour finding
its way onto the rear seat cowl,
nose cowl, tank top cover and
wheel rim tape, plus a carbon
Akrapovic exhaust end can. 

STAND 4B20 HALL4

STAND 3D10 HALL3

ZZR1400
Performance 
Sport

Z1000
Sugomi

The new Indian Scout has been a
great success, and 2016 sees the
release of a second version, the
Scout Sixty. The headline change
is a reduction in engine capacity 

Is it a car? Is it a bike? No, it’s a trike
sort of a thing with side-by-side seating
for two and a steering wheel instead of
bars. Think Morgan with Tron styling, 
and you’re pretty much there.

to 999cc, which equates to 60ci in
American language – hence the name.

With a dry weight of 246kg and a
decent 78bhp and 69.5ftlb of torque
on tap, the Sixty is aimed at those
with short pockets, with a UK price
of £8999, compared to the Scout’s
£10,499. The 642mm seat height
will attract the short of leg, too, while
there’s a catalogue of accessories big
enough to crack the tarmac, allowing 
endless personalisation.

STAND 3D10 HALL3
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Faster Sons 60th Anniversary editions

Born from the heritage of the iconic XS650 and
innovative XS850, the new XSR700 and XSR900 
showcase tomorrow's technology.
With cutting edge 2-cylinder and 3-cylinder engines 
matched with Yamaha’s crossplane philosophy
design, their linear torque gives outstanding
acceleration to two motorcycles that embody
the joy of riding. Timeless styling provides the
inishing touch of uniqueness to these performance
motorcycles: retro with high-tech made for tomorrow.

Yamaha XSR700 and XSR900 60th Anniversary.
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1290 Super 
Duke GT
173bhp | 106ftlb | 228kg

KTM
STAND 3G15 HALL3A

T
his 173bhp 1301cc V-twin 1290
Super Duke GT is new for 2016.

The bike packs a retuned ver-
sion of the 1301cc V-twin seen

first in the naked 1290 Super Duke, and
much of the rest has been modified for
increased comfort and range to suit the
bike’s touring ambitions.

The fairing and adjustable screen
have been designed to keep most of
the windblast away from the rider,

the subframe has been specifically
strengthened to work with the tailor-
made hard panniers, and the fuel tank
has been enlarged to 23 litres.

Three riding modes of Comfort,
Street and Sport are available, and
cornering-ABS comes as standard,
along with semi-active WP suspension,
Brembo radially-mounted calipers,
cruise control, a quickshifter, tyre
pressure monitoring system, heated
grips and LED cornering lights. In
addition to the standard equipment is
optional Hill Hold Control which elec-
tronically holds the bike stationary on
a hill start, and Motor Slip Regulation 

(MSR) which allows the rider to adjust
the engine braking.

The semi-active suspension has been
designed by WP and works in the same
way as the 1290 Super Adventure’s, with
the system’s brain working to maintain
constant damping control according
to the mode selected, rider inputs and
the road surface. The information the
system needs to work is relayed from
front wheel sensors as well as a series
of accelerometers. A range of KTM
accessory luggage and tuning options
will also be made available to increase
not only touring practicality but also
performance.

Prepare for some
extreme touring

KTM-style

961 Commando II
79bhp | 66ftlb | 188kg

Five years after we were first treated 
a new Commando from re-born
Norton, the firm have released a
MkII. While the new bike appears very
familiar, there is actually a whole
selection of changes – particularly
compared to the original 2010 MkI.
Those include new colours, a new
saddle, upgrades to the brakes and
exhaust plus a variety of drivetrain
improvements.

The MkII has die (rather than sand)
cast crankcases etc; Nikasil (rather
than steel)-lined cylinders and an
uprated crankshaft plus an updated
gearbox, with new bevel-cut gears to
improve shifting and reliability. The 

engine is available with black-finished
barrels and/or head. The 961 SF and
Café Racer variants have always been
fitted with top-notch suspension and
brakes. These versions now feature
the latest radially-mounted Brembo
Monoblocs, finished in graphite,
compared to the gold two-piece radial 
Brembos on earlier machines.

A new headlamp unit is used
across all three models. It has a more
pronounced bowl shape than before
and is now all-black. It’s the same
diameter as before though to allow
fitment of the optional fly screen.
Another subtle change is the switch to
a new, domed steering head top nut.

STAND 2B20 HALL2

NORTON
Buy into some British biking heritage

Sleek tail and quality Öhlins shocks

73bhp | 54.5ftlb | 690cc

KTM have given their 690 Duke
its first major engineering
makeover since 2012. It now
comes with cornering ABS, a new
TFT dash, re-profiled seat and
LED rear light. The engine now
makes 73bhp and gets an extra 
balancer shaft.

73bhp | 54.5ftlb | 690cc

The 690 Duke R gets all the same
electronic and engineering
changes as the base model, but is 
distinguishable as the R by its
Akrapovic exhaust, and
R-trademark orange painted 
frame and wheels. 

690 Duke

690 Duke R
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PREMIER BIKES OXFORD. Park Road, Didcot OX11 8QW

» 01235 519195

»www.premierbikes.com

1190 with 0% APR 

Finance subject to status. Retail sales only. Terms and conditions apply.
Applicants must be 18 or over. Guarantees/Indemnities may be required.
Finance provided by KTM Finance 3 Princess Way, Redhill, Surrey RH1 1SR 

Representative example

Cash price ........£13,999.00
50% Deposit.......£6,999.50
Total amount
of credit..............£6,999.50

24 Monthly
payments of ..........£291.64
Total amount
payable  ............£13,999.00

 0% APR 

Mean and moody V9
Bobber with its fat-

tyred 16in front wheel

The new V9 Roamer
model pumps out a 
handy 55bhp

STAND 2A20 
HALL2

MV
AGUSTA
There’s a new Brutale 800 for 2016,
and MV say it’s their “most beautiful
ever”. The headlamp is now full
LED, the seating is redesigned with
concealed passenger handles, and
the rear light and indicators also get
the LED treatment. The dash has
changed, there are new handlebars
and the engine has been reworked
to be Euro4 compliant. Power has
been pushed to 116bhp, and the
torque gets a 25% boost to 61.2ftlb,
90% of which is available at just
3800rpm while electronic assists
include a bi-directional quickshifter.

Meanwhile, the F3, Turismo
Veloce, Dragster, Stradale and
Rivale all get new black paint
finishes on their engines, the Rivale
gets a bigger fuel tank (16l), and
there’s a special edition Dragster RR
LH44 which pays homage to Lewis
Hamilton – who drives cars quite 
fast, apparently. MOTO GUZZI

Moto Guzzi have revealed an all-new
range of V9 853cc V-twins called the
V9 Roamer and Bobber which feature
new engines to fill-in the mid-point
between the smaller V7 and the much
larger 1400cc California cruisers.

The V9 Roamer is the more tradi-
tional of the two, and heralded as the
modern replacement for the famous
Moto Guzzi Nevada. The Nevada was
known for the rider-friendly nature
of the riding experience and the V9
Roamer aims to carry on this tradition.

Pushing out a perfectly useable

55bhp, the new V9 develops a smooth
but grunty peak of 45.7ftlb torque at
just 3000rpm which should enable
both models to thump along with ease.
Both also have ABS, switchable trac-
tion control and a USB charging port as
standard, while they both feature a new
circular dash, and all-new suspension.

The V9 Bobber is an altogether darker
design and has a striking look thanks
to the huge tyres fitted to the 16-inch
spoked front and rear wheels, blacked
out engine and chassis parts.

Both will have accessories available
in order to integrate modern innova-
tions and to personalise the bikes too,
such as the firm’s MG-MP multimedia
platform which allows the bike to con-
nect to rider’s smartphone. 

V9 Bobber
and Roamer
55bhp | 45.7ftlb | 200kg

Meet the most beautiful Brutale yet

Lewis Hamilton special Dragster RR

Brutale 800
116bhp | 61.2ftlb | 175kg (dry)

Targeting the scrambler zeitgeist, the
new Stornello marries the V7 II’s 744cc
V-twin engine and chassis with higher
handlebars, long flat seat, knobbly
tyres and a high-level Arrow exhaust,
and alumninium mudguards, footpegs 
and injector bodies.

If Batman wanted a new bike, the new
MGX-21 would be it. Based on the
California, designer Miguel Galluzzi
has turned it into a crazed bagger with
lashings of carbon fibre on the engine
covers, bodywork and more. Nuts.

V7 II Stornello
47bhp | 43.9ftlb | 186kg

MGX21 Flying 
Fortress
95bhp | 88.5ftlb | 320kg (est)
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(71bhp), Euro4 compliance, and
an impressive (claimed) 73.5mpg.
It’s also shed 8kg, and gets ‘low
rpm assist’ to help riders pull away
without stalling. The seat is narrow
and 785mm tall – while it also gets a
superbly neat new all-digital dash.

SUZUKI
GSX-R1000
200bhp | 82ftlb | 200kg (est)

SV650
71bhp | 47.2ftlb | 197kg

STAND 4D20 HALL 4

S
uzuki are claiming that their
new GSX-R1000 L7, will be the
lightest, most powerful and best
handling GSX-R yet.

This sixth generation GSX-R1000
is also the highest spec’d ever, and
while Suzuki say this is a concept bike
at this stage, we believe it’ll arrive in
dealers in 2016.

Key to the new bike’s positioning
will be its price, and Suzuki say they
are fully committed to making the
GSX-R affordable, which points to the
top-spec GSX-R arriving at around
£13,000, while a lower-spec version
could cost as little as £11,500.

Variable Valve Timing
The biggest headline is the introduc-
tion of variable valve timing to the all-
new engine – a first for a production
superbike. Steel balls are positioned in
grooves in the intake cam sprocket and
adjacent guide plate, which are then
moved outward by centrifugal force.
That means they stack in different
grooves at low and high rpm, rotating
the intake cam at high rpm, retard-
ing intake cam timing. The result is
optimised valve timing at all rpm,
benefiting high, mid and low-rpm
responsiveness, power, and torque.

It also gets the GP bike’s Suzuki
Racing Finger valve train follower
rocker arm to improve valve control
and allow higher rpm, while Suzuki 

Exhaust Tuning-Alpha (SET-A) and
Suzuki Top Feed Injector (S-TFI) sys-
tems combine to make what Suzuki
call their Broad Power System. This
was the ethos behind the GP bike, and
the result is strong, linear acceleration 
throughout the rev range.

Electronic assistance
Ride by wire electronic throttle bod-
ies, a 10-level Traction Control System,
S-DMS (Suzuki Drive Mode Selector),
Electronically controlled ABS, a quick-
shifter and launch control add up to a
decent raft of electronic assistance. It
also gets an autoblipper, allowing the
rider to shift both ways through the
’box without using the clutch.

Suspension shock
Many will be surprised that there’s
no electronic semi-active suspen-

sion, with Suzuki choosing to go with
Showa’s Balance Free Front fork – a
race-developed unit capable of coping
with a far wider range of surfaces and
conditions than a conventional fork,
boasting full adjustability – and no
wires. This will be one of the casualties
on the cheaper model, which appears
to get a more conventional Showa fork.

The latest version of Showa’s Bal-
ance Free Rear Cushion (BFRC) shock
takes care of the back end, the fully-
adjustable unit being lighter and more
efficient than previous versions, and
super-compact.

The new bike is more compact,
sharper, and lighter, while Suzuki
say it’s also dramatically more aero-
dynamic. This is all complemented by
fully-LED lighting and indicators (both
missing from the cheap version), and 
an all-new full LED dash. 

The SV is back, boasting a claimed
140 parts and component changes
to the chassis and 645cc DOHC
90° V-twin, resulting in more power 

The VanVan gets a 74cc capacity
boost for its air/oil-cooled, fuel
injected single to create a new 200
that sits alongside the 125. The
rest of the bike remains essentially
unchanged, including the relatively 
low 770mm seat height. 

VanVan 200
199cc | 770mm seat | 128kg

Welcome return for
the easy-going SV

Top spec GSX-R gets Showa’s flashy fork

Big VanVan set
for funky fun

This GSX-R1000 is the
cheaper version, but

it still looks impressive 
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NEC REAL DEALS!
STAND 3G35 OPPOSITE BMW

SHOP ONLINE:

www.alphamotorcycles.co.uk
SALES HOTLINE: CLOTHING HOTLINE:

FAST MAIL ORDER

ASSURED DEALER

NOW £99.99

SIVE
INGS

LADIES TRACK

PANTS WAS £330

FEW ONLY

£99.00

SHOW
SPECIAL OFFER!

All new version gets an 1199cc liquid-
cooled parallel twin thrusting out a
chunky 81ftlb torque, new chassis
with revised geometry, and completely
revised styling. A range of styling kits 
are also available.

A new model in the classic line-up
and the only bike in the range to use
the new 899cc liquid-cooled parallel-
twin. A range of ‘inspiration kits’
delivers pre-styled custom editions.

Top-spec version of the Thruxton gets
twin Öhlins shocks at the rear, a beefy
Showa Big Piston Fork, and Brembo
monobloc calipers and Pirelli Diablo
Rosso tyres. Triumph have a huge
range of accessories to go with it.

The ever-popular 1050 gets a serious
makeover, with 104 engine changes
alone. The new S gets a hike in power
and torque, 10% fuel efficiency boost,
ride-by-wire throttle, and rider modes. 

The R benefits from a few flashes
of carbon, an Öhlins NIX30 inverted
fork and TTX36 RSU shock, plus
billet handlebar clamps, risers, and 
swingarm pivot covers.

Rekindles the T120 designation first
used in 1959, and gets the new 1199cc
engine, all-new chassis, and period-
style Pirelli Phantom tyres.

Thruxton
£10,495 (est) | 81ftlb | 1199cc

Street Twin
£7995 (est) | 59ftlb | 899cc

Thruxton R
£11,995 (est) | 81ftlb | 1199cc

Speed Triple S
£7995 (est) | 59ftlb | 899cc

Speed Triple R
£11,499 (est) | TBCftlb | 1050cc

T120
Bonneville
£9899 (est) | 77ftlb | 1199cc

TRIUMPH
Tiger Explorer XC & XR
TBCbhp | TBCftlb | 1215cc

STAND 3E20 HALL 3A

Triumph have given the
Tiger Explorer family a major
refresh and expanded the
range to six bikes with two
model variants called XR and
XC to follow the pattern set by
the smaller 800cc Tiger.

Many of the changes are
common across the whole six-
bike range but Triumph have
attempted to split the bikes
into those that are completely
road orientated (XR) and those
that offer more off-road abil-
ity (XC). The road-focused
models are the XR, XRx and
XRt and the more off-road
capable machines are dubbed
XC, XCx and XCa.

All the Tiger Explorers share
the same 1215cc inline triple
engine and shaft drive.

The two entry-level models
in each range the XR and XC

come with adjustable WP sus-
pension. The other four have
Triumph Semi Active Suspen-
sion (TSAS) which allows
the rider to electronically
control the adjustment of
the front and rear damping,
and automatically adapts the
rear shock preload to match
the surface.

The ABS has also been up-
dated, with the entry-level
bikes getting switchable ABS
and traction control, while
the others are fitted with more
advanced cornering ABS and
traction control.

Additionally there is now
the option of a Hill Hold Con-
trol (HHC), which holds the
brakes on to steady the bike
for a hill start – handy on a
big adventure bike on uneven 
surfaces.

Triumph’s Tiger Explorer
range is bigger and

better than ever
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MT-10
165bhp | 75ftlb | 199kg (est)

Y
amaha proudly proclaim that
the new MT-10 is the “most
remarkable naked bike to
be developed by Yamaha so
far”, and there’s no doubt-
ing the stripped-back R1’s

aggressive impact goes far beyond any
previous Yamaha street bike.

Based heavily on the YZF-R1S – the
American-market budget-orientated
version of the UK’s fully-blown R1 –
the MT gets the same main chassis,
swingarm, suspension, electronics
package (minus the IMU), wheels and
basic engine architecture – retuned
for more mid-range responsiveness.

With the fairings stripped away it
takes on a menacing stance, further
heightened by the wide bars, mantis-
like face, and minimalist new tail unit.
Add in a liberal dose of Dark Side gothic
colours offset by flashes of gaudy fluro
yellow, blue, or just the vaguest sniff
of red, and it all makes for a brutish
offering.

The 998cc CP4 motor is at the heart
of the R1 range, but gets some signifi-
cant changes for the MT-10 to boost
mid range torque, including: newly

designed intake, exhaust and fuelling
systems, as well as an optimised crank
balance, and the R1S’ steel conrods
(instead of titanium). No power fig-
ures have been released, but we expect
165-170bhp, and an assist and slipper
clutch, too.

Yamaha’s D-MODE offers the rid-
er a choice of three riding modes.
‘Standard’ Mode gives a smooth engine
character throughout the rev range,
‘A’ Mode is essentially full-fat mode,
while ‘B’ Mode softens everything
off – ideal for rainy days and slippery
urban streets.

Three-mode switchable traction
control comes as standard. When any
slippage in the rear tyre is detected, the
YCC-T automatically controls throttle
opening, ignition timing and fuel injec-
tion volume to restore traction. Level
1 offers the least intervention, level 2
is for normal street riding, and level 3
is intended for low-grip conditions.

The Ten gets a full LCD dash, which
is rather less snazzy than the R1’s.
The readout includes speedometer,
tachometer, fuel gauge, odometer,
gear position indicator, mode infor-
mation, and much more. There’s also
a programmable shift light, and all the
usual idiot lights. This could be one the 
hottest bikes of 2016.

2015 MOTORCYCLE LIVE

XSR700
74bhp | 50ftlb | 186kg

Yamaha have already launched
their XSR700, a middleweight retro,
with all the riding enjoyment and
affordability that made its donor
MT-07 MCN’s naked middleweight
of the year in 2015. A fantastically 
stylish do-it-all retro roadster.

MT-03
42bhp | 21.8ftlb | 168kg

The latest family member in the MT
line-up takes the YZF-R3’s 321cc
four-stroke. four-valve parallel-twin,
chassis, suspension and wheels
from the YZF-R3, and takes all its
clothes off, while offering 780mm
perch from which to see the world. 

MT-09
113bhp | 64.5ftlb | 191kg

The class-busting MT-09 gets the
three-level traction control system
from the MT-09 Tracer for 2016,
as well as a series of new colours
that include the bold Night Fluro
scheme seen on the new MT-10, 
and Lava Red. 

YZF-R1
Anniversary 
Edition
197bhp | 83ftlb | 199kg

This 60th Anniversary special gets
Kenny Roberts graphics, and a
lightweight titanium Akrapovic slip-
on muffler. It’s £15,749.
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SEE THESE BIKES AT

XSR900
113bhp | 64.5ftlb | 195kg

T
he XSR900 sits alongside its
recently launched smaller sta-
blemate – the XSR700 – within
Yamaha’s burgeoning Sport

Heritage range. Powered by the firm’s
CP3 motor from the MT-09, the new
XSR blends all the latest tech and

hardware with retro roadster styling.
There’s plenty of good old-fashioned

metal to poke at, too. The tank covers,
mudguards, side covers and headlamp
stays all eschew plastic in favour of
aluminium, while the stitched seat
and dinky round rear light continue
the bespoke feeling.

The 900 manages to overcome some
of the awkward moments on the smaller 

XSR. The conspicuous radiator is now
black, as are the exhaust system and
engine, helping to give it a more uni-
fied identity, and much cleaner look.

The XSR takes all of the technology
from the MT-09. The 847cc inline triple
comes over in all its raspy and aggres-
sive glory, complete with a slipper
clutch, ABS, 3-mode traction control 
and rider modes.

STAND 2B30 & 2A25 HALL 2
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MCN Carole Nash photo
competition winner to be
crowned at Motorcycle Live

Moto Foto finalists revealed

Daren Hardy ‘Taken at Goodwood FOS, this picture sums up why I love
bikes. It encompasses diversity, skill, power and excitement all in one shot.’

Jack Cox ‘My friend negotiating the cliffs and lethal mountain roads of 
Nepal on two wheels. The shot was taken in 2014.’

Ian Towle ‘Sidecarcross gets you closer to the action, come rain or shine.
I wanted to show a connection between riders, passengers and machine.’

Steve McDonald ‘Taz Taylor in action at Brands Hatch in March 2015 at Druids, getting his elbow down Marc Marquez-style.’

Matt Gardiner ‘Shot at the Valencia MotoGP, 2014. Everyone was focused on 
the MotoGP stars, but the BMW safety bike and rider made a great shot.’

Liz Burkinshaw ‘The fantastic stunt rider of the
Demon Drome wall of death at Triumph Live 2014.’

Wull Taylor ‘The road to infinity
runs from South Uist to Eriskay.”

Robin Brydon ‘A magical moment
with friends in Norway this year.’

William Gee ‘The historical emotion only Royal
Enfields can create, captured in Lincolnshire.’

Mike Stuart ‘Bonneville Speed Week, shot
from the start line as the V-Max launched.’

Llwyd Merrills ‘This is touring! An
R1200GS plus stunning scenery.’

Andy Smith ‘My mate in Morocco,
sharing a moment with a camel.’

T
he 2015 MCN Moto Foto com-
petition, brought to you by
Carole Nash, saw thousands
of stunning biking images
taken by talented amateurs
pass across the judges’ desk.

Now 12 finalists have been selected by
the public – which you can see here.

With cash and Nikon prizes up for
grabs, and a place in the Carole Nash
2016 calendar, Moto Foto was open to
all amateur photographers.

The categories were Action, Scenic
& Touring, and Static & Bike Art. The
judges selected the best 60 images (to
celebrate MCN’s 60th anniversary)
and the public then voted on their
favourite images via the Carole Nash
Insidebikes Facebook page (facebook.

com/insidebikes). The top 10 then joined
the judges’ top 20 to create a shortlist
of 30 photographs (celebrating Carole
Nash’s 30th anniversary).

The panel of judges then selected the
12 finalists you see here, before open-
ing the shortlist up to a public vote
again to select the first, second, and
third-place prize winners, which will
be announced at Motorcycle Live. The
top three prizes include a mix of cash
and fantastic new camera bundles from
Nikon. The top prize bundle is worth a
whopping £2119.99.

Showgoers will also be able to get a
free copy of the Carole Nash calendar
containing the 12 images shown here,
available from stand 3E15 in Hall 3 
throughout Motorcycle Live.
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ultimate
™

Hearing Protection Systems WWW.ULTIMATEEAR.COM

ULTIMATEHEARING LTIMATEHEARINGPROTECTION T: +44 (0)1689 876885

*discount only valid at point of sale at the show on custom products

This voucher
entitles you to
a 10% discount
off our custom

products. Valid at
the 2015 show.*

MCN15

“The most effective and comfortable custom made hearing protection available”

SQUIDGY O

O SNR 30db O Custom fit

O Fully hygienic/cleanable O Choice of colours

O Exclusive 10% off  with this MCN advert

�–�–�

Visit us on stands

4D60, 3B62

to see more great

products
�–�–�

FREE Team WD-40 race sticker 
worth £5 for every visitor*

Stand No

3B56

GREAT DEALS ON
WD-40 PRODUCTS AT

*while stocks last

See us on stand 
2D22 at

Motorcycle Live. 

Bike theft
- You can MASTER it! 

The MASTER Scheme Datatag technologies,
fitted FREE by your dealer, make your bike

unattractive to thieves as they can’t erase its
true identity. Check your bike for the MASTER 

label to make sure you’re protected. 

NEC SHOW VOUCHER
enter into a prize draw to  

THE STABLES, GOLDSTONES FARM, RADWINTER ROAD, ASHDON, ESSEX CB10 2LZHIDEOUT-LEATHER.CO.UKCALL US ON 01799 584828

visit us in
Hall 4
stand F05

CE approved leather & textile motorcycle wear

Off the peg   Made-to-measure   Repair & alteration services

Trailblaze
rs-Pro

Spain and Moro
cco

Beginner to Expert Quality Bikes
Amazing Trails 1 - 5 day Rides and Raids
Beautiful Scenery Fantastic Hospitality
Coastal and Traditional Mountain hotels
Airport Transfers organised

The very
best trail
riding
adventures

WIN A DAY TRIP TO
THE 2016 SENIOR 

TT WITH MCN
VISIT US ON STAND 4D10 TO

ENTER THIS FREE COMPETITION


